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EDITORIAL BOARD 

Dr•1ir r<'ad<'rs. 

In the current issue of 1Jt]11nusc,.;pt11 O,.ient11/ill we begin the publication of materials presented at two 
important international conferences. 

The first, "Preservation of Dunhuang and Central Asian Collections. Third International Conference" was 
held in Berlin, (13-I 6 May, I998) (see: http://idp.bl.uk/). The organizers invited colleagues from German schol
arly centers, fi"om Paris, Copenhagen, St. Petersburg, London, Kyoto, Urumqi and Peking, as well as from Uz
bekistan, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. The papers presented were extreme~v important, and I am confident that 
topics such as recent advances in 14C dating techniques will be of interest to most of our readers. 

The second conference, "Oriental books and manuscripts collections and new information techno
logies. MELCOM XXJJJ", was organized by the European Association of Middle East Librarians (see: 
www.uni-bamberg.de/unibib/melcom/home.html) and held in St. Petersburg, May 28-30, 200I (for details, 
please, visit: http://orient.thesa.ru/congressl). 

Colleagues from Russia, USA, France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, UK, Sharjah, Iran, Israel, Holland, Uzbeki
stan, Lebanon and Egypt took part in it. The 24 papers presented in St. Petersburg covered the following topics: 
automation for Middle-Eastern collections; Internet resources for Middle Eastern librarianship; Oriental manu
scripts and new information technologies, manuscript studies; rare material collections; acquisition policies and 
co-ordination between libraries. 

In introducing the above-mentioned publications, I would like to stress that the studies they contain represent 
the latest developments in international manuscript studies. These studies also reflect the general level, tenden
cies and perspectives which will determine the future development of research connected on the conservation and 
preservation of Oriental manuscripts and rare materials, acquisition policies of the world's leading libraries and 
research centres, the influence of the new information technologies and current approaches to automation on 
Oriental collections. The present issue of 1Jt]11nusc,.;pt11 O,.ient11/i11 starts publishing the papers delivered 
at the conferences; these are contributions by Catherina Koch (Germany), Elisabeth Zack (Holland - Egypt), 
Ha/a Kai/eh (Palestine - France), and 0. F. Akimushkin (Russia). 

I would like to stress that these new publications do not represent a move away from our traditional policy of 
presenting to the world Orientalist community new research by Russian scholars. We will also continue publish
ing the article series that has brought our.journal so many new readers. 

Eflm .4. Rezvan 
Editor-in-Chi<j 



TEXTS AND MANUSCRIPTS: 
DESCRIPTION AND RESEARCH 

0. F. Akimushkin 

CENTRAL ASIAN MANUSCRIPTS' BINDINGS (1730s - 1930s) * 

Central Asian bindings during the period in question were 
extremely specific - easily recognizable and very similar 
in appearance (a we II-established range of colours, very 
subdued graphic design, the complete absence of a flap). 
They were not full leather bindings, but 90% paste-board 
(muqawwii ') [ l ]. Both covers of such a binding were usu
ally made from poured whole paste-board, although well 
pasted and pressed paper-board of separate sheets (papier
mache) was sometimes used. The edges of paste-board cov
ers were strengthened with light, thin, well-worked leather 
and reinforced with a back spine of the same finish and col
our. The back spine sometimes had two tongued flaps that 
extended upward and downward ( 1.5-2.0 cm) for pulling 
the manuscript out of a pile on the shelf (Eastern man u
scripts were kept lying. not standing as in Europe). 

The practice of producing muqawwii' bindings spread 
rapidly through all the khanates of Central Asia and binding 
masters (muqawwii "siiz, ~al;l;iif) "clothed" manuscripts in 
Bukhara and Samarqand, Fergana and Kokand, Khiva 
and Gurgandj. Of course, such bindings were inferior to 
leather bindings in elegance and artistry; the muqawwii' 
was a much more modest affair. It was, however, durable 
and functional, and cost several times less than leather, 
though it was just as hardy. This does not mean that the art 
of manufacturing leather bindings was entirely eliminated 
from the repertoire of binders; demand for them simply 
diminished significantly. They were prepared exclusively to 
order for calligraphic, illuminated manuscripts and for 
large-format lithograph editions (from the 1880s on). 

The production of muqawwii' bindings was standardized 
and usually consisted of the following: the edges of the 
paste-board covers were lined with leather of a single col
our that covered 0.4-0.5 cm. The back spine, which rein
forced both covers, was made of thin leather of the same 
colour. Paper of a single colour was pasted onto the inner 
faces of the covers (usually white, but sometimes so -called 
"marble"-abrf [2]); it was usually left unadorned. As a rule, 
these sheets of paper extended 0.2-0.3 cm over the leather 
border at the edge of the paste-board. Monotone colour 

sheets of paper were usually pasted onto the outer faces of 
the covers as well, also covering 0.2-0.3 cm of the leather 
edging. After this, the paper was coated with two or three 
layers of colourless or pale yellow lacquer. If the colour 
range of the paper was originally limited to two or three 
favourite colours (green, claret, deep orange), as time 
passed it broadened (undoubtedly under the influence of Io
cal traditions, tastes, and priorities) to include such colours 
as yellow, yellow-green, mustard, light-brown, orange, 
deep-orange, deep-green, pistachio, cherry, raspberry, dark
raspberry, etc. As concerns the colour of the leather back
ings and edging, there were fewer colour variations. One 
notes a preference for red, brown, dark-red, green, and 
orange. No well-defined pattern of colour combinations 
emerges for the backings, edgings, and covers. In selecting 
contrasting colours, the binder apparently relied both on 
tradition and, to a significant degree, his own taste, experi
ence, and possibly his client's wishes. Still, Kokand and 
Khivan binders displayed a marked preference for darker 
hues: claret, dark-raspberry, dark-brown, cherry, and black. 
This led to corresponding contrasts in the colours of the 
leather edging and back spines: light-green, pale-orange, 
light-brown, sometimes blue or pale-raspberry. 

Muqawwii' bindings bore limited adornment and dis
played little variation. Decoration usually consisted of 
various lines in geometric formation; straight embossed 
lines (!ariiq) along the entire border (usually two parallel 
lines), or two radial lines (bisecting the comers) that 
sometimes intersected in the centre. In a number of cases, 
a border lined the edges in the form of a chain with oval, 
lancet-shaped, or rectangular ( band-i riimi) links. More 
rarely one finds an embossed wavy line along the border, 
more frequently painted. The outer faces of the covers bore 
an embossed oval boss (turunj), usually with floral orna
mentation; above and below it were two vertical embossed 
palmettes (sarturunj) [3]. In the overwhelming majority of 
cases, these palmettes, reminiscent in shape of a stylized 
lotus flower or one of its petals, contained the binder's 
personal stamp. Such stamps are typical of Central Asian 

• Except for a highiy informative article by G. N. Chabrov (see "K izucheniiu sredneaziatskogo knizhnogo perepleta" ("On the study 
of Central Asian book-bindings"}, Narody Azii i Afriki, 2 ( 1964), pp. 136-41. There is an English translation of the article in Manuscripta 
Orienta/ia, VII/I, pp. 60-6. In my article, I refer to the Russian version ofChabrov's work}, I know of no works specifically on this topic 
aside from two unpublished studies by Prof. A. A. Semcnov to which Chabrov refers in his article. 

c 0. F. Akimushkin. 200 I 
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0. F. AKIMUSHKIN. Central Asian Manuscripts' Bindings 

bindings from the mid-eighteenth century to 1930s. The 
stamps displayed a standard text: 'ama/a fuliin .ya&&iif 
("executed by the so-and-so binder"). The colour range of 
the boss and palmettes contrasted with the colour of the 
covers - either a gold, yellowish, light-red, etc., back
ground. 

Binders usually placed their name stamps in the 
palmcttes, although in some rare cases one finds their 
names in the boss medallion, which customarily performed 
an ornamental function. It seems that the boss could also 
contains the name of the client or the manuscript's owner. 
For example, manuscript A 500 from the collection of the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, 
bound by l;Hitim-khwaja (according to the stamp in the pal
mettes), has a boss with the owner's name and date: mulla 
'Abdallah 'Anar, 127511858 [4]. Naturally, craftsmen var
ied the decoration; we know of bindings with two palmcttcs 
above and below the boss or with an extra or third palmette 
in place of a boss. In one extremely rare case this was occa
sioned by a need to indicate the work of three craftsmen 
on a single binding; it was executed in 127411857-58 
by Qadir MuQammad, l;lusayn Ri<;Janaqqash and 'Ashiir 
AQmadl [5]. It should be noted that the first and third of 
them worked together on the binding of another copy in 
1285/1868-69 [6]. Craftsmen rarely indicated their loca
tion in their stamp. I know of only one such case: l;lusayn 
Dhakir bound three mathnawls from the Khamsa by 
'A!Tshlr Nawa'i in Khorezm in 1217/1802-03 [7]. A spe
cific feature of some bindings created in the second half 
of the eighteenth century are four vertically arranged 
palmettes in the centre of the covers' outer faces; the two 
outer palmettes contained the craftsmen's stamps, while the 
central palmettes were ornamental. The same function was 
performed by two palmettes on the leather (!) tongue of 
the binding. 

The right to use an individual stamp (muhr) with one's 
own name and date - the right to work as a craftsman -
was conferred on a binder after an apprenticeship and 

7 

sample work approved by his teacher and leading crafts
men. After becoming a craftsman, he would order a stamp 
(muhr), usually poured in Kokand either from brass or 
"Eastern bronze" (hafijiish), an alloy of seven metals: iron, 
zinc, tin, lead, copper, silver, gold. Stamps were very ex
pensive. Jn addition to the craftsman's name, the stamp usu
ally (but not always) indicated the date, customarily the 
date of his ascendance to craftsman status. Because of their 
cost, craftsmen rarely acquired stamps with new dates, or 
ordered them only at significant intervals. This explains the 
sometimes significant discrepancies between the date of the 
binding's completion and time of the copy's completion: 
upon comparison, one sometimes finds that the manuscript 
was "clothed" long before it was copied [8]. Of course, this 
concerns copies completed during a craftsman's lifetime. 
We note that binders did not prepare bindings in advance. 

As concerns format, one should note that the most 
popular and widespread proportion of height to width was 
1.5: 1.0, or 18.0X 12.0 cm, 24.0X 18.0 cm, 30.0X20.0 cm; 
much more rarely one encounters the dimensions 
36.0X24.0 cm or larger for lithograph editions. Naturally, 
there are deviations, but they were usually minor. 

The basis for this study was provided by a records 
culled by the author from six catalogues of manuscript de
scriptions [9] and work "de visu" with approximately one 
third of the so-called "Bukharan collection" of 
V. A. Ivanov (1915) [IO]. The author's records cover 603 
bindings by 189 Central Asian craftsmen. The earliest of 
them is a binding completed by MuQammad RaQlm 
b. mulla [Taql]-~aQQaf dated 116111748 [I I], and the latest 
by mulla Jshan-Qul dated 1342/1923 [12]. The most produc
tive (or most popular) binders in the author's files are M~ 
ammad Na~iqal).l)af (mid-19th century): 19 bindings; mulla 
Yiildash-~al).l)af (second half of the 19th century): 20 bind
ings; and mir 'Adil-khwaja ~aQQaf (l 870s-1930s ): 31 bind
ings. Of course, the data are not complete enough to establish 
definite tendencies, although the author has tried to draw 
what objective conclusions are possible in the present article. 

Notes 

I. According to Chabrov, Semcnov called this type of binding -where the "covers, pasted over in leather, are reinforced by a leather 
spine" - "half-leather" (Chabrov, op. cit., p. 136). 

2. A special type of decorative paper that received its name from the floral designs and veins that render it reminiscent of marble. 
It was usually used for the margins in richly illuminated manuscripts. There are several accounts of the craftsmen who developed the tech
niques of its production. Judging by the maruscripts with abri paper that have reached us. however, it was created in 1470-90 in the court 
workshop of Heral, or in the analogous workshop of Aq-Quyunlu in Tebriz. It is produced in the following fashion: various paints are 
filtered by drop into a vat or round trough that contains a watery, jellyish paste-like decoction of onion or !lax seeds. The pain is lighter 
than the mixture and floats on the surface. The craftsmen carefully spreads the paint over the pastelike surface of the liquid, forming 
whatever designs he wishes. A sheet of paper is then laid over this; when the paint has been absorbed, the paper is removed and dried. 
After drying, the craftsman usually applied paint with a brush to highlight the contours of the design. During the period mentioned above, 
this production technique had been long forgotten in Central Asia, and craftsmen simply used oil paints to imitate marble. See Y .Porter, 
Painters, Paintings and Books (New Delhi, 1994), pp. 45-9; also Manuel de codicologie des manuscrits en ecriture arabe (Bibliotheque 
national de France, 2000), p. 269. 

3. One should note that the dimensions of palmette-sarturunjs varied, as one might expect, in accordance with manuscript format (see 
below). In the main. the corresponded to the dimensions given by Chabrov(op. cit., p. 141); small dimensions had the following heights 
and widths: 1.8x1.5 cm, 2.1x1.6 cm, 3.0X2.3 cm; medium: 3.2 x 2.4 cm, 3.6 x 2.9 cm, etc. 

4. Manuscript A 500 is a collection of~iifi poetry. Yellow-green binding, backing and edging in red leather. SeePersidskie i tadzhik
skie rukopisi lnstituta narodov Azii AN SSSR. Kratkii alfavitnyi katalog (Persian and Tajik Manuscripts at the USSR Academy of Sciences 
Institute of Asian Peoples. A Concise Alphabetical Catalogue), pt. I, ed. N. D. Miklukhlo-Maclay (Moscow, 1964), No. 3893. The same 
master bound two manuscripts from the Tajikistan collection: composite manuscript No.1236 ("green binding with raspberry and yellow 
medallions") and a copy of the Silsilat a/-dhahiih by 'Abd al-Ra~man Jami, No. 1878 ("binding in raspberry leather"). See Katalog 
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vostochnykh rukopisei Akademii nauk Tadzhikskoi SSR (Catalogue of Eastern Manuscripts at the Tajik SSR Academy of Sciences), vol. 2 
(Dushanbe, 1968), Nos. 607, 656; vol. 5 (Dushanbe, 1974 ), Nos. 1692-1697. He also bound a copy of the Bayiiq, No. 88 from the collec
tion of the former Institute of manuscripts in Tashkent ("green paste-board binding"). See Katalog fonda lnstituta rukopisei Akademii 
nauk Uzbekskoi SSR (Catalogue of the Collection at the Institute of Manuscripts of the Uzbek SSR Academy of Sciences), vol. 2 
(Tashkent, 1988), No. 704. This Institute has since been liquidated and all of its manuscript holdings given to the Institute of Oriental 
Studies of the Academy of Sciences of Uzbekistan. 

5. Copy of the poem Shiih wa darwish by Badr al-Din Hilal! from the collection of the Academy of Sciences of Tajikistan 
(No. 1376/IV). See Katalog vostochnykh rukopisei Akademii nauk Tadzhikskoi SSR, vol. 3, No. 826 ("Central Asian binding, yellowish 
with medallions"). 

6. They bound a manuscript ofNa?im's poem Yiisufwa Zulaykhii from the Academy of Sciences of Tajikistan collection (No. 1977). 
See Kata log vostochnykh rukopisei Akademii nauk Tadzhikskoi SSR, vol. 3, No. I 012 ("Central Asian binding, green, with three raspberry 
medallions"). We note that the copy of the poem is dated 1287/1870--71, while the binding was made in 1285/1868-69 (date given in 
the craftsman's personal stamps). One can cite another example of a joint effort by two binders: l)ajjl 'Abd al-Shukur-~al)haf and Iskandar
~al)l)af made in 1316 I 1898-99 a "binding, Eastern, black-raspberry, with a narrow greenish border and light-brown medallions"; it is 
a copy of the poem !fadiqat al-~aqiqat by Sana'i GhaznawL See ibid., vol. 2, No. 346. 

7. The copy was made by mulla ~alil) Kashgharl in 1217/1802-03; it is held in the collection of the Academy of Sciences of 
Tajikistan ("Central Asian binding, yellow-green, with three brown medallions"). See ibid., vol. 3, No. 777. 

8. Typical example: the Bukharan craftsman Mul)ammad :(".arlf-~ahhaf marked six of 12 bindings with a stamp dated 1217/1802-
03, although the manuscripts bear other dates of copying: 1221 /1806-07, 1226/1811, and 1269/1852-53. Only a copy of the Diwiin-i 
Im/ii· from the collection of the Academy of Sciences of Tajikistan (No. 1835) bears in the palmettes the date 125711841-42. As it turns 
out, he changed his stamp only 40 years later. See Katalogfonda Instituta rukopisei Akademii nauk Uzbekskoi SSR, vol. 2, Nos. 708, 790, 
802; Kata log vostochnykh rukopisei Akademii nauk Tadzhikskoi SSR, vol. 2, No. 451; vol. 3, No. 903; vol. 5, Nos. 1508, 1511, 1665, 
1673; vol. 6, Nos. 1997, 2053; Sobranie vostochnykh rukopisei Akademii nauk Uzhekskoi SSR (Collection of Eastern Manuscripts at the 
Uzbek SSR Academy of Sciences) (Tashkent, 1952-1987), vol. 8, No. 5812; Persidskie i tadzhikskie rukopisi Instituta narodov Azii AN 
SSSR. Kratkii a/favitnyi kata/og, pt. I, Nos. 45, 634, 1736. 

9. See Sobranie vostochnykh rukopisei Akademii nauk Uzhekskoi SSR, vols. 1-11; Kata log vostochnykh rukopisei Akademii nauk 
Tadzhikskoi SSR, vols. 1-6; A. T. Tagirdzhanov, Opisanie tadzhikskikh i persidskikh rukopisei Vostochnogo otde/a hiblioteki 
leningradskogo Gosudarstvennogo Universiteta (Description of the Tajik and Persian Manuscripts in the Library of the Leningrad 
State University), vol. I (Leningrad, 1962); Katalog fonda Instituta rukopisei Akademii nauk Uzbekskoi SSR, vols. 1-2; Persidskie i 
tadzhikskie rukopisi Instituta narodov Azii AN SSSR, pis. 1-2; N. B. Khalimov, Katalog arabskikh rukopisei Akademii nauk Turkmenskoi 
SSR (Catalogue of Arabic Manuscripts at the Turkmen SSR Academy of Sciences) (Ashkhabad, 1988). 

10. On the collection and its composition, see V. I. Beliaev, "Arabskie rukopisi Bukharskol kollektsii Aziatskogo muzeia Instituta 
vostokovedeniia AN SSSR" ("Arab manuscripts from the Bukharan collection of the Asiatic Museum at the USSR Academy of Sciences 
Institute of Oriental Studies"), Trudy Instituta vostokovedeniia Academii nauk SSSR, II (Leningrad, 1932). Also V. A. Ivanov, "Spiski 
rukopisel Bukharskol kollektsii" ("Copies of manuscripts from the Bukharan collection"), with forcward and notes by 
lu. E. Borshchevsky, in Pamiatniki pis'mennosti Vostoka. Ezhegodnik (Moscow, 1970), pp. 407-36. 

11. This binding is typically Central Asian merely by its outward appearance: yellow outer covers, dark-yellow edging and back, 
broad embossed borders along the edges of the covers, three identically sized palrnette-sarturunjs vertically arranged in the centre, each 
bearing the name of the binder (sahhiif) and date. See Persidskie i tadzhikskie rukopisi Instituta narodov Azii AN SSSR, pt. I, No. 4246 
(a collection of official documents in copies as well as sample stencils for composing them; call number A 210). 

12. He made a "Central Asian, green binding" for a copy of Firdawsl's Shiih-nama from the collection of the Tajikistan Academy of 
Sciences. No. 1818. See Kata/og vostochnykh rukopisei Akademii nauk Tadzhikskoi SSR, vol. 5, No. 1732. 

Illustrations 

Fig. 1. Majmu'a-yi shii'iriin-i Faqli, manuscript C 104 in the collection of the St. Petersburg 
Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, 1263 / l 84 7-48. Muqawwii' binding, binder 
'Umar Mirza b. Aqa. date of the binding 125811842-43, Central Asia, 17.8 X 31.9 cm. 

Fig. 2. Diwiin-i Shawkat, manuscript C 854 in the collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the In
stitute of Oriental Studies, 1161 /I 748. Muqawwii' binding, binder Mul)ammad, date of the 
binding 120411789-90, Central Asia, 14.0 x 22.6 cm. 

Fig. 3. Majma · a/-an.yah by Shabangara'I (autograph), manuscript C 1096 in the collection of the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, late 14th century. Muqawwii · 
binding, binder Mir 'Adil Khwaja-~al)l)af, date of the binding 19th century, Central Asia, 
16.0X24.7 cm. 

Fig. 4. KhuliiJaf a/-akhbiir ft bayan a~wii/ a/-akhyiir by Khwand-Amlr, manuscript C 812 in the 
collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, Shawwal 
1008 I April - May 1600. Muqawwii' binding, binder Mir 'lbadallah-~al)l)af, date of the 
binding 1245/1829-30, Kishm, 17.5 x 25.8 cm. 



M. I. Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya 

A SANSKRIT MANUSCRIPT ON BIRCH-BARK FROM BAIRAM-ALI. 
11.AVADANA ANDJATAKA (PART4) 

This section of the manuscript primarily contains tales 
about female Buddhists. We know of the formation of the 
Buddhist female community and women's monasteries 
since the end of the first centuries A. D., although Buddhist 
tradition links this fact with permission granted by the Bud
dha after many requests by Mahaprajapatl Gautam! (the 
Buddha Sakyamuni's aunt, who raised him atier his 
mother's death) and support from Ananda. This tale has 
been preserved in the Pali canon, in the Manoratha Piira!1I, 
Anguttara-nikaya, l, 14, 5. The Pali canon also contains 
a special section entitled Therl Giithii [ 1], which praises 
those women who went along with the Buddha and gained 
fame as his followers. The biographies of these women 
were described in the European literature in 1893 by 
M. Bode [2]. Nonetheless, the important question of what 
later befell these women remains unanswered in the Pali 
canon. as it docs in the entire Theravada school, which 
bring their heroines only to the state of arhat. Only the 
Mahayana gave a detailed answer to the question. 

Since the Bairam-Ali manuscript appears to present the 
story of Buddhism's first female adherents with the addition 
of several new details that reflect the influence of the Maha
yana, we cite two passages from the Saddharmap111J<farlka
s1/tra in which the Buddha foretells their eternal fate: atha 
khalu mahiiprajiipatl bhik.~u!JI bhagavato miitr.~vasii !fa<fbhir 
hhik.~u!Jl.rnhasraihhi .iaik!fiisaik!fahhik!fur bhik!fWJlbhi 
siirdhaf!1m ulthiiv' iisaniid yena bhagaviif!ls teniif!1)alif!1 
prm,1iimayitvii bhagavatau 'bhimukhii bhagavato 'dimiitraf!l 

mukham avalokayaf!llya~ sthitii abhiit [3] ("At that time the 
Buddha's maternal aunt, the nun Mahaprajiipafi, and the six 
thousand nuns who accompanied her, some still learning, 
others with nothing more to learn, rose from their seats, 
pressed their palms together with a single mind and gazed 
up at the face of the Honoured One, their eyes never leav
ing for an instant") [4]. The Buddha understood the unspo
ken question and answered it, dedicating a prophecy to this 
group of his adherents: api tu gotaml idas /Vaf!l cyutii 
samiinii anupiirvel}a sapariviirii istribhiiva'!l vivartayitvii 
a.Y(iiri'!l.siinii'!l buddhako{inayuta.iatasahasrii!Jii'!l siintike 
bodhisatva dharmabhiil}ako bhavi!fyasi imiiny api te 
.ya<fbhik!fU!Jisahasriil}i .iaik.yii5aik!fiini bhik!funlniif!l tvayaiva 
siirdlwf!1 le!fii'!l buddhiinii'!l bhagavalii'!l siintike dharma 
bhiil}akii bhavi!f)'anli ("Now if you would like to know the 
prophecy for you, I will say that in ages to come, amid the 
Law of sixty-eight thousands of millions of Buddhas, you 
will be a great teacher of the Law, and the six thousand 
nuns, some still learning, some already sufficiently learned, 
will accompany you as teachers of the Law") [5]. Atier 
this, the Buddha made the same prophecy in relation to the 
Buddha's wife and the mother of his son, as well as the 
nuns who accompanied her. Thus, the fate of these women 
in the future led not only to the status of boddhisattvas, but 
also teachers who spread the dharma. 

In the Bairam-Ali manuscript, the tale of the first of 
these women begins on fol. 14b(4) [6]. The daughter of the 
head of the merchants leaves her parents' house. 

FOL. [14a] 

TRANSLITERATION 

11. X X X X lay[ ii] a[r ]hatvm/I pr[ ii]plaf!l piirvva[ f!l] kiisyape pravarajitii iisi vacaya as[ Uf!l patiiy[ ii]. 
2. piirl}aka iti piir1J1.wko 1 niimena fre.Hhiputro iiyu.ymato 'nurudhasya siirdhaviharl sagilo 
3. nlbhii[to]' antaraghare 'rhatva'!l priiplaf!l /atraiva parinirvrta~ piirvayoga miinayati 
4. kanakamune .vihara(1 kiirita_(1 kiislap~e] p~av1~ajita~ II ku_bjii iti sthiilanandiiy~ sviiddhya 4 

5. ym/I kan:[ya/1 .)·a<fvargga kana'!l · khadanaya datla'!l yava punareva uggatii piirvvayoga'!l riija 

1 A slip of the pen, instead of p1/rnako. 
2 Prakritism or a slip of the pen. instead ofsakhilo. 
·' Instead of nihhiito. 
4 Instead of.n'iidhvii. 
'Instead ofsacfva.rga khiinam. 
" Instead of khcidaniram. 
7 Prakritism, instead of udgatii. 

{'' M. I. Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya, 2001 
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TRANSLATION 

l. [and] a [state of] arhat was gained by her. "In an earlier rebirth, in the time of[the buddha] Kasyapa, I received [my] 
pravrajyii ordination, [but] because of careless talks [I was born as a dog", she explained]. 

2. [Tale] of Piin,1aka llJ. The head of the merchants had a son called Piin:iaka. [He] lived as a pupil with the noble 
Anuruddha. 

3. In an earlier [rebirth] he was his friend. [Thanks to Anuruddha] he gained [a state of] arhat directly in the inner 
chambers [of the house] and immediately achieved nirviil}a. [His karma]: in a previous rebirth he venerated [the buddhas]. 

4. He organized the construction ofa vihara for [the buddha] Kanakamuni 121 • He reccivedpravrajyii [ordination] during 
the time of the buddha Kasyapa. [Tale] of Kubja 131 . With Sthiilananda 141 she will good training 

5. receive. [In a previous rebirth] she offered [as a gift to the community] six types of food suitable for consumption. 
For this reason she was reborn in [the world]. In a previous rebirth 

Commentary 

111 Pun:iaka, or Pun:ia - main character in two avadiinas: Purl}abhahga (first avadiina in the Avadiina.fotaka) and Purl}a 
(second avadiina in the Divviivadiina). The manuscript gives only some details of his biography. He is also mentioned in 
the Tibetan translation of Mu/asarviistiviidavinaya, section Bhai$a)yavastu, 411112, 4, 8 (see Jampa Losang Panglung, 
Die Er::iihlslo/je des Mulasarviistiviidavinaya Ana/ysiert au{ Grund der Tibelischen Ubersetzung, Tokyo, 1981, pp. 18-9), 
Piin;ia, together with Aniruddha, is also mentioned in jiilaka 19 from the Jiilakamiilii ("Jiitaka of Lotus Stems"), where it is 
told that they took to the forest as hermits after the death of Aniruddha's father. 

121 Kanakamuni - one of the first buddhas, next but one before Sakyamuni: Kasyapa, Sakyamuni, Kanakamuni, 
Krakucchanda. See BHSD, p. 16 7. 

l3l Kubja (lit. "hunchbacked") usually referred to in the Buddhist literature as Kubjottara (Pali Khujjutara). The Pali 
canon several times mentions upiisikii Khujjutara, see Samyuttanikaya, II, XVII, 24; Apadana, II, 429 ff. In the Pali and 
Sanskrit literature, the story of this servant-girl is evidently scattered over several works. For example, in the Jiitakamiilii, 
jiilaka 19, it is told that a boddhisattva together with his brothers, sisters and the servant-girl Kubja, after the death of the 
boddhisaltva's father took to the forest as a hermit. It was not possible to identify giilhii, which closes the tale in the manu
script, in a single tale about Kubja. One should also note that in this manuscript the tale of Kubja is repeated in abbreviated 
form on fol. 62b (2), where it is called Kujja (Prakritized form); only a single giithii, however, is repeated there. 

141 As concerns Kubja, another important reference to her name as the pupil of the nun Sthiilananda occurs in the Mahii
vaslu, vol. Ill, 49. l 0 ff. We find there the tale of how this nun spoke out against Kasyapa in defense of Ananda after the 
latter was expelled by Kasyapa from the community and accused of failing to hinder the Buddha Sakyamuni's exit to 
mahiiparinirviil}a. 

FOL.14b 

TRANSLITERATION 

l. bh[ii]rvii ku[b]jj[ii] bhutii diirutak$akehi 8 visviiditii 9 vayaf!l ljuf!l kari$yiima iii. yiiva riijii giithii 
2 bhii$ali rathakiirasahasrehi rathaf!l giiniif!l Salehi ca na sakyaf!l ljukii karluf!l tathii hi unna 
3. tonnaO 10 ta II ceti iti riijiio cetisya 11 vistarena yathii vinaye saptatii/a 
4. matram ni$iditva arthan na cchidyati 12 iti l(dhvaja iti brahmadattasya duhitii siijanapa-
5. dakiilyii!1ii sii a.yrahi riijiinehi yiiciyati 13 yiiva svayaf!lvarii 14 avatlrl}a 
6. tiiya 15 buddhaf!l bhagavanlaf!l 

TRANSLATION 

l. Kubja was the wife of a riijii. The wood-cutters [gave her a marvellous gift] [,a carriage]. [They decided]: "We will 
make it well!" How the riijii a giithii 

2. did pronounce: "Thousands of carriage-makers and hundreds of chariot talliers cannot make as solid [a carriage] as 
[this one], 

'Prakritism, instead of diirutak.yakehhi~. The form =ehi generally occurs instead of=ebhi~; it is attested in BHSG. 
9 The form visviiditii is not attested in Sanskrit. Perhaps a slip of the pen instead of vismiivitii? 

10 Hereafter the sign 0 is used to denote string holes. 
11 The forms ceti and cedi arc attested only in the Buddhist Sanskrit, instead of caitya; see BHSD, pp. 232-3. 
12 Instead of chidyate. 
11 Instead of viicvate. 
14 Instead of~va.vamvara. 
" Instead of ta.1'6 . . 
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3. the best of the best 151. [Tale] of the caitya. The caitya for the ruler is (described] in detail in the Vinaya as follows: 
"lf[the height] for sitting (is) only seven tii/as, 

4. it will be of no use" 61 [Tale] of the sign [of the dharma] Pl. The [riijii] Brahmadatta had a daughter. She [was re
puted to be] the greatest 

5. beauty in the land. Eight riijiis wished [to have her for a wife]. When the svaya1f1vara approached, 
6. she [decided]: "to the Buddha Bhagavan 

Commentary 

1;1 The giithii on fol. 62b(2--4) displays several deviations from the one cited above: rathakiirasahasrelJ.a rathakiiraiatena 
ca na .fokyam ljukii karlu1f1 tatheya1f1 unnatonnati. In meaning, this phrasing seems better, as "chariot talliers" have nothing 
to do with the making of chariots. 

161 "Seven tii/as" (lit. "seven palms") - tii/a is a measure of height used in describing caytyas for buddhas and highly es
teemed persons. See, for example, the Saddharmapu1J.diirlka-siitra, Bibliotheca Buddhica, X, pp. 451.7, 459.11, 465.7, etc. 

171 The name of the daughter of the ruler Brahmadatta is not given in the tale. We find only an indication that she is 
janapadakiilyii1J.ii. 'This gives grounds for comparing the tale with the tale ofTherl Nanda. The story goes as follows. TherT 
Nanda was greatly renowned among those who practiced meditation. In her final incarnation, she was supposed to be reborn 
as a pupil of MahaprajapatT Gautami. Upon hearing that the Buddha could prove that beauty means nothing, Nanda went 
to him. The Buddha used his miraculous power to create a woman of unusual beauty who served him with a fan. Nanda 
was shamed, but the lesson had only begun. Before her eyes the woman began to grow old, ugly, lose strength, and finally 
she fell to the ground dead. Nanda realized that beauty is fleeting. This is how she gained faith in the teaching of the Buddha 
and became a pupil of MahiiprajapatT. The story preserved in the manuscript contains only some episodes from Nanda's 
life. However, the majority of tales about beautiful women who reject secular life and choose the path of the Teaching 
arc constructed in similar fashion (for detail, see M. Bode, pp. 763-6; cf. also jiitaka No. 384, Dhammaddhvaja). A similar 
plot was reflected in the Miilasarviistiviidavinaya in the Tibetan translation 41/210.4.3 (see Jampa Losang Panglung, 
op. cit., p. 208). 

FOL. [15a] 

TRANSLITERATION 

1. siistiiran.1 la1f1 carayiimiti yiiva pravraiitii sarvvais ca ma1J.<fal[a]l[e] prajniipt[ii] 
2. _viiva acchiido dinna& arhaf1'an.1 priipla1f1 karme piirvvam upiisikii kanakamuner vihara& 
3. 0 kiirita& bhraf('(li'ilf1 caika [kii]r~apa(Wl?l 16 dattan,1 viiva sa1f1siire fodhita& riijabhii-
4. te hi kii.~yape brahmaca1yan.1 cfr(l(Wlf1 II k~emii riijno prasenaji[ta]s_va 17 duhitiijiitii sii riijno 
5. putra.1ya dinnii tiiya grhastha bhiitiiya a.Y{a vimokii 18 siik.yi kttii arha11'a1f1 priiplalf1 sii 

TRANSLATION 

I. to that Teacher, I insist on leaving". How [she then] received pravrajyii ordination and became known to all in the 
neighbourhood. 

2. How she was served food [of the greatest purity] and [how she] attained [the state of] arhat. [According to the 
karma] in a previous rebirth she was an upiisikii. Vihara [of the buddha] Kanakamuni 

3. was built with her help, and they gave out [there] a kar~apalJ.i to each of the brothers. How [thanks to this] [she] 
achieved purity in the sansara. 

4. Kasyapa was a ra;a, [she] led a virtuous life. [Tale] ofK~emii 181 . A daughter was born to the riijii Prasenajit. She 
5. was given in marriage to the riiiii's son. [But] while she [was still] living in the family she achieved "eight libera

tions" 191 and attained [the state of] arhat. She 

Commentary 

1" 1 K~emii - heroine of many jiitakas and avadiinas of the K.yemeti (see Avadiinaiataka, I, pp. 45-51 ). The dispute be
tween the bhik~uni K~ema and Prasenajit forms the content for the chapter Khemiitherf (see Samyuttanikaya, pt. IV, 
pp. 374-80). A Pali version of the tale of K~ema has been translated into English by M. Bode, pp. 527-32. The manu
script contains only some information about K~ema. We find the standard formulas, which render the story similar to all 
other tales about female Buddhists. 

191 "Eight liberations" are enumerated in the Maha1:vutpatti, Nos. 1510-1518. 

10 The akeara kii= is erroneously omitted here. 
17 The ak.yara =ta= is erroneously omitted here. 
"Instead ofvimok.yii. 
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FOL. !Sb 

TRANSLITERATION 

l. antahpura i:ddhipriitiharye(Ja iivarj[i]ta'!I yiiva pravrajitii bhagavatii mahaprajiiii niima 
2. gra 1 ~ tiiya nirddi~{a piirvayoga111 kii.~yape sa1?1myaksa1?1buddhe dafo var~a sahasrii!Ji brahmiica-
3. 0 1ya1?1 cfr(l(Ja1?1 II ma1Jiti ma!Jiprabho devaputro ma!Jimakena 20 bhavena ujvale 
4. na hhagavata& Sa1?1tika1?1 upasa111kkriinta& hhagavatii dharmoddita& satyiini di:~/iini 
5. dr.Hasatyopakkriinta& piin,ayoga& kanakamune sa1?1myaksa1?1buddhe malJ<falavii/o 

TRANSLATION 

l. was converted in the inner chambers thanks to [her] supernatural abilities. How she received pravrajyii ordination. 
The Bhagavan went on by the name of"Most wise" 1101 

2. to call her. In a previous rebirth, in the time of the entirely enlightened Kasyapa, she for ten thousand years led 
a virtuous way 

3. of life. [Tale] of Mai;ii 1111 . Son of the gods Ma9iprabha, [together] with a brilliant palace of precious stones, 
4. came to the Bhagavan. The Bhagavan was trained in following the dharma. [The four] noble truths 
5. he had mastered and achieved correct [conduct]. In a previous rebirth during the time of the entirely enlightened 

Kanakamuni 

Commentary 

1101 Mahaprajna - lit. "that wisdom in which she is great". 
1111 Ma9i here is a proper name; his full name is Mai;iiprabha devaputra. In the uddiina on fol. 13b (I) another name 

is used - Mai;ia. The name Mai;iiprabha is not attested in the Buddhist literature. The plot of the tale is indicated only in 
broad strokes. It possibly refers to the tale of the yak~a Ma9ibhadra (Pali yakkha Ma9ibhadda), who lived in the caitya of 
Ma9imalaka (see Samyuttanikaya, I, 208). 

Notes 

l. See Paramatthadlpanl, Dhammapii/a 's Commentary on the Therlgiithii, ed. E. Miiller. (London, 1893). - Pali Text 
Society, 20. 

2. M. Bode, "Women leaders of the Buddhist reformation", JRAS ( 1893), pp. 517-66; 763-98. The author used mate
rial from two manuscripts that have remained unpublished up through the present: a manuscript in the Sinhalese writing 
collated with a Burmese manuscript of Nipata, l-3; another Sinhalese manuscript. The article gives the Pali text and 
an English translation of the biographies of the following female Buddhists: Mahapajapatl Gotaml, Khema, Uppalavai;ii;ia, 
Paiacara, Dhammadinna, Nanda, So9a, Sakula, Bhadda (Ku9<;lalakesa), Bhadda Kapilani, Bhadda Kaccana, Kisagotaml, 
Sigalakamata. 

3. Saddharmapu(1<farlkasiitra. Central Asian Manuscripts. Romanized Text, ed. by Hirofumi Toda (Tokushima,1983), 
p. 131. 

4. The Lotus Sutra, trans. by Burton Watson (New York, 1993), p. 191. 
5. !hid. 
6. See Manuscripta Orientalia, Vll/2, pp. 10-9. 

Illustrations 

Fig. I. Sanskrit manuscript SI Merv I on birch-bark from Bairam-Ali in the collection of the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, fol. [ 14a], 19.0 x 5.0 cm. 

Fig. 2. The same manuscript, fol. 14b, 19.0X5.0 cm. 
Fig. 3. The same manuscript, fol. [I 5a], 19.0 x 5.0 cm. 
Fig. 4. The same manuscript, fol. I 5b, 19.0 x 5.0 cm. 

19 Instead of niimiigra. 
20 Instead of mw;iimayena. 



PRESENTING THE COLLECTIONS 

Stephan Hillyer Levitt 

NEW MANUSCRIPTS FROM THE COLLECTION OF W. NORMAN 
BROWN ADDED TO THE INDIC MANUSCRIPT COLLECTION OF THE 

LIBRARY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA* 

The University of Pennsylvania Library's Indic manuscript 
collection is today the largest collection of native lndic 
books in the Western hemisphere. The acquisition of this 
collection was begun in 1930. Provost Penniman of the 
University of Pennsylvania himself gave the first sum for 
the purchase of Indic manuscripts, and shortly after ob
tained additional funds from Mr. John Gribbel, Dr. Charles 
W. Burr and the Faculty Research Committee. The man u
scripts obtained were added to gifts of a few manuscripts 
which had been given the Library in previous years. and the 
collection became at that time the second largest in the 
United States and Canada. Further funds came from the 
Library through its Colton Fund. By 1935, with the acquis i
tion of an additional 1,800 Indic manuscripts, the Univer
sity of Pennsylvania Library's Indic manuscript collection 
became the largest such collection in North America. When 
Horace I. Poleman's Census of Jndic Manuscripts in the 
United States and Canada, American Oriental Series. 
vol. 14 (New Haven: American Oriental Society, 1938) was 
published, the 2,700-odd manuscripts then at the University 
of Pennsylvania, together with the 2,400-odd catalogued 
manuscripts at Harvard University Library, accounted for 
most of the 7,273 individual entries in his catalogue. As an 
individual manuscript often contains more than one text, 
the total number of manuscripts at the University of Penn
sylvania Library and Harvard University Library account 
for more than this number in the total number of entries in 

Poleman's Census. There is in the University of Pennsyl
vania collection, for instance, a manuscript of Upani~ads 
which contains approximately 30 texts. Each of these texts 
is a separate entry in Poleman's Census. The number of 
Indic manuscripts in the Western hemisphere outside the 
United States and Canada is minimal. 

Since that time, the University of Pennsylvania ob
tained still more Indic manuscripts. These came from a do
nation of Sanskrit manuscripts by the United States Infor
mation Service to a worthy American institution, from a 
donation of a beautiful collection of Southeast Asian man u
scripts by Mr. John Lester of Haverford, and from dona
tions of still other manuscripts from other sources, swelling 
its number up to the present to just under 3,000. In addition, 
the 50-odd Indic manuscripts which had been donated 
through the years to the University Museum were given in 
loan to the Library and placed together with these man u
scripts for reasons of access, storage and preservation. 

Most of the Library's acquisitions were of whole 
collections. One such large collection, for instance, came 
from Marwar, an area in the present-day state of Rajasthan. 
The manuscripts themselves come mainly from central, 
northern and western India, with a comparative few from 
eastern and southern India. The South Indian manuscripts, 
however, though few from the vantage of the larger 
collection, account for most of the palm leaf Grantha script 
manuscripts listed in Poleman's Census. Among the more 

• Several articles referring to the University of Pennsylvania Library's holdings of Indic manuscripts have ;ppeared in The Library 
Chronicle. These appeared in vol. 2 (1934), pp. 18-23; vol. 3 (1935), pp. 58-61; vol. 6 (1938), pp. 34-9; vol. 40 (1976), pp. 151- -61; 
and vol. 44 (1980), pp. 97-· 152. The first three were by W. Norman Brown. The work presented here was originally begun in September 
and October 1982. It was not possible to complete the work immediately, but not long afterward a writeup was prepared in a more popular 
and less technical form than that presented here. I was informed at that time. though, that The LihrmJ' Chronicle for which the article had 
been prepared had ceased publication. This of course was discouraging, but I proceeded to xerox the first lines, etc. of certain of the manu
scripts so I would be able to work further on this material from a distance in New York City. This was necessary so as to make the article 
more acceptable to a professional Oriental journal per se than would be the less technical article which had been prepared at first. As few 
folios as possible were xeroxed, and only as absolutely necessary for clear identification purposes. In some instances, film was taken in
stead. Despite discouragement, the work pushed ahead and certain points were checked with various people. Then in May 1983 I took ill, 
which period of illness lasted until mid-September or October 1983. After this I turned my attention to things which were less discourag
ing until recently in 1994, when 1 turned to working further on the Sarada script material in the collection and to pulling everything to
gether in clean copy. This work was slow-going, but a typescript was at last finished in the summer of 1995. This was revised in the winter 
of 1998. I would like to thank the Library of the University of Pennsylvania for permission to reproduce here material from W. Norman 
Brown's collection. 

L" Stephan Hillyer Levitt, 2001 
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recent acquisitions, the donation by the United States In
formation Service was of manuscripts mainly from east
ern India, and another grouping of manuscripts was of 
palm leaf manuscripts from Sri Lanka. Most of the manu
scripts are in Sanskrit. Manuscripts in Pali and in other 
languages of South and Southeast Asia, however. are rep
resented as well. There are a beautifully illustrated manu
script on fortune-telling by birds in dialectical Hindi, a 
manuscript of the Riimacaritamiinasa by the famous Hindi 
poet Tuls! Das, a Marathi manuscript which gives a de
scription of the flute, a Tamil version of the compendious 
Sanskrit Skandap11rii1,1a, which can be described as contain
ing traditional folklore and folk wisdom, rendered into 
T;mil verse by the poet Kacciyappar and written on the 
traditional long narrow palm leaves with the letters 
scratched into the leaves with a stylus. There arc also a 
Burmese manuscript recording building changes in a local 
temple on heavy bark paper coloured black and folded ac
cordion style, and a Burmese manuscript which treats 
medical diagnosis and the compounding of prescriptions by 
apothecaries on local mulberry paper. 

In purchasing manuscripts, it was found that it was ad
vantageous to obtain whole collections as opposed to indi
vidual manuscripts. To an individual Indian owner, every 
book in his family's possession becomes a priceless treas
ure, and so the cost of such individual manuscripts is very 
high. If something is recognized by a would-be purchaser 
as being of particular value, he, or his agent, must be par
ticularly cool-headed in the transaction. By purchasing 
manuscripts in whole collections the purchaser obtains a 
broad selection of texts. but only a small number of them 
may be manuscripts which have been recognized as being 
particularly noteworthy either on textual or artistic grounds. 
This is not to say that such manuscripts may not exist in the 
collection, but only that perhaps few have been recognized. 
This is the less expensive way of purchasing Indic manu
scripts. Individual purchases are the most expensive way to 
obtain lndic manuscripts. While the former is the way in 
which the core of the University of Pennsylvania Library's 
Indic manuscript collection was purchased, the Library's 
collection does have items obtained the latter way as well. 
The exquisite manuscript of the Vetii/apaiicavilflSati, or 
'Twenty-five Tales of the Vampire", edited by Theodore 
Riccardi, Jr. for his doctoral dissertation and subsequently 
published under the title, A Nepali Version of' the 
Vetc//apw1cavi1f1.foti. Nepali text and English translation 
ll'ith an introduction, grammar and notes, American Orien
tal Series, vol. 54 (New Haven: American Oriental Society, 
1971 ), is one of these. But such individual purchases in the 
collection are few. 

The beacon for establishing the Library's Indic manu
script collection was W. Norman Brown, the founder of the 
University of Pennsylvania's Department of South Asian 
Regional Studies and the architect of the American Institute 
of Indian Studies. The Library has now added to its collec
tion manuscripts which it has obtained from W. Nornmn 
Brown's estate, together with a few other manuscripts 
which have been held in the Special Collections area of the 
Library and most of which were obtained through W. Nor
man Brown. These were not added to the general Indic 
manuscript collection to date. Added, as well, are a number 
of transcripts of Indic manuscripts from various sources in 
W. Norman Brown's estate. And photographs and negatives 
of manuscripts which were used or consulted for three of his 

three of his editions of texts have been added to the collection 
of the Special Collections area of the Library along with ma
terials relating to the publication of these texts. The photo
graphs and negatives are primarily of manuscripts in collec
tions in India, a number in Jain Bhandars for which there are 
no published catalogues. In additio~', a few assorted photo
graphs and negatives primarily of manuscript illustrations 
in Indian collections are being housed together with the 
transcripts of manuscripts. 

The personal manuscript collection of W. Norman 
Brown adds new strengths to the Library's collection. The 
manuscripts reflect the selective and judicious acquisition 
of a learned scholar. Moreover, they reflect W. Norman 
Brown's central position in the field of Indic studies in the 
United States in that they contain items which appear to 
have been forwarded to him by other leading Indic schol
ars. The collection represents the results of individual pur
chase as opposed to purchase of entire collections. 

There is in the collection the manuscript often referred 
to by W. Norman Brown as being most prized by him. This 
is a manuscript of the Kiilakiiciiryakathii brought to his 
doorstep in Benares one morning in December, 1922. The 
manuscript is illustrated with paintings in the Early Western 
Indian style. Of this manuscript, Horace I. Poleman noted 
in his catalogue for a 1939 Washington, D. C. exhibit in 
which this manuscript was on display, Jndic Manuscripts 
and Paintings Se/ectedfrom the Collections of' the library 
of' Congress and .fi'om Several Public and Private Collec
tions in the United States (Washington, D. C.: Library of 
Congress, 1939), "It is perhaps the finest and most beautiful 
manuscript of its type in the world". This is the only manu
script in the new additions which was recorded by Poleman 
in his Census. There is also a manuscript of the Miilatl 
Madhu, an Old Gujarati, or perhaps Old Western Rajasthani 
version of a famous Sanskrit story. The manuscript is in
complete and is very fragile. A note with the manuscript 
gives its date to be 1740/ 41 A. D. The manuscript is pro
fusely illustrated with paintings in brilliant iridescent col
ours comparable to those in Walt Disney transparencies. 
When one looks at the folios of this manuscript, one sees 
perhaps more clearly than is always the case that in an illus
trated Indic manuscript colour is understood to be integral 
to both fonn and to the layout of a page. The style of the 
illustrations itself is interesting since it is quite close to that 
in a text identified as a Sahgrahar;I Siitra, a Jain cosmo
logical text, of which only two folios have been reported, in 
the Sri Motichand Khajanchi collection in India. The style 
of these paintings is listed in the catalogue of an exhibit of 
the collection by Karl Khandalavala, Moti Chandra and 
Pramod Chandra, Miniature Painting, A Catalogue of' the 
Exhibition o{the Sri Motichand Khajanchi Collection held 
by the la/it Ka/ii Akademi (New Delhi: Lalit Kala 
Akademi, [ 1960]) as being Western Indian. On the basis of 
the larger number of illustrated folios here further work can 
be done on this style. 

Another text, in Old Gujarati, the Niigajl nai Niigavantf 
ri Bala, is illustrated with paintings produced at Bikaner. 
Several of these paintings are standard idioms of Indian 
erotic art. One, which shows a couple in copulation and 
which occurs twice here, has been reproduced over and 
over out of context in volumes on Indian erotic art. Most of 
the plates in Philip Rawson's Erotic Art of India (New 
York: Universe Books, 1977), for instance, reproduce ex
amples of this illustration. The illustrations appear here in 
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context. Another illustration is perhaps the clearest native 
Indian illustration depicting a couple playing the Indian 
game of chaupar, referred to in the caption for the illustra
tion as copaefa instead of by the more standard modem 
form caupara. This is the Indian equivalent of and original 
for our game of Parcheesi. 

There is one folio, the beginning only, of a Rajasthani 
text praising in poetry the merits of ramal, a method of 
telling the future through lines made in the sand which was 
introduced into India by the Arabs some time after the 
seventh century. This method of geomancy has spread as 
far as has Islam. In India, it seems, dice appear to have 
been added. The folio is illustrated with the ramal cakra, 
a mystical diagram reflecting the esoteric complexity 
which grew up around this originally popular primitive 
practice, and with a figure dressed in Persian-style garb and 
depicted as arc Islamic figures in Early Western Indian 
style. 

Two manuscripts, one a single text of devotional lit
erature in Sanskrit and another a compendium of such 
Sanskrit texts, are illustrated with paintings that can be 
identified to be by the hand of the mid-nineteenth century 
Chamba, Punjab Hills artist Mat'lgnu. To be noted in this 
regard is that the Library's manuscript collection already 
has another manuscript illustrated with paintings by this 
artist, and that the Philadelphia Free Library has two such 
manuscripts. The present additions make Philadelphia a 
primary location for the study of this artist's work. All of 
these manuscripts seem to come originally from the col
lection of John Frederick Lewis, those in the University of 
Pennsylvania Library's collection coming more immedi
ately from Horace Poleman. 

The collection contains a Sinhalese palm leaf manu
script of yantras, or diagrams of magical potency, used in 
Sri Lanka to cure various ills and ward off various dangers. 
Such diagrams are drawn throughout South Asia on palm 
leaves or sheets of copper, for instance, and carried about or 
worn as protective charms. This manuscript, from 
A. K. Coomaraswamy, is one of only a handful of such 
manuscripts of a sequence of such magical devices of 
which there is report. In I 936-37 A. K. Coomaraswamy 
appears to have sent W. Norman Brown a number of manu
scripts. Another very interesting item sent at this time is an 
exceedingly old painted wooden bookcover from Sri 
Lanka. Most such covers are painted on the outside only. 
This one, as is sometimes the case, is painted on the inside 
as well. All of the paint from the outside of the bookcover 
here has worn off, as has much from the inside of the book
cover. The layout of what remains of the painting on the 
inside of the bookcover, however, is not typical from the 
vantage of other reported painted wooden bookcovers from 
Sri Lanka. Its layout, in fact, perhaps suggestive of its age, 
suggests the painted insides of Northern Buddhist painted 
wooden bookcovers. 

There are two other items which are also purely of an art 
interest. One is a large set of late nineteenth or early twenti
eth century Rajput style illustrations from Gujarat. These are 
primarily of religious themes. Another is a slightly damaged 
miniature painting from the Punjab Hills of the god Kr~i:ia 
slaying his evil uncle, the king Ka1]1sa. The style can be 
identified as that of Kahlur (Bilaspur), and the painting can 
be dated on the basis of such points as the pleating of the 
drapery, the squareness of Kr~i:ia's face, and the treatment 
of Kr~i:ia's eye to ca. I 700-1720. 

Other items of interest from an art vantage are an illus
trated incomplete Braj text on the auspicious and inauspi
cious effects of encountering different birds and animals, 
and a copiously illustrated but incomplete manuscript of the 
Jain K~etrasamiisa by Ratnasekhara. The latter contains a 
large number of charts and abstract cosmological diagrams 
of a type which were a vogue a short number of years ago 
when there was a widespread interest in Tantra art. Exam
ples of such diagrams, for instance, were included in the 
Arts Council of Great Britain's exhibition of Tantra art held 
in London at the Hayward Gallery in the Fall, 1971. These 
can be seen in the exhibit's catalogue, Tantra (London: Arts 
Council of Great Britain, I 97 I). Although such depictions 
are not Tantric in a strict sense, there is perhaps some Tan
tric influence in their conception. The diagrams here, we 
can be thankful, have remained in context together with 
preceding and succeeding folios containing text, or text and 
charts alone. 

A further significant feature of the collection is that 
a number of the manuscripts are the only manuscripts re
corded of the texts in question, or else they are manuscripts 
of texts recorded in a single other depository only. This, of 
course, is what is of interest to the textual scholar. To be 
remembered in this regard is that manuscripts are more 
often than not listed by title alone without first and last 
lines, and without the titles and first and last lines of the 
different sections of text in larger texts. On account of this, 
texts such as these at times may be identical with texts known 
by different titles, or may be otherwise unrecorded sections 
of larger texts. We cannot tell for sure until someone works 
on the texts thoroughly. Such titles, though, are the sort of 
thing that catalogues keep track of, and the texts concerned 
must be considered different until shown to be otherwise. 
One such text is a Malayalam script palm leaf manuscript 
which gives as its title, Tarkaparihhii~iivyiikhyiina. From the 
title we can tell that the text is a commentary on the 
Tarkahhii.~·ii of Ke5avamisra. The author of the commentary 
is not given here, and none of the many commentaries on the 
Tarkahhii.~ii refer to themselves as does our manuscript 
here. We simply cannot tell whether this is another title for 
one of these, or whether it is still another new commentary 
on this popular Nyiiya work until the text is studied further. 
To be noted in this regard is that this title is not only not 
listed in Theodor Aufrecht's compendious Catalogus Cata
/ogorum, 3 vols. (Leipzig: F. A. Brockhaus, 1891-1903), 
but it is also not listed in the updated New Catalogus Cata
logorum, vol. 8 (Madras: University of Madras, 1974). Also 
of interest is that this manuscript shows signs of having 
been through a fire, and therefore was certainly considered 
to be valuable enough to protect by someone. 

Another such text is in one of the several compendiums 
of religious texts, comparable to our Christian hymnals, 
present in the collection here. The text goes by the name, 
Priita~krti, and contains 8 diagrams of cakras. The text 
may or may not be identical, we cannot be sure, with one 
of the various texts noted to list themselves as Priitahkrtva 
in the New Catalogus Catalogorum, vol. 13 (Madras: U~i
versity of Madras, 1991 ). Aufrecht's Catalogus lists only a 
single text as referring to itself as Priita~lo,-tya at 
a single depository only and describes it as treating a topic 
in religious law. The text here, though, is most certainly 
Tantric. This manuscript contains as well immediately after 
this text, it can be noted, ~o texts attributed to the great 
ninth-century philosopher Sankara. One of these tex~s,-the 
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Saundaryalaharl, is of interest in part because it contains 
what appear to be early references to our present Hindu 
cakras. The other, the Bhaviinlbhujarrzga, is not represented 
elsewhere in American collections. That the Priitahkrti is 
followed by two texts attributed to Sankara suggests thai if it 
is identical with any of the various texts listed as Priita~k(·tya 
it would probably be the same as the text by this name 
which is attributed to Sailkara and of which there is at pre
sent only one manuscript reported in the New Catalogus 
Catalogorum, vol. 13. 

A third such text, which came to W. Norman 
Brown from A. K. Coomaraswamy, is a Siiradii script 
manuscript from Kashmir in India's northwest. The title is 
not entirely clear, but appears to identify the text as the 
Sra[.ja('Jbalaviciira, from the Sra[.ja(?)priiyii.friltavidhi. 
This would appear to be a text treating an aspect of reli
gious law. A Devanagari note together with this manuscript 
notes is to be the Prclyafrittavidhi by Laugak~i [ =Mekhala]. 
Aufrecht's Catalogus provides us with no help in the cata
loguing of this text. 

Still two other such texts are also Sciradcl script manu
scripts from Kashmir. These manuscripts may come from 
V. Raghavan, the originator of the New Cata/ogus Catalo
gorum. One seems to be a late Vedic ritual text. It contains 
sections of a text titled, Srauti.Homa. From notes together 
with the manuscripts. we can suspect that this may be one 
of the various texts known as Agni~{omapaddhati. (See 
.Yew Catalogus Catalogorum, vol. 1, rev. ed. [Madras: 
University of Madras, 1968], pp. 38-9.) The first section, 
Miit(·srclddha. is currently listed in Horace Poleman's Cen
sus as being in one other copy only, at Harvard University 
Library. The other is a Tantric text, the Pcikayajiiaviv(·lli 
from the Pavatantra. On the basis of the title, this text 
treats sacrifice with cooked offerings. Neither the text itself, 
nor the larger text in which the manuscript notes it is to be 
found are noted elsewhere. The text does not appear to be 
any of the various texts which start with the words 
Piikayaj11a" as listed in the New Catalogus Catalogorum, 
vol. 12 (Madras: University of Madras, 1988). 

Also of special interest is a manuscript of the end of 
a short Sanskrit astrological text on brittle paper which is 
dated 1693194 A. D. The text is titled Jiitakapadmakofo, in 
its final colophon. A text by this title is not noted in Au
frecht's Catalogus, but the New Catalogus Catalogorum, 
vol. 7 (Madras: University of Madras, 1973) refers to 
two other manuscripts by this title and suggests that 
they are examples of the well-known Tcljikapadmakofo. 
Examination of the text here proves this to be so, and the 
manuscript proves to carry a verse toward its end which 
provides an ascription of authorship. This verse is most 
often omitted in manuscripts of this text. 

Among the transcripts of manuscripts are a Sanskrit 
version of the Kalaka story referred to by W. Norman 
Brown in his edition and presentation of the Kalaka 
legend but not edited by him there, a short text on mudrcls, 
or ritual hand poses, copied from an old manuscript 
in a private collection in Kerala on India's southwestern 
coast, a few Jain Prakrit texts, and a few items 
from A. K. Coomaraswamy. Included in the last few 
items is a transcript of the Sariputra, a Sinhalese text on 
the making of images. Among the items in the 
Library's manuscript collection to date is a volume never 
reflected in Poleman's Census, a leather-bound handwritten 
and illustrated translation of the Sariputra also from 

A. K. Coomaraswamy. This has been recatalogued at this 
time and placed more appropriately with this material. 

Among the manuscripts held by the Special Collec
tions area to date and not included with the collection 
proper till now are two additional items of significance 
which were given the Library by W. Norman Brown. One 
is an Oriya palm leaf manuscript of two works of Oriya 
devotional literature by the author Krgia Dasa. There are 
few Oriya manuscripts in the United States. The other is 
perhaps the only illustrated manuscript of the 
Pravacanasclroddhcirasiitra, a non-canonical Jain text by 
the author Nemicandra. This latter was given W. Norman 
Brown by Stella Kramrisch. 

Added here there are 37 manuscripts, 32 from 
W. Norman Brown's estate proper, and 9 transcripts of 
manuscripts. The addition of this collection of manuscripts 
brings the total number of Indic manuscripts held at the 
University of Pennsylvania, considering both the Library's 
collection and the smaller University Museum collection, to 
a bit under 3, 100. 

The Library's collection has to date a number of Indian 
manuscripts with ornamental borders, several manuscripts 
with diagrams, 6 illustrated Indian manuscripts, and two 
bookcovers from India with illustrations on the insides. 
Among the additions in 1971-72, there were as well 
a number of Southeast Asian manuscripts illustrated in 
ink with diagrams, a number of Burmese Kammaviicas, 
given in origin to Buddhist monasteries as votive offerings, 
with cliche drawings, and painted wooden bookcovers 
from Sri Lanka. The University Museum's collection has 
an illustrated Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit text from Nepal, 
an illustrated Tibetan text, two Burmese picture books, 
a Bunnese painted wooden bookcover, two Balinese illus
trated palm leaf manuscripts. and an additional lot of Sin
halese and Pali manuscripts with painted wooden bookcov
ers from Sri Lanka. The manuscripts which now come to 
the Library from W. Norman Brown just more than doubles 
the number of Indian illustrated manuscripts and adds as 
well examples of art pure and simple. On account of the 
significance of a number of these items, the University of 
Pennsylvania Library's collection, like the more important 
of such collections in India, is now clearly a depository of 
Indian art as well as literature. 

When W. Norman Brown took ill during the academic 
year 1973-74, there was in his files one copy of every
thing he had ever written, including an unpublished pre
World War II version of his volume on modern South Asia, 
The United States and India and Pakistan, first published in 
1953 and published subsequently in two later editions, and 
his unpublished work on the Caura.siistra, a rare Sanskrit 
text on thievery. Atop one of his files were proofs from his 
early work setting up the first linotypes for Bengali, Tamil 
and Sinhalese. On his table was a volume of photographs of 
the various narrators of W. Norman Brown and Noriko 
Mayeda, Tawi Tales: Folk Tales from Jammu, American 
Oriental Series, vol. 57 (New Haven: American Oriental So
ciety, 1974), taken by Noriko Mayeda in 1964. The 
Caurasiistra work, it can be noted, contained photographs of 
the manuscript, which is housed in the collection of the Asi
atic Society, Calcutta. Since the time W. Norman Brown 
worked on the text, it has been published by Dieter George 
under the title, $a1Jmukhakalpa; Ein Lehrbuch der Zauberei 
und Diebeskunst aus dem indischen Mittelalter, 2 vols. 
(Marburg: Fotodruck von E. Mauersberger, 1966 ). 
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W. Norman Brown's intention, on account of certain diffi
culties inherent in the text, was to hold on to the material 
until another manuscript of the text was discovered. 

When W. Norman Brown passed away on April 22, 
1975, his personal library was added to the Library's collec
tion. Not all the various other items came to the Library. 
Those which have come to the Library to date, though, have 
now been added to the Library's collection formally. These 
include, it should be noted, an unpublished manuscript titled 

•• * 

There is given below a complete cataloguing of the 
manuscripts, art objects and transcripts being added at this 
time. The material from W. Norman Brown's estate is listed 
first, manuscripts and art objects followed by transcripts, 
and then photographs and negatives of manuscripts, after 
which the other items added to the collection at this 
time are listed. A transcript, it can be noted, is a copy of 
an original manuscript. It is, in effect, a new manuscript 
since in the process of copying, no matter how much care is 
taken, changes are likely to be introduced. Its format, 
though, is not that of a traditional Indian manuscript but, 
rather, is Western, very often being that of one of our 
classroom theme books. It is on these accounts that tran
scripts of texts arc being kept separate from the other lndic 
manuscripts. 

In the cataloguing, brackets around a title, or section of 
a title indicate that the item concerned does not appear in 
the manuscript itself. Identifications, in such instances, 
were made by the text itself or by bibliographic means. 
Brackets are also used for purpose of clarification to give 
the appropriate or standard form of a title when the title in 
the text itself shows idiosyncrasies. In such instances the 
title in standard form, in brackets, is followed by the title as 
in the manuscript. 

All texts, if not recorded in Poleman's Census as being 
elsewhere in the United States and Canada, are preceded by 
an asterisk (*). Sanskrit texts, if not recorded in the New 
Catalogus Cata/ogorum as far as this has progressed to 
date, or in Theodor Aufrecht's Cata/ogus for materials not 
yet covered by the New Catalogus Catalogorum, are pre
ceded by a dagger (t). Since the non-Sanskrit material is 
generally not as well catalogued as the Sanskrit material, 
only asterisks (*) referring to Poleman's Census are used 
for this material when relevant. 

The Pancatantra in Modern Indian Folklore, Part II, includ
ing the Story Themes of Pancatantra, Books 11-V and the 
Hitopadeca, continued from the Journal of the American 
Oriental Society 39, pp. 1-54, an assortment of unpublished 
lectures delivered at various locations between 1939 and 
1967, several other undated unpublished papers, and earlier 
versions of two papers which were edited during publication 
for brevity's sake. 

The transliteration systems used for the Indian, Sin
halese and Tibetan material are those of the United States 
Library of Congress Service as noted in their Bulletins 64, 
88 and 90. For the Khmer and Lao material, the U.S. Li
brary of Congress has not yet adopted transliteration sys
tems. The system used for the Khmer mu/ script material, 
on this account, is that of Georges Maspero in Charles 
Fossey, ed., Notices sur /es characteres etrangers anciens 
et modernes (Paris: Imprimerie nationale, 1927), pp. 237-
45. The system used for the Lao tham script material is that 
of Louis Finot in "Researches sur la litterature laotienne", 
in Bulletin de /'Ecole Franr;aise d 'Extreme-Orient 17 
(1917), 5, pp. 21-39. 

In the presentation of text from some of the manu
scripts for purposes of identification of the text, a slash 
within brackets, [/], is used to indicate the end of a physical 
line of text. 

Before the cataloguing, there is given a consolidated 
index to all identifiable texts added at this time. There is 
some duplication of reference in the index for purpose of 
easier access. The actual number of texts as such being 
added to the collection at this time amounts to 80. This fig
ure includes both those texts which are identifiable and 
those which cannot be identified as of present. Complete 
texts which contain a number of sections often catalogued 
separately are considered from the vantage of the larger 
texts in this calculation. Not included in the index are such 
items as the unidentified Braj text on the auspicious and 
inauspicious effects of encountering different birds and 
animals, the Sinhalese palm leaf manuscript of yantras, 
a partial Sarada script syllabary, and art objects pure 
and simple. Following this index, there is given an index 
to the illustrated manuscripts and other art objects in the 
collection. 

The W. Norman Brown collection* 

3005. tPakayaj11aviv~·1ti, in the tPavatantra. Sanskrit. Sarada script. Category: Tantra, Saiva and Spanda. 
29.6 I 30.1 x 18.6 cm. 17 fols. 12 lines per folio. Kashmirian paper. The manuscript is sewn together at the top of the folios. 
Source: Dr. V. Raghavan (?). 

' I would like to take this opportunity to express gratitude to Dr. David Pingree for his help with the cataloguing of MSS. 3015 and 
3021, and the small booklet in the pouch of MS. B 9. to Dr. Richard Cohen for his help with the cataloguing of MSS. 3023, 3024 and 
3025, to Dr. Surendra Gambhir and Joseph Miller, Jr. fortheir help with the cataloguing of MS. 3026, to Dr. Amaradasa Virasinha for his 
help with the cataloguing of MS. 3027 and the small booklet in the pouch of MS. B 9, to Dr. Wilson Pithiyage for his help with the cata
loguing of MS. 3029, to Dr. A. P. Andrewskutty for his help with the cataloguing of MS. 3016, to Dr. A. P. Andrewskutty, 
Dr. V. S. Raj am and Dr. Sandy Steever for their help with the cataloguing of MSS. 3002 and 3003, to Yang Sam of the Fellowship Com
mission's Mutual Assistance Association for his help with the cataloguing of MSS. 2998 and 2999, and to Hannah Robinson of the Insti
tute for the Advanced Studies of World Religions for her help with the cataloguing of MSS. 3030 and 3031. 
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Text begins: 
Of11. 5rfgwJe5aya namah. atha pavatantran:i likhyate. on:i. nidagdhaf11 anenadagdhena darbhafolakena rak!!ah nidagdhaf11 

bhavatu. aratih caga-[I} [inserted before opaqued character, vi-] ghnabhiita vipata I nidagdha bhavatu. nihfr!!elJa dagdha 
apagrehe. atha(?}s~·mana asadan:i)ahi. fovagnin:i mja apajahi. kravyadan:isya [!} saragnif11 devayajanaf11 ... 

Final colophon reads: iti pakayajiiavivrttih. 

3006. Mat~·fraddha. in the tSrauti.Homa, Prayoga I, followed by a section on fol. 4r, I. 27 which describes itself as, 
mahavfropasadau mahavfrarohinahomo ratrih ketuneti agnihotra. Sanskrit. Sarada script. Category: Vedic Ritual or Reli
gious Law. 28/28.5 x 31.5/32 cm. 6 fols. +blank folio at beginning and end. 24-34 lines per folio. Kashmirian paper. The 
text is described as Sra 0 -Ho 0~1 in the margins throughout. Each folio is half of a larger sheet. The outer blank folio and fol. I 
are a single sheet folded. The other sheets are folded within one another so as to form a gathering of 6 folios. Source: 
Dr. V. Raghavan ('').Cf. *Mat~·fraddhaprayoga in the Harvard University Library (Poleman, Census, No. 3286). Notes to
gether with the manuscripts suggest that the text is perhaps one of the various texts known by the title, Agni!!(omapaddhati. 

Text begins: 

om frfga1Jdava namah. on:i frfgurave sagmyatfntupaya(?) namah. on:i namah .sivaya. on:i frauti!!(ome prathamaprayoge 
ma11:fraddham. vamyadvi[l}pradakyah somapfthin amusya praveyalJa nfye hari aindragnah pamuh sadak!!i1Jah nitudyavat 
bhagavadananivanwh . 

3007. Compendium containing the Bhagavadgfta, preceded by three hymns of praise (stotra). Sanskrit. Sarada script. 
Category: Epic, special texts (4); P11ra1Ja (2); Stotra (I) and (3). 12.1x16.9 cm. 4 + 109 + I fols. 10-12 lines per folio. 
Kashmirian paper. Each of the four texts is foliated separately. There are some marginal notes, and notes on the blank folios 
at the beginning and end of the manuscript. Old cloth covers. 

The contents are: 

(I) [Gm.iefostotra], referred to as Srf ga 0 sto 0 in the margins. 4 fols.; fols. 1----4. Lacks end. 
(2) Indrak!!fstotra, in the Skandapurana. 3 fols.; fols. 2----4. Lacks beginning. 
(3) Mahimnastotra (Mahimnastava), by Pti!!padanta. 11 fols.; fols. 1-11. 
( 4) Bhagavadgfta. in the Mahabharata. 90 fols.; fols. 1-90. The text is preceded by a little more than 3 folios of invo

cation. The Bhagavadgfta itself starts on fol. 4r, I. 2. 

3008. Compendium of 12 texts, primarily religious praise. Sanskrit. Devanagari script. Category: Upani~ad ( 12); PuralJa 
(9) and ( 11 ); Stotra (I) through (8). ( 10). 16.2 x 8.4 cm. I + I + 55 fols. Lacks end. 3-5 lines per folio. Kashmirian paper. 
Each text is foliated separately. 7 full page illustrations which appear to be in the style of the mid-nineteenth century 
Chamba, Punjab Hills artist Mangnu occur before texts (I), (3), (5). (7), (10), (11), (12). Bound. but the covers are missing. 
Source: Horace Poleman, ultimately probably from the estate of John Frederick Lewis. 

The contents are: 

( 1 )Ga1Jefostotra. 9 fols.; fols. 1-9. 
(2)*Ga1Jefopwicaratna. 4 fols.; fols. 1----4. 
(3) Sarasvatfstotra. 2 fols.; fols. 1-2. 
(4) Sa 0 in margins. No colophon. 2 fols.; fols. 1-2. The text clearly treats the goddess SarasvatI, whose name should no 

doubt be the first word in the title of the text. Da1Jdas are not written in the text. 

Text begins: 

om. sarasvatl maya di:~(va {!} Vf1Japustakadhari1Jf 
han:isavahane sama[l}yukto vi(?}adanaf11 karo mam I 
prathaman:i bharatf [!} nama dvit~van:i vasarasatl 
ti:tfyan:i saradii[l}dev/ caturthe han:isavahana 

pamcamf jagatdikhyii[l}ta .ya~(am vagf.svarf tatha 
saptame kaumarl [!} prokta a~(ame varadayalJf 3 

(5) Sivaramastotra. 5 fols.; fols. 1-5. 
(6) Sivastotra. 2 fols.; fols. 1-2. 
(7) CaturS/okfbhagavatf(Bh 0 in margins). 4 fols.; fols. 1----4. 
(8) One verse only ofa text described as 0° in margin. No colophon. I fol.; fol. 4. The metre is Mandakranta. 

The text reads: 

on:i. san:itakaran:i bhujagafoyanaf11 [!} padmanabhaf11 surefon:i I 
vi5vatha raf11gaganasahapran:i[l}me[?}a var1Jan:i 5ubhagaf11 / 
/akymlkaf111an:i kamalana[/jya1Jan:i I yogabhi dhyanagamyan:i I 
van:ide vi.Y!JUllJ bha[l}vabhayaharaf11 sarvalokaikanathan:i I 
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(9) SaptaHoklglta, in the Ki:.)·1Ja1junasa11Jvada, text with Hindi commentary. 9 fols.; fols. 1-9. 
Commentary begins: 

(lkii II 
he wjuna ol1}kiira ajara [/} niima ajara hai I 
iha to mera paramaman.1tra hai I[/} 
soi 011Jkara purana brahma hai I 
au se brahmarupa ko [!} 011Jkara ka japu karte hai I 
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yogi puru.ya sada sa[l}rvada 011Jkara hike vyavahara liige ho ye hai [/} isa prakarajo koi puru~a merajapa karte [!} hai I 
so to deha tvagakara paramagati koja[l}te hai II 

(I O)*Kiillstotra. 4 fols.; fols. 1--4. 
( 11) Vi.)"IJUpaiijarastotra, in the Brahma1Jdapura1Ja. 9 fols.; fols. 1-9. 
(12)[Garutfopani~ad] tBrahmagarutfopani.yad, abbreviated U0 in the margins. 5 fols.; fols. 1-5. Lacks end. There are 

noted in the literature to be two recensions of the Garutfopani.yad, a shorter Northern recension and a lengthier Southern 
recension. The text here follows more closely the Southern recension as given in Par;i<;lit A. Mahadeva Sastri, The Vai~!Java
Upani.)·ads with the Commentary of'Srl Upani~ad-Brahma-Yogin, Adyar Library Series 8 ( 1923; 2nd ed. Adyar, Madras: The 
Adyar Library, 1953 ), albeit with definite differences, than the text of the Northern recension as given by Albrecht Weber in 
!ndische Studien, Beitriigefiir die Kunde des indischen Alterthums, ed. A. Weber, 17 ( 1885), 161-7, or by Col. G. A. Jacob 
in Eleven Atharvana Upanishads with Dlpikas. Bombay Sanskrit and Prakrit Series 40 ( 1891; 2nd ed. Bombay: Government 
Central Press, 1916), 9-11, 83-8. Sections I and 2 are clearly the same as in the Adyar edition, though fuller in the manu
script here. Section 3 is different and lengthier, but clearly related. Then follows a dhyanam as in the Adyar edition, but 
shorter and clearly different than the dhyanam in the edition. The text here is incomplete and ends abruptly in section 6 as on 
p. 35 of the Adyar edition. Again here the text is similar albeit with differences. After several auspicious statements and the 
introduction, atha brahmagarutfopani~al, the text begins: 

ya.1·an.1 bra[l}hmavidya/1} brahma naradaya provaca I nii[l}rado vi:hatsenaya I vi:hatseno vi:haspataye [!} vi:haspatir 
i1~ulram I imdro bhiiradvajaya I bha[l}radvajo jlvitkamelJO .\:i~yebhya~ I pra[l}yacchat I tad eva tasya frlmahoga
mdabra[l}h111aviyiiyii~1Ibrahma1:.)·i~1 I gayatrl [!} ccha11Jda~1 I ... 

3009. Compendium of 17 texts, primarily religious praise. Sanskrit. Devanagari script. Category: Upanisad ( 1 O); Epic 
(I); Pura1Ja (2), (3) and (11); Tantra, Saiva and Spanda (4), (6) and (12); Stotra (5); Religious Law, GayatrT(main text of 
9); Philosophy, Vedanta (7) and (8b); Gita ( 13) through (17). 14.4 x 10.5 cm. 156 fols. complete (some are blank). 7 lines 
per folio (fols. 37r-39v, 11 lines per folio). Country paper. There are several foliations. Bound between heavy cardboard 
covers. At the end of the first text there is the date, San;vat 1814 (1757 I 58 A. D.). The date at the end of the tenth text reads, 
"San.1 1747", which is possibly a miscalculation of the date in the Christian era. Scribe: Kailasa Misra. There is writing in 
Srlradll script on fol. Ir. And there arc tom pieces of paper with Sarada script inserted as place markers in the manuscript 
here and there. 

The contents are: 

(I) Gltasara, in the Mahabharata. 8 fols.; fols. I v-8r. 
(2) Simstam, in the Ska11dapura1Ja. SivamahiitmyakhmJda. 7 fols.; fols. I r-7r. 
(3) Ga.1•atrlkavaca (brahmavi.y1.rnmahdvaraprokta111). 3 fols.; fols. 7v-9v. 
(4) Gayatrlh~·daya. 11 fols.; fols. Ir-I Iv, I. I. 
(5) *Bahuriipagarbhastotra. 9 fols.; fols. I Iv, I. 2-19r. 

(6) tPrata~ki:ti. 8 fols.; fols. 19v-24v, 26r-27r. Fol. 25 displaced to ninth section below. Contains 7 marginal dia
grams of cakras and I diagram within the text. Two folios with these diagrams are reproduced in S. H. Levitt, "Cakras -
Hindu and Buddhist", in Haryana Sahitya Akademi Journal of' {ndological Studies 2 (1987; issued 1988), 99-106, I plate 
(2 figs.). Could this text be the same as the Prata~1k~·tya by Sankaracarya in the New Catalogus Catalogorum, vol. 13 
(Madras: University of Madras, 1991), of which there is only one manuscript in report? Note that the texts in the following 
two sections, sections (7) and ( 8b ), are texts standardly attributed to Sankaracarya. 

Text begins: 

brahme muhurte .\:ayanatalad utthaya I karacara[/}1.wu prak.)"ala I nijiiasane 
samupavi.iyani[l}jasirasi I .1'vetavanJadho mukhasahasradala[l}kamalakan.1ika11Jtargataca11Jdrama11Jdalasi11Jhasa[/} 

11oparini.)"a1J1Jan.1 frlgurun.1 I foklalan.1kara[l}bhu~ital1} I j11iinanan.1dam uditamanasa/1} I ... 

(7) *Bhava11lbhujan.1ga, by Sankaracarya. 5 fols.; fols. 27v-3 l r. 

(8a) Diagrams ofyantras and Siirada script notes. 3 fols.; fol. 31 v, unnumbered; recto of following folio, unnumbered; 
fol. Ir. 

. (8b) Sau11da1yalaharl, by Sankaracarya. 28 fols.; fols. I v-28 v. Interlinear glossary or glosses in vernacular written in 
Siiradii script through fol. 22. Lengthy marginal glosses in Sanskrit in Devanagari script on fols. 21 and 22. Text followed 
on fol. 28v and fol. 29r by a diagram of the Srlcakra and writing, in a different hand than above, in Siiradii script. 

(9) Five sections of text, the first four described in the margins as Ga0 (I°, A-0 , A0 , and Prii 0 , followed by a colophon 
which reads, iii sampfir1Jam, or, "complete". 12 fols.; fols. 29r-32v, 16r-17v, 9, 25r, 33r-36v. The text is not continu
ous between sections. Fols. 16r-l 7v and 9 are displaced from text (I I) below. Fol. 25r is displaced from text (6) above. 
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The last section, which carries the colophon, appears to continue the first section which is referred to in the margins as Gii0 (f°. 
The first lines of this first section of text prove to be the famous Giiyatrfmantra from the !].gveda (=!].gveda 3.62.10). The 
abbreviation, no doubt, stands for Gii[yatrf}tf{kii}. The New Catalogus Catalogorum, vol. 5 (Madras: University of 
Madras, 1969) lists a large number of commentaries on the Giiyatrfmantra, but none appears to refer clearly to itself in this 
fashion. 

Text abbreviated Gii 0 (f° begins: 

Of/}. bhur bhuva~ sva~ tat savitur vare{/}'!yafl} bhargo devasya dhfmahi I 
dhiyo yo na~ pracodayiit. {!}om. I 
icchii kn)•ii tatthiijiiiinafl} brahmf raudrl ca vai{lh!Javl I 
tridhii.5akti~ sthitii yatra tatparafl} jyoti[l}r om iti I 
akiiro brahma ityukta ukaro vi~!Ju{l}r ucyate I 
makaro rudradaivatya ardhacafl}drastur isva{l}ra~ I 
bifl}du~ sadasivo devo pra!Java~ pafl}cadaivata~ I [!} 
sadvo jata akaras tu ukaro vamadevaka~ I 

( 10) Atmopani~ad, of the Atharvaveda. 3 fols.; fols. 37r-39v. Word divisions marked. 
( 11) Adityah~·dayastotra, in the Bhavi~yottarapuratJa. 18 fols., with three folios of text displaced to the ninth section 

above; fols. lv-8v, 10r-15v, 18r-21 v. 

(12) Ga!JeSastotra, in the Saradatilaka [by Lak~mar:ia Desikendra]. 5 fols.; fol. 6r, 7-9 on the same folio, !Or-12r. 
The text indeed begins on fol. 6r. 

(13) through ( 17) Paiicastavl. 

(13) Laghustotra, in the Paiicastavl. 8 fols.; fols. 12v-19v, I. 6. Contains some marginal glosses in nasta'/Tq script. 
Additional verse in margin on last folio in Devanagari of a different hand than the manuscript. 

(14) Carcastotra, in the Paiicastavl. 9 fols.; fols. 19v, I. 6-27v, I. 2. 
(15) Gha(astava, [in the PaiicastavT]. 7 fols.; fols. 27v, I. 2-33v. 
(16) Ambastava, in the Paiicastavl. 8 fols.; fols. 34r--42r. 
( 17) Sakalajananlstava, in the Paiicastavl. 8 fols.; fols. 42v-50v, 52r-53 v, 51, 54. 

3010. SatyanarayatJa[vrata}katha, in the SkandapuratJa, RevakhatJ9a. Sanskrit. Devanagari script. Category: Pura!Ja. 
16. 7 x 9 .5 cm. I + frontispiece + I + 133 + I fols. 6 lines per folio. Kashmirian paper. The illustration used as a frontispiece 
is by the mid-nineteenth century Chamba, Punjab Hills artist Mangnu. Bound in boards covered with cloth. Source: Horace 
Poleman, ultimately probably from the estate of John Frederick Lewis. 

3011. * Yogasarastotra, in the Padmapura!Ja, Uttarakha!Jefa. Sanskrit. Devanagari script. Category: PuratJa. 
22.7 x 11.2 cm. 8 lines per folio. Country paper. Red double da!Jdas on first and last folios. Folio edges tattered, and folios 
water-stained. Source: Dr. Ananda K. Coomaraswamy. 

3012. [Vi~!Jusahasranamastotra]. Sanskrit. Sarada script. Category: Pura!Ja. 6.6 x 8.3 cm. 43 fols. 8-9 lines per folio. 
Kashmirian paper. Incomplete. Missing beginning and end, and lacking colophon. The manuscript is in disarray and not all 
the folio numbers can be read. The folios consist of sheets folded and sewn into gatherings and tied in book form. The book 
is now in such a state of disrepair that most folios are separate from one another, and the cord holding together the gather
ings is missing. Source: Dr. Ananda K. Coomaraswamy. 

3013. Kartavlrya1junakavaca, in the Uddamare5varatantra. Sanskrit. Devanagari script. Category: Tantra, Saiva and 
Spanda. 15.3 x 9.9 cm. 11 fols. 12-13 lines per folio. European watermarked paper. The folios consist of larger sheets of 
paper folded in half. Floral ornamental device in red and black on fol. Ir. Double da!Jefas in red. The date given in a margin 
beside the colophon is Saka 1654 (1732/33 A. D.). This cannot be the date of the manuscript, which is more recent. It may 
be the date of the manuscript from which this manuscript was copied. One would suspect it might be the date of the compo
sition except that the University of Pennsylvania Library's MS. 747 (Poleman, Census, No. 4421), also of this text, gives its 
date as Safl}vat 1629 (1572173 A. D.). Scribe: Padmiikara. Source: N. S. Khiste. 

3014. tSra{.ja(?)ha/avicara, in the tSra{.ja(?)praya5cittavidhi. Sanskrit. Sarada script. Category: Religious Law. 
12.7 x 16.9 cm. 20 fols. 16-20 lines per folio. Kashmirian paper. The folios are sewn together in two gatherings of 
IO folios each. The outer sheets have separated at the folio edges. The outer folios are slightly tattered. The text is described 
as Sra 0 ha 0 in the margins. A Devanagari script note which would seem to belong with this manuscript states the text to be 
the Praya5cittavidhi by Lauga~i [=Mekhala]. Such a work by Lauga~i is also not noted in Aufrecht's Catalogus. Source: 
Dr. Ananda K. Coomaraswamy. 

Text begins: 

011} nama~ sivaya I atha sra{.ja(?)praya5cittavi[l}dhi~ I suklasvasthas ekavakti~ navasyafl} upa{ljcama~ da.5asyal1} 
sraddhasankalpapraya5cittal1} bha{ljdva aupakas tafl} kajheta I matafl} ekadasytifl} dhana[/}kriya dvadasyafl} 
dhana5raddham I ... 
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Final colophon reads: 

iii sraf.ja{')halaviciirasampuri.wm. 

3015. [Tiijikapadmako.fo] *Jiitakapadmako.fo. by Govardhana, son of Rama of the Ka~c;lolaka kin (jiiati). Sanskrit. 
Del'llniigarl script. Category: Jyotisa. 26.9 x 12.0 cm. I fol., fol. 3 only. Lacks beginning. 18 lines on recto, 3 lines on verso. 
Country paper. Brown and brittle with age. Edges broken off. Manuscript date: Sall,lvat 1750 (1693194 A. D.). Scribe: 
Jyotikasastra. The New Catalogu.1· Catalogorum, vol. 7 (Madras: University of Madras, 1973) lists only two other manu
scripts which carry the title Jatakapadmako.fo, and suggests that this title is a confusion of the more well-known title 
T{/jikapadmako.fo. The last lines of the text here, and the ascription of authorship which follows at the very end of the text 
clearly shows that this is in fact the case and clearly identifies the text as the Tajikapadmakofo of Govardhana. The verse 
canying the ascription of authorship, the next to the last verse, is omitted in many manuscripts. See David Pingree, Census 
o{the Exact Sciences in Sanskrit, ser. A, vol. 2, Memoirs of the American Philosophical Society 86 (Philadelphia: American 
Philosophical Society, 1971), 135b. The last verse includes a statement that the date of composition of the text was Saka 
1466 (1544 I 45 A. D. ). Such statements of authorship and date as in the last two verses of the manuscript here are rare in 
lndic manuscripts. 

The text here starts at the end of vs. 5 of a 12 verse section which describes itself with the statement, iii ianiphalall,l, 
"thus the effect of Saturn." The following, and last section, also of 12 verses, describes itself with the statement, iti 
rclhuphalw11, "thus the effect of Rahu (eclipse)." This section of text ends: 

klrtti.l:riyw?1 hhavati va[l}hanalahhakarl 111011 
lahhasthitafrotahalusaill,lhike naranarell,ldrena samall,l karoti 
hira1.1vagohhumisamagaman,1 ca .fotruk.i·ayan,1 putravat antadhe ca Ill 111 
sthiinahhu.fo[l}ge hhavati hi narasvodayas cecvaya.\: ca 
sihlputro njmhhava.1· adhfa arttyam!·tyull,l vidhante 
sir.ye kan.1e vya.\·anasu11Jdare netrarogaf?1 narii1.1ii11J 
/ak.)-mlhanlm svajanakasvahan,1 [!} kaminlniifl,l ca plda Ill 211 
iti riih11phalw?1 II 

The statement regarding the authorship of the text, which follows, continues with this sequence of numbering. It reads: 

frlkall,ldolakanamni .fobhi!{agw.1e khyato dvijo dhiirmmiko riimo rama ivaparo ga1Jof.}1Jo daivajiiacudamalJilJ [!} 
tatputro 11rpadattamii11avilasajyotij11agovardhano biilaniim sukhabodhaniiya k~tavan varse grahaf!all,l phalall,l 111311 

gurlll?l frlbhudhww?l nattvii vilokyiikhllatiijakan:z k(·to yall,l pa[l}dmako.\:akhyalJ carkogen:zdreti .\:akake 11146611 grall,lthe 
smin padmako.\:iikhye yo bhidhiinakara~1 para!] sajiirajiitakoj1ieya~1 ya di triskan,1dhaparagalJ Ill 411 

The final colophon, which follows this written in red ink, notes that the manuscript was written in the house of the 
learned Kr~na Bhiibhrgu. 

3016. tTarkaparihhii.~iivvakhyiina. Sanskrit. Malayalam script. Category: Philosophy, Nvava, Commentary. 
20.6 x 4.8 cm. 190 fols. 9-11 lines per folio. Palm leaf. Powder rubbed into incised letters only for the first 90 folios. 
Stained wooden bookcovers carved with a geometric design. The manuscript has been through a fire. The palm leaves have 
two lateral holes for a tie cord, with an area of space left around one only. The bookco\'ers have one lateral hole each. 

Text begins: 

budhivai.fodvasya vivak.~ibdartha iti I ata eva ha gavanusunutalJ kalJ pall,l[.}riijiii namahanastlti tad ayam arthalJ. 
pramii11avyatite [. .}hiidhyam ity a.l:antivamprlmayam apatati I tatantasam.foyam avathapaksas samyukto ghanah pri'mayalJ I ... 

3017. Harimldestotra, by Sankaracarya. Sanskrit. Devanagari script. Category: Philosophy, Vedanta. 
18.2 x 10.7 /l l cm. 11 fols. + 1 blank folio. 6 lines per folio (fol. Ir, 4 lines). Kashmirian paper. Colophon, double dalJ<fas 
and fol. 1, II. I and 3 in red ink. Each folio is half of a longer sheet. The last two folios are a single sheet folded. The other 
sheets arc folded within one another so as to form a gathering of I 0 folios. 

3018. Unidentified Sanskrit manuscript. Siiradii script. 9.8X8.l cm. 18 fols.; fols. 6, 8-22, 24, 26-27. 12-14 lines 
per folio. Kashmirian paper. Lacks beginning. Text propre ends on the bottom of fol. 27 r. Final colophon, on fol. 27 r, I. I I, 
lacks title. Marginal abbreviations vary between "frW' and "fr/"", or "auspicious ... ", which is inconclusive. Three of the 
folios in the manuscript arc colored with a yellow preparation. Marginal glosses. Source: Dr. Ananda K. Coomaraswamy. 
A Devanagari script note sent with the manuscript by Dr. Coomaraswamy, and which appears to belong with this 
manuscript, notes the text to be the Siiligriimastotra. T. Aufrecht, Catalogus Catalogorum, lists a Sa/agriimastotra as 
being in the Bhavi.)yottarapura1.10, and in the N~sill,lhapurii1.10. The text here is not the same as the Siilagramastotra in the 
Bhm·i.~yottarapurii1,1a which is printed in Ramateja Shastri, B~·hatstotraratniikaralJ (Kasi: Pa~c;litapustakalaya, 1975), which 
text would appear to be too short. I could not find a text titled Siilagriimastotra in the available edition of the N!·sill,lhapurii1.10 
(Uddhavacharya Balacharya Ainapure, ed., The Narsinh Pu ran, 2nd ed. [Bombay: Gopal Nara yen and Co., 1911 ]). 

Text ends: 

tasmiid vedha[letter which appears to he scrihhled ove1j rolliim [I} visya~(ham vadharim tri(?)tem I 
cid atra prii1Jaliim vi.\:vadviisaf!Jtrii tatdamvatdaram I 
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cideka va sukhii visvaf?1 svlr:ikldvaf?l[l}s cidatmani 
svabodhafoktivamatiid sa devo vamatasi:te II 

First physical line of text reads: 

tatra II amriitasufradiirii[.}01Jamyiignibhavatiidi.~11 II yad uktaf?1 II utkakhaf?11.1a[letter opaqued}[!} ... 

Final colophon reads: 

iti frfr om iubham I bhadram bhadraf?1 bhavatu II Of?1 II 

3019. Index of Sanskrit texts in various traditional categories of Indian literature; probably a catalogue of a library 
which gives, in places, the number of folios in each manuscipt. 53.3 x 16.7 cm. 23 fols. complete (first and last 8 folios are 
blank). The number of lines per folio vary, but usually there are approximately 50 lines per folio. Country paper. Bound in 
hemp covers, and sewn with a cord which serves as a tie cord. 

3020. Kiilakiiciin·akathii. Anonymous. Jain Prakrit, with some Sanskrit and Apabhrarri5a. Jainaniigarf script. Category: 
Non-canonical Jain. 29.3 x 9.2 cm. 24 fols. 7 lines per folio. Country paper. Illustrated with 7 paintings in Early Western 
Indian style. Ornamental borders. The lettering is in gold ink, generally on a red, blue or black background, but sometimes 
on an uncolored folio side. The text is listed in Poleman's Census, No. 6877. It is referred to by W. Norman Brown in his 
edition and translation of the Kalaka legends as the "Long Anonymous Version" of the story (Kiilaka, p. 26), and was edited 
by him there (pp. 36-70). 

3021. [K.fetrasamiisa], by Ratnasekhara. Jain Prakrit. Jainaniigarfscript. Category: Non-canonical Jain. 26.1x10.7 cm. 
18 fols.; fols. 1-3, 6-16, 18, 30--32. 9-15 lines per folio. Country paper. Lacks end. Illustrated with 17 diagrams in 
colour. tables and charts. The identification of the text is based on its first lines. 

Text begins: 

Of!1 I viiya frlliibhaiekharasadgurubhyo nama~ II 
vfraf?1 jaya seharapayapa_va·dviyaf?1 I 
pa1Jam iku!Ja su·guraf?1va I[!} 
maf?1dutti·sasara1Ja·dvii·khittaviyiirii1JU mucchiimi Ill 
tiri-ega·raccha·khitto asaf?1kha·dfvo dadfya tessavo udvii[l}rapaliya pa!Ja [above line, 25] visa~ ko<fi·ko<jf·samaya· 

cha/Iii 121 
kurusaga·di1_1iivi-af?1gula~ rome sagavare vihiya I[!} a<fa·khaf?1<fe bovanna·sayaf?1 sahassii I saganavaf vfsa·lakhii1Jilf?1 l3/ 

This text is sometimes known as the Laghuk.fetrasamiisa so as to distinguish it from the K,fetrasamiisa of Jinabhadra, 
which is longer. The latter is then referred to as the B~·hatk.fetrasamiisa. Compare the illustrations here with those in New 
York Public Library Spencer Collection Indian MS. 47, which is also a manuscript of the Laghuk.fetrafsamiisa. Also com
pare these illustrations with the illustrations in plates 4-18 in W. Kirfel, Die Kosmographie der Inder nach den quel/en 
dargestellt (Bonn: K. Schroeder, 1920) and with illustrations in Collette Caillat and Ravi Kumar, The Jain Cosmology, trans. 
by R. Norman (Basel, Paris and New Delhi: Ravi Kumar. 1981 ). 

3022. *Siimiiciirl. Jain Prakrit. Jainaniigarf script. Category: Non-canonical Jain. 23.7124.8X9.9/10.2 cm. 20 fols.; 
fols. 7-26. 13 lines per folio. Country paper. Lacks beginning. Some marginal and interlinear gloss in Prakrit. The folios 
are worm-eaten, tattered at the edges, and have been trimmed. All of this has destroyed some of the gloss. Manuscript date: 
Saf?1vat 1670 (1613/14 A. D.). H. D. Velankar, in Jinaratnakofo: An Alphabetical Register of Jain Works and Authors 
(Poona: Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, 1944) lists 22 works known as Siimiiciirf. It is not clear which of these this is. 

Text begins: 

ttari advamiisiii'n:t 121 
egaf?l kirabammiisaf?1do kiratemiisie uviisfya addiiijjii if?1duve dove vadiva umiisiii'n:t 131 
hhaddaf?1 ca mahiibhaddaf?l pa<fi[/}maf?1 tatto ya savvauf?1 hhaddaf?1 docattiiridasecaya diva sevii sfya a1Juk[dh?}a1?1141 
go aram abhigrahajuaf?1 khama1Jaf?1 abammiisi amcakiisfya paf?1cadi[/}vasehif?1U1Jaf?1 avvahi ucabbanayarfe 151 

Text ends: 

eso ayo ravihiile [!] se1Japayiisi ujai'gihl1Jaf?1 
vfsaf?1 sittii bahu so muyaf?1 lahii hahu suyiiyiiraf?1 Ill 
e;,•af?1 ayo ravihif?1jUf?1jaf?1 tiinii1Jadaf?1sa1Jujhuttii 
avire1Ja[l}lahamtijiyiif?1jaramara1Javivahiyaf?1 vii1Jaf?1 I[/] 

3023. *Niigajf nai Niigavantf ri Bala. Old Gujarati. Devaniigarf script. Category: Story Literature. 15.4 X 11.5 cm. 
+ frontispiece + 54 fols. + 3 unnumbered folios with other text in a different hand and 38 blank folios. 9 lines per folio. 

Country paper. Sewn in book form, but most folios are now loose. The cover is made of heavy sheets of paper pasted 
together on which cloth has been pasted. Illustrated with 70 paintings which appear to have been executed in Bikaner. This 
text is not noted in J. F. Blumhardt, Catalogue of the Gujarati and Rajasthani Manuscripts in the India Office Library 
([London]: Oxford University Press, 1954), or in the various histories of Gujarati literature such as K. N. Munshi, Gujarat 
and Its Literature, from the Earliest Times to 1852, 2nd rev. ed. (Bombay: Bharatiya Vidya Bhava, 1954) and M. M. Jhaveri, 
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Historv ol Guiarati Literature (New Delhi: Sahitya Akademi, 1978). An illustration from this manuscript of Nagaji and 
Nagavantl playing chaupar has been reproduced in S. H. Levitt, "Chess - Its South Asian Origin and Meaning", in Annals 
of' the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute 72-3 ( 1991-92; issued 1993), 533--47, 6 figures (unnumbered). 

3024. *Miilat'i Madhu, by Vasant. Old Gujarati, or Old Western Rajasthani. Devanagari script. Category: Story Litera
ture. 22.8 x 16.8 cm. 82 fols., unnumbered. 11-16 lines per folio. Country paper. There are occasional folio numbers in a 
hand other than the scribe's. The manuscript is very fragile. Further, pigments used have eaten through the paper. Many of 
the folios are damaged, and some are fragments only. The manuscript appears to be incomplete. A note together with the 
manuscript identifies the text as the "Malti Madu by Vasant", notes its language to be Old Hindi, gives the manuscript date 
as Samvat 1797 (1740141 A. D.). and records the scribe to have been Pacholi Sukhram. The manuscript is profusely illus
trated.' Regarding the style of these paintings, sec Introduction. Cf. Poleman, Census, No. 6952, a single folio with two lines 
of Rajasthani (?)text referred to as the Ma/at! Madhu and described by A. K. Coomaraswamy; No. 5721, a Hindi manuscript 
of the Madhu Ma/at/ of Kesava Prasada Misra; and nos. 5794 and 5794a, which appear to be two different Hindi texts each 
of which refers to itself as Madhu Ma/at/ kl Katha. Also see New York Public Library, Dictionary Catalog and Shelf List of 
the Spencer Collection of'lllustrated Books and Manuscripts and Fine Bindings, vol. 2 (Boston: G. K. Hall and Co., 1971), 
p. 915, which mentions two manuscripts referred to as Madu Ma/at/ each profusely illustrated with paintings attributed there 
to Jodhpur in Rajasthan. Only one of these manuscripts, Spencer Indian MS. 58, is in fact of the Malat'i Madhu as here. The 
other. Spencer Indian MS. 59, is of the Jalalagaha1.1i ri Va rt a. To be noted is that the text of Spencer Indian MS. 58 is clearly 
the same as that of the manuscript here, but the readings prove to be very different. The text here, it can be added, appears to 
be very corrupt. Of special interest palcographically is that the visarga is used as a breathing for punctuation here as in 
Newiir'i script manuscripts. 

Text begins: 

srT ramae nama~. srT ga1Jesae nama. sr'i gurubhya nama. sr'i sarasuta nama [~1] II[~} [!] 
1·ara vara viyanan:i vara pauf1.1 I 
san,1kara suta gmJapatin,1 nan,1uf1.1 I 
catura he taci[l}ta sahajarajaufl,1 [~}/ 
sara sama lat/ manohara gafl,1Ufl.1 [~1}/llll[~} 
11/awat'i [!} lalati kai desa I 
CW!1dra sanatan:i ha1!1 sudha gana resa~ I 
so hhagayamm ayujaga gani [/] prawesa~ mal!Ufl.1 nwfl,1gala racro [ .. .] 11211 
l'ilii1mt'i nagar'i ko \'(/rana man,1go chai [/} vasa ha nagara purajo Jani Lyari I 
cora s'i co ho{cl co vari I 
ati1·icatra d'isai [/} naranar'i I 
ma nu ha tilafl,lka tribhuwana 1'1Wf1.1.iiir'i 11311 [~} 

3025. Unidentified text on the auspicious and inauspicious effects of encountering different birds and animals. Braj. 
De\'(/nagar'i script. Unclassified. 14.2 X IO.I cm. 7 fols .. unnumbered. 9 lines per folio. Country paper. Sewn together in 
book form. The text is incomplete. It lacks beginning, end and intennediate sections. The folios are worn in several places, 
and one folio has broken away from the others. Illustrated with 24 paintings. 

Sample text: 

atha hath'ikau sugana likhate 
dohara~ 

bola na hai [!} atidoha nai 
dharai kiin,1kha parasun,1[/}<fa 
hath/ saguna siith'i kahyo [/} 
dekho gra1!1tha na{{m!J 114511 
piiva u[l}{hii vai doha 1wu 
dharai kafl,ldha para[ljsuf1.1<fa 
hath/ saguna siith'i [!} kahyau 
dekhau gran,1tha na{!a [/} 114611 
iii hatikofl.1 sagu[l}na samapti bhayii. frf. 

3026. *[Rama/anuraktisukhana\'(//'i (")] Ramalanurak'isukanaval'i. Rajasthani. Devanagari script. Category: Secular Po
etry. 25.6 x I I. I cm. I fol.; fol. I, with text on the verso only. I 0 lines. Country paper. Beginning only. Two strips of paper 
pasted along the right and left sides of the folio make the folio larger than it would be otherwise. I illustration and I dia
gram. The illustration is of a Persian figure, as such are depicted in Early Western Indian style. holding a square on which 
there is nasta 'liq script. Its position suggests that its purpose is invocatory. The diagram is of the ramal cakra. a mystical 
conformation associated with the method of fortune telling known as ramal. This method of telling the future, introduced 
into India by the Arabs, is in origin a simple practice of geomancy around which an esoteric complexity grew. See "lih.a{{, or 
more precisely al-lilJ.a!! hi-ram/, the original name for Arab geomancy" in The Enc:vclopedia of Islam, new ed., vol. 4 (Lei
den: E. J. Brill, 1978), pp. 1128b--l 130b. M. Chaturvedi and Bh. Tiwari, A Practical Hindi-English Dictionary (1970; 2nd 
ed. New Delhi: National Publishing House, 1975) defines ramal as "a method of telling the future through dice introduced 
by the Arabs." The use of dice was a skill emphasized within Indic culture. The invocation here refers to paigambar (mis-
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spelled payghambar), Persian for "bearer of the message", a term used to refer to Mu~ammad. The small amount of text 
present refers to various ills and misfortunes which might befall a person. 

Text begins: 

frlguriihhyau nama~ II frlplrpln:igan,1harasya nama~ [/} II frlramalanuraklsukaniivalf likhyate Ill[/} [?} atha 
phiilaphatakl II areyiira hahutadina [!} cin:itiiklnlhe ahaten:irlphikaramitail.11~ [/} rojl ten:irfphariika hoigf aha trun:i 
acyan,1taraha[l}1Jii Jo ko Ide grapradefo Jiin:i1Jii hoya atha [!} graudiikaralJii hoa veca1Jii hoa vyiiha [/} kiija hoa darabiirajiin:ina 
hoajhagada hoa ... 

3027. Yantras for various purposes. Mantras in Sinhalese, and some Jaffna Tamil or Malayalam (?), written in or about 
the yantras. Sinhalese script. Size varies, 15.4116.3 X 5.516.5 cm. 8 fols.; fols. svati (sic.'), ka, kii, ki, ku, kii, k~, kf:. Palm 
leaf. Lateral hole for tie cord in the center of the frondes. First folio recto and last folio verso are blank. This manuscript is 
presented and in S. H. Levitt, "Sinhalese Painted Wooden Bookcovers", in Manuscripta Orientalia: International Journal 
for Oriental Manuscript Research 11114 (December 1997), 3-16, 2 color plates (5 figures in full color) [=49, 52]. Source: 
Dr. Ananda K. Coomaraswamy. 

3029. Carved wooden bookcover from Sri Lanka. 16.5 X 5.5 cm. Carved with a simple geometric design, stained and 
varnished. Two pieces of paper are pasted on the outside. One, round, reads, "EO=". The other notes in Sinhalese, one 
description of topic under the other, "Remedies for snake bite", "Remedies for tumors", "Remedies for the entire body". 
This bookcover has been presented in S. H. Levitt, "Sinhalese Painted Wooden Bookcovers in the Collections of the Library 
and University Museum of the University of Pennsylvania", in Journal of the Indian Society of Oriental Art n. s. 14 (1984-
85). 1-24, 4 plates (9 figures). Source: Dr. Ananda K. Coomaraswamy. 

3030. Compendium of 6 Mahayana Buddhist texts. Tibetan. Tibetan dhu can script. Xylograph. Category: Non
canonical Buddhist (9) - (I) and (4), and Canonical Buddhist (2), (3), (5), (6). 57.0 X 15.2 cm. 53 fols., paginated sepa
rately for each text. 7 lines per page, with 3-6 lines often on last page of a section and in one instance 6 lines on the first 
page of a section. Locally made paper of poor quality. The paper is yellowed with age and brittle. 

The texts are: 

( l) *Stag mo /us sbyin ies bya ba biugs. Running title: Stag sbyin. 4 fols.; paginated 1-7. The text has been located in 
a G::uns mdo published in Paro (Bhutan), 1978. A Gzuns mdo is a collection of popular Buddhist texts and dhiiralJ'iS drawn 
from various sources, the Kanjur, rediscovered teachings and translations from Chinese Buddhist texts. The story here is 
about an encounter between Sakyamuni Buddha in a previous incarnation and a tigress. In the story, the Buddha gives his 
body to feed the tigress' cubs. This is a well-known Jataka tale, but it does not appear to be in the Kanjur under this title. 

(2) *Khan-bu brtsegs pa 'i mdo biugs so. Sanskrit title: [Kii(agara-siitra] Kii(aghara siitra. Running title: Khan brtsegs. 
6 fols.; paginated 1-1 l. See Kanjur No. 998, Peking ed., v. 39, p. 109, fol. 4 (Mdo sna tshogs section). 

(3) * 'Phags pa khye 'u rin ch en zla bas ius pa ies bya ha theg pa chen po 'i mdo. Sanskrit title: [Arya-ratnacandra
parip~cchii-nama-mahiiyiina-siitra] Arya ratna tsandra paripritstsha niima mahiiyiina siitra. Running title: Rin chen zla ha. 
11 fols.; paginated 1-21 (pagination not entirely clear). See Kanjur No. 831, Peking ed., v. 33, p. 245, fol. 4 (Mdo sna 
ts hogs section). 

(4) *[ 'Phags pa] stag mos ius pa 'i mdo biugs so. Sanskrit title: Arya su ha bu barmi tam niima siitra (sic!). Running ti
tle: Stag ius. 8 fols.; paginated 1-15. Located in a Gzuns mdo published in Delhi, 1966. The story is about Sakyamuni 
Buddha preaching to a tigress. 

(5) *[ 'Phags pa] hgres mos ius pa ies bya ha h:~ugs so. Sanskrit title: [Arya-maha/alikii-paripeccha-niima-mahayiina
siitra] Arva maha la Ii ka pari pritstsha niima mahayana siitra. Running title: Bgres ius. 7 fols.; paginated 1-13. See 
Kanjur No. 838. Peking ed., v. 33. p. 308, fol. 5 (Mdo sna tshogs section). 

(6) * 'Phags [pa] glan ru tun bstan pa ies hya ha theg pa chen po 'i mdo. Sanskrit title: [Arya-gos~nga-vyiikara1Ja-niima
mahayiina-siitra] Arya gro fri nha bya ka ra IJa nama mahiiyiina siitra. Running title: Glali ru. 17 fols.; paginated 1-34. 
Half of one folio is missing. See Kanjur No. l 026, Peking ed., v. 40, p. 348, fol. l (Mdo sna ts hogs section). 

3031. * 'Phags pa slobs po che ies b.va ha theg pa chen po 'i mdo. Sanskrit title: A1ya-mahiiha/a-niima-mahayiina-siitra. 
Running title: Stohs po che. Tibetan. Tibetan dbu can script. Xylograph. Category: Canonical Buddhist. 55.3 x 15.9 cm. 
17 fols.; paginated 1--33. 6--7 lines per page. Locally made paper of poor quality. 2 illustrations flank the text on the first 
page. Sec Kanjur No. 416, Peking ed., v. 9, p. 12, fol. 4 (Rgyud section). 

3032. Siiradii script syllabary. 30.4 x 24.8 cm. 12 lines. Kashmirian paper. Incomplete. The syllabary shows the 
Del'(lniigarl script equivalents for all syllables and vowel modifications. It lists the letters of the Sanskrit alphabet followed 
by the characters for the conjuncts k~a, tra andjna, sometimes considered by native opinion to be basic letters of the alpha
bet. It then lists the various vowel modifications, including 0 an:i and 0a~ which by native opinion are vowel modifications. 
And it shows the vowel modifications for the first two consonants of the Sanskrit alphabet, k and kh. Some writing in 
Del'(lnagarl and Saradii scripts in pencil in left margin and on verso. 

3033. Miniature painting of J<r~i:ia slaying Ka1J1.sa. Kahlur (Bilaspur), Punjab Hills, ca. 1700-1720. 15.8 x 20.6 cm. 
Damaged. Writing on the back in a crude Nagarl, perhaps Kaithi script, with some lines having no top bar written in. 
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Brownish red border around a narrower black border with white and grey rules. Marked off to be of Kahlur (Bilaspur) 
provenance by such features as Kr~i:ia's overly large head and dwindled lower limbs and the inclusion of an over-large figure 
beside an over-small one, and by the palette which juxtaposes the orange red ofKarµsa'sjama, the brown red of the mat, the 
deep red and black of Kr~i:ia's scarf, the deep yellow with deep red trim of Kr~i:ia's dhoti, the white and deep yellow of Kr~i:ia's 
jewelry, and Kr~i:ia's blue hue, against a flat pale green background above which there is a suggestion of orange leading into 
a blue sky agitated by slate blue clouds, and before which there is a white foreground. 

Kamsa appears to be modeled on Raja Ajmer Chand of Kahlur (Bilaspur) (1692 fl 7 I 2]-1741 ), who was renowned for 
his piety. Cf. the portrait of Ajmcr Chand dating perhaps from ca. 1700 in the Raja Anand Chand collection shown in 
W. G. Archer, Indian Paintings.from the Punjah Hills, vol. 2 (London and New York: Sotheby Parke Bernet, 1973), p. 177, 
No. 20 with regard to the massiveness of the right shoulder, the garb, including wrist lets, and the full beard. 

While the painting must be understood to be metaphorical it is based on a peculiar aspect of the popular Bhagavatapura1Ja, 
mentioned once in the Vi.p_rnpura1_1a as well, in which hate and fear are considered to be stronger emotions than love. Kr~i:ia 
is noted not to discriminate with regard to the motive behind devotion. On this account, it is easier for those who hate or fear 
Kr~na to gain salvation than for one who loves Kr~na. Kr~i:ia is in their mind with greater constancy. Bhagavatapurai:ia 7.1.26 
states, "A mortal may not attain such absorption into Him by fixing his mind on Him through devotion as through constant 
hostility." Bhagavatapura1_111 7.1.24 states, "The insect imprisoned by a wasp in (its nest on) a wall and constantly thinking 
of the latter through (intensity of) hatred and fear attains a form similar to the wasp." Just so. Karµsa achieved salvation and 
the selfsame form as Kr~i:ia when slain by Kr~na. As Bhiigarntapuriina 7.1.30 states, "Many attain Kr~i:ia by focusing their 
minds on Kr~i:ia through various emotions: the herder women through passion, Karµsa through fear, Sisupala and other kings 
through hatred, the Vr~i:iis through being related, the Pai:i9avas through affection, and Narada through devotion". See in re
gard to this point T. S. Rukmani, A Critical Studi· of the Bhiigavata Pura1Ja (with special reference to bhakti), Chowkhamba 
Sanskrit Series 77 (Varanasi: Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series Office. 1970), 156-61. 

The statement in the painting here is that Raja Ajmer Chand's devotion is as strong as Karµsa's devotion, whose devotion 
is of the strongest type, and that on his demise he will attain salvation as did Karµsa. On another level, how a king of re
nowned evil in the Indian tradition, such as Karµsa, can be depicted as a ruler of reputed piety such as Ajmer Chand is 
paralleled perhaps by the variant descriptions of Ajmcr Chand as, on the one hand. having been at war for most of his reign 
and. on the other hand, as having had a peaceful reign of long duration. Also comparable perhaps is the nature of many 
modern Indian gurus in the United States who combine a mercenary monetary sense with spirituality. Ajmer Chand took 
over the administration of Bilaspur in 1692 when his father became a sadhu. It was probably not until 1712, when his father 
passed away, that he ascended the throne and reigned thereafter for close to 30 years. (Of note is that Raja Man Dhata of 
Nurpur can also be identified as having had himself depicted as Karµsa being slain by Kr~na.) Given the popularity of the 
Bhagavatapuriina in the Punjab Hills, it is not at all surprising that this feature of this text would be picked up on and illus
trated as well. 

This painting has been presented and discussed in S. H. Levitt, "A Painting of Raja Ajmer Chand of Kahlur (Bilaspur) 
as Kaq1sa Being Slain by Kfishi:ia", in La/it Ka/ii 24 [March 1990], 69-70, 1 plate (2 figures). V. C. Ohri in his article. "Re
consideration of a Painting of Raja Ajmer Chand of Kahlur as Karµsa Being Slain by Krishi:ia", in La/it Kala 27 [March 
1993]. 42. I plate (2 figures), has suggested that the painting instead comes from Rajasthan, either Nathdwara or Jaipur. 
ca. 19th century, and is to be connected with a group of five paintings in the Himachal State Museum, Shimla which were 
probably brought to Shimla from Nathdwara. With due respect to V. C. Ohri, whose credentials are considerable, I do not 
see the similarity between the painting here and those he reproduces in his article, as far as these can be made out since the 
palette in these seems to be very dark. For one thing, Kr~i:ia here in no way resembles Sri Nath-jl of Nathdwara, as does Kr~i:ia 
in the paintings V. C. Ohri is reproducing. Further. as noted, the palette in these paintings seems to be very dark, unlike the 
palette in the painting here. And heads, as far as these can be made out, are not depicted in the same fashion as the square 
head of Kr~i:ia in the painting here. Nor do I find any similarity with anything shown by Robert Skelton in Rajasthiinl 
Temple Hangings of"thc K~·ish!Ja Cultfi-om the Collectio11 o{Karl Mann, New York (New York: The American Federation of 
Arts, 1973). Nor is the painting similar to anything shown in Andrew Topsfield, Paintings.from Rajasthan in the National 
Gallerv of Victoria (Melbourne: National Gallery of Victoria, 1980), Krishna Chaitanya, A History of Indian Painting: 
Rajasthani Traditions (Atlantic Highlands, New Jersey: Humanities Press Inc., 1981) and R. K. Vashistha, Art and Artists of 
Rajasthan (New Delhi: Abhinav Publications, 1995). . 

I note I never thought of the painting as being a Rajasthani miniature because it looks like it comes from the Punjab 
Hills, and this was the consensus of the people to whom 1 showed the painting. 

It should also be noted that the portrait of Ajmer Chand shown in my article for comparison's sake was taken from 
W. G. Archer, Indian Paintings.from the Punjah Hills, vol. 2, p. 175, No. 14, and was inserted by the editor. I would have 
shown illustration No. 20 from this volume, an illustration from the Raja Anand Chand collection, Bilaspur which not only 
shows the similarity in garb. including wristlets, but also the massiveness in the depiction of Ajmer Chand's right shoulder. 
which cannot be seen in No. 14. 

V. C. Ohri's real problem with the identification, though, seems to be that he has trouble accepting the idea that a king 
would have himself depicted as Karµsa and, without checking my references, seems to state that nowhere in the 
Bhiigavatapura!Ja does Karµsa attain moksa. This simply is not the case. I even quoted the passage from Bhagavatapura1_1a 
10.44.39 in my article which states that on being slain Kaq1sa attains the selfsame form as Kr~i:ia and receives salvation. 
I can further forward the reader to a recent article by Dr. Noel Sheth, S. J. titled, "Salvation through Hate", in Vidyajyoti 46 
( 1982). 193-98, on the same subject. V. C. Ohri further seems to misconstrue what I said, and states that I am misusing 
literature. 1 do not state in my article that Raja Ajmer Chand is having himself depicted as Karµsa so as to attain mvk-'!a. or 
that the Bhiigavatapurii1_111 glorifies Kaq1sa. 
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The Indian tradition often juggles seemingly contradictory points. The avenue to understanding these points, and other 
arcane points, is through the literature and art. To say that the understanding of one of these points through something in the 
other discipline is a "misuse of literature" or a "misuse of art" on the grounds of a preconceived notion is foolhardy. Before 
writing, "There is no tradition of the kind mentioned by Levitt in the Punjab Hills or other parts of India", V. C. Ohri should 
have checked the references cited. This is not a reference to a story in isolation, as he affirms. 

3034. Popular paintings, mainly of religious themes, in Rajput style from Gujarat, ca. late nineteenth century - early 
twentieth century. Size varies (13.0 x 10.3 cm, l l.6 x 20.4 cm., etc.). There are 26 paintings in the group. They include 
paintings of Garye5a, of the great god Siva with his consort Parvafi seated on his lap, of the creator god Brahma, of the sun 
god Surya, of Rahu, and of particular interest of Ketu. There are also a few paintings showing secular figures wearing cos
tumes of the day, such as of a woman holding a flower to be offered in worship, and of a man in a rugged terrain holding 
a drawn bow. The paintings of Rahu and Ketu, of which there are three of each, have been presented and discussed in full in 
S. H. Levitt, "Some Paintings of Rahu and Ketu from Gujarat", in Journal of the Oriental Institute, Baroda 40.3-4 
(March-June 1991; issued 1993), 533-47, 6 figures (unnumbered). Regarding the style cf., for example, New York Public 
Library Spencer Collection Indian MS. 46, a Saligraharylsutra treating tortures in hell. 

Transcripts of manuscripts and related materials 

BI. *Kalakiiciirvakathii, by Samayasundara. Sanskrit. Devanagari script. Category: Jain. 21.5 X 27.8 cm. 24 fols., 
written on one side only. 23-24 lines per folio. Date of the original manuscript: Salflvat 1896 ( 1839 I 40 A. D.). Transcript 
date: San,11·at 1979 (1922/23 A. D.). Transcribed from a manuscript in the Jain Library, Benares. See W. Norman Brown, 
Kiilaka, pp. 34--5. 

B 2. Materials for work on the Ka(hakasfitra. 32.2 x 21 cm. 170 pages. Ruled paper. This material includes concor
dances of st'itra contents, various tables of contents, references to books which discuss the Ka(hakasutra, notes on texts, 
a listing of manuscripts, and other items. It also includes the following transcripts of manuscripts: 

( 1) Kathakast'itra. Sanskrit. Devanagari script. Category: Veda, St'itra. Same size as above. 2 + 8 + 2 pages. 33 lines per 
page. Transcript date: December, 190 l. Transcribed from a manuscript in the Library of the Sanskrit College, Benares. 

(2) Related unidentified Sanskrit text. Devanagari script. Same size as above. 6 + 55 + 5 pages. 31 lines per page. 
Lacks end. There is also, together with this, an incompleted copy of the beginning of the same manuscript, 4 pages only. 

(3) Related unidentified Sanskrit text. Devanagari script. Same size as above. 24 pages. 35 lines per page. Lacks end. 
Writing on one side only, except for last leaf. 

There are as well 8 pages, written on one side only, of short, incomplete, crossed out transcriptions, in Sarada script, of 
another unidentified Sanskrit manuscript. 

B 3. Transcript (Roman) of descriptions of mudras, or hand poses, from an old palm leaf Sanskrit manuscript belonging 
to an old Sakteya family of Malabar. They include descriptions of mudras used to show reverence to one's guru, mudras 
used for the consecration of the vessels for the respectful reception of a guest, mudras used for homage to deities, and 
mudrcls used for honoring i/1·ar111ul(lcl'i/ti/s. the minor dcl'ill<ts which accomranv Devi and arrear and disappear in con
sciousness. At the head of the descriptions is the titk, J/11drll-pralwrw,1a111, \VJ11cl1 ''" c.111 1ra11,1a1c a,, 1\ 1 realise on 
mudras". but it is not clear that this is not just a recent added description of what follows. Orthographic peculiarities in the 
text would appear to indicate a Malayalam script manu-script as the original. The text is together with a brief note and nega
tives for photographs which were taken by W. Norman Brown showing Dr. L. A. Ravi Varma modeling the hand poses. 
14.0 x 2 l. 7 cm. 4 sheets, typewritten on one side only. Ruled paper. 29-30 lines per page. 33 negatives ( 6 strips), in folder. 
The text and photographs have been presented and discussed fully in S. H. Levitt, "A Sanskrit Text on mudriis from Kerala", 
in The Adyar library Bulletin 52 (1988), 128-49, 6 plates (24 figures). See also S. H. Levitt, "A Note on the 
Mudriiprakarw.w", in The Adyar lihrwy Bulletin 54 (1990), 64--7. Source: Dr. L. A. Ravi Varma. 

Text begins: 

Mudrii-prakararyam. [!} (Guruvandana-mudrii!J) [!} I. Vikasitakalpam uttiiniiiijali~1 Sumukham. [/} Its Bfjiilqara 
hskhphrem (only 1 vowel). [!} 2. !dam eva mu~(ik,tam Suv,ttam. [/} Its Bfjiik~ara Hsk~ma{avarayum. [!} 3. Ordhviidha!J 
sthitilyo!J dak.~aviimakaratalayo!J [!} aligu//niim mitho maryihandhasamhandhe [/} Caturafram. Its Bfjiik.~aram Sahak~ma
{avaraylm. [!} 

B 4. Unidentified Sanskrit text on measures, with passage by passage translation. Roman script. Category: Architecture. 
21.0 x 34.0 cm. 31 pages: the first 10 pages are loose, and are followed by three groups of 6 pages, 9 pages and 6 pages re
spectively which are individually clasped. Ruled paper. 31-33 lines per page. The text and translation are from a Sinhalese 
script manuscript. Source: Dr. Ananda K. Coomaraswamy (?). 

Text begins: 

Sri nivesana Kailiise [/} 
Deva hrahmadi Sevite [!} 
Vasanto Vyjayan toyan [!} 
Skandhena pruchchito hruvi [!} 
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B 5. * Raym_wviilakahii, by Siri Candanamuni. Jain Prakrit, with glosses in Sanskrit at the foot of each page. Devanagari 
script. Category: Non-canonical Jain. 19.0 x 33.2 cm. 73 pages. 23-29 lines per page. Transcribed by Sodanalala Cai:u,lii. 

B 6. Unidentified Jain Prakrit text. Devanagari script. 21.8 x 27.8 cm. 12 pages: pp. 47-58 only. 8 lines per page. 
Incomplete. Some interlinear corrections or glosses, and emendations. 

Text begins: 

cchiie phaliya11J nisejjiiu kayiiw~1 I /aUffl so kuviuffl I m_111ayii .filJakappiyii VGIJ1Jiffa11Jli I/hall [I} tam jahii I/ball 
/i1Jakappiyii ya duvihii pii1.1lpiiyii padigiihadhariiya I piiurm_w-apiiura!Jii fl} duvihii II so hha1Jai I eso kiffl ji1Jakappo 
sa111paya11_1 na klnai '!I siirlhi11J fl} bhaJJiya11J vocchi1.mo I so bhaJ.wi !jai paral1J tumhaffl, mama pw.w 1jjavi na vochijjai I Iii 
ha1!1 lal!l ce1•ajiflJ1.wkappamuva2saJ!1Plli/ittii1.za11_1 nipariggaho viharissiimi I 

B 7. *Sariputra, by Sariputra. Sinhalese. Sinhalese script. Category: Art and Architecture, the making of images. 
21.0 x 34.0 cm. 55 pages. 29-34 lines per page. Each page numbered. Occasional glosses and corrections toward the end in 
pencil and in a lighter color ink than the text proper. Source: Dr. Ananda K. Coomaraswamy. 

B 8. Two texts on art and architecture. Sinhalese script. 16.6 x 21.0 cm. 36 pages, with blank page between the two texts 
and two blank pages at both the beginning and end (2 + 1-27, 28. 29-36 + 2). 18-19 lines per page. Pages unnumbered. 
Source: Dr. Ananda K. Coomaraswamy. 

(I) *Riipamiila [R1lpiivaliya, according to pencil note on first blank page and attached letter]. Sanskrit. Topic: The 
making of images. 27 pages. 

(2) *Gel'<llsatvargaya. Sinhalese. Topic: House-building. 8 pages. 

B 9. The Sariputra. Introduction and translation by E. R. Gooneratnc. Hand-written, dated 15th September 1906. 
Leather bound, gold tooled. Ink and pencil frontis-piece. Paper hand-ruled with pencil. On inside cover: "From the Library 
of Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, Norman Chapel, Broad Campden". In pouch inside back cover: Letter to Ananda K. 
Coomaraswamy from E. R. Gooneratne, notes by E. R. Gooneratne for addition to introduction, two large ink drawings 
on heavy paper (folded) to accompany the translation, and a small booklet handwritten in Sinhalese script. 17.0 X 22.1 cm. 
vii + 57 leaves. The leaves are numbered ii-vii and 2-55. Writing on recto and verso of each leaf. 16-18 lines per page. 
[Formerly, University of Pennsylvania Library Indic manuscript No. 2841. Not listed in Poleman's Census. Displaced to 
present location on account of suitability.] 

a. The small booklet in the pouch, written in Sinhalese script, is I 0.4 x 16.8 cm. 14 leaves, written on both recto and 
verso, with the last 4 leaves left blank. 18-19 lines per page. The first blank leaf has on its verso a statement that the book
let was written on Oct. 14, 1906 by W.R. M. Puncibanda. The first two leaves (4 pages) of the booklet contain multiplica
tion data. in Tamil written in Sinhalese script, for the numbers I through 9 multiplied by I through 9 respectively given in 
a list format. This is followed by a prose statement of the same material. the whole of which is referred to as 
gw.1i11iikramai, "the system of counting". Beginning in the middle of the third leaf verso - p. 6, I. 9 - there is text in ex
ceedingly corrupt Sanskrit, mixed with Sinhalese, treating mainly astrological subjects. The Sanskrit vocabulary in the text 
appears to be influenced by vernacular forms and us3ge. 

The text begins: 

riijan/pajanii surasthiinudhenu hu[lftam pala11_1 !.Jay avraya tathii yoni11_1 [If k.1Tiirii sakam malaffl. kii[l}lika piilika 
kmJiilT ca pinga/Tdhl vadhikii[l}hanir aidrii hh1ltitiiriipatlsaptii11J [I} samva hairavl ca subhiisabha11J vau[l}khi satiikramena. 

The material in the text is perhaps related to the theory of the Yogin/dasiis. This is followed, on the ninth leaf verso and 
tenth leaf recto, by a multiplication table for the numbers I through 12. 

Photographs and I or negatives 

Photographs and I or negatives of the various MSS used in three of W. Norman Brown's editions of texts, and of some 
MSS of one of these texts not used in the edition, are also being kept with the collection now. These include: 

KALA KA 

W. Norman Brown. The Storr of' Kiilaka: Texts. Historv. legends. and Miniature Paintings of' the Svetiimbara Jain 
Hagiographical Work The Kiilakiicii1yakathii, Oriental Studies I (Washington, D.C.: Freer Gallelry of Art. Smithsonian 
Institution. 1933). 

Long Anonymous Version (L.A.V.), MSS. s'. s2, s1, n. J (Edition). b. (See Kiilaka, pp. 36-70). 
Variations of L.A. V. not used in the edition: (I) Sanghiikii Bhar:i<;lar, Patan 35.2. (2) Sanghiikii Bhar:i<;lar, Patan 234. (3) 

Jf\ana Vimala Suri, Cambay 504 (in book, 122). 
Anonymous Prakrit Version. only MS used. (Sec Kiilaka. p. 27.) 
Haya·Pa<;lirylya·Payavo Version, MSS. b 1, b2• d1• d2• f. I. (See Kiilaka, pp. 71-86.) 
Anonymous Prakrit Version in 105 Stanzas, only MS of this version known to W. Norman Brown. (Referred to only in 

Ka/aka, p. 33). 
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Dharmaprabhasilri's Version, MSS. I, n, b. (See Ka/aka, pp. 92-7.) 
Bhavadevasilri's Version, MSS. c, d, a. (See Ka/aka, pp. 87-92.) Not used in edition: (I) Preuss Staal Bibliothek, 

Berlin, MS. Or. Fol. 3357. 
Sr!vlravakyanumatal)l Version, MSS. w, c, p, m1, m2. (See Ka/aka, pp. 98-101.) 
Not Used in the Edition: I. Variation of Samayasundaram, B.O.R.I. (no number) dated San:zvat 1682 (see Ka/aka, 

pp. 34-5 for Samayasundaram's Version); II. Assorted Versions, (I) Unidentified, (2) Nagin Das Bhai:i9ar, Cambay 60(3), 
(3) Sanghaka Bhai:i9ar, Patan 2.2, (4) Sanghaka Bhai:i9ar, Patan 6.2, (5) Sanghaka Bhai:i9ar, Patan 82.1, (6) Sanghaka 
Bhai:i9ar, Patan 221, (7) [-''-]. Patan [no number given], (8) Lohar Pal Bhai:i9ar, Ahmedabad No. 91.3.14, (9) Sanghaka 
Bhai:i9ar, Patan 5.2, (IO) Nagin Das Bhai:i9ar, Cambay 60(4), (I I) Unidentified, (12) Unidentified, (13) Prafasti of Patron of 
Sanghaka Bhan9ar, Patan 46.2; Ill. Unidentified Photographs and Negatives; IV. Unidentified Kalaka-related material. 

Also, page proofs of photographs for the edition. 

SA UNDARYALAHAR[ 

W. Norman Brown, The Saundaryalaharl, or Flood of Beauty, traditionally ascribed to Sahkaracarya. Edited, trans
lated, and presented in photographs. Harvard Oriental Series 43 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 
1958). 

MSS. B I, B 2, B 4, B 5, Bh l, Bh 2, RV, S l, S 2, S 3, T, Tr. (See Saundarya/ 0 , pp. 31-43.) 

VASANTA VILASA 

W. Norman Brown, The Vasanta Vilasa: A Poem of the Spring Festival in Old Gujarati Accompanied hy Sanskrit and 
Prakrit Stanzas and Illustrated with Miniature Paintings. Critically edited and translated, with an introduction and descrip
tion of the paintings. American Oriental Series 46 (New Haven, Connecticut: American Oriental Society, 1962). 

MSS. A, B, C, P, S, L. (See VV, pp. 9-10.) 
Also, photographs of plates for the edition from Waverly Press, I letter of correspondence regarding the manuscript 

search. 

Photographs and I or negatives of assorted Indic manuscripts, etc. are also currently placed in a folder together with the 
transcripts of lndic manuscripts. These photographs and I or negatives are currently unnumbered in the folio. They include: 

P I. Photograph of Asokan rock inscription found near Jhansi, U. P. in the I 950's + accompanying letter from 
K. K. Dass. The inscription does not appear to be included in the discussions of recent finds of A5okan inscriptions in the 
recent books on these. Reproduced in S. H. Levitt, "The Indian Attitude toward Writing", in Jndological Taurinensia 13 
(l 985-86 ), 229-50, 23 plates ( 42 figures). 

P 2. Jain Tirthankaras, negatives of illustrations in MS. "ASB 1544". The folios are noted to be "11.8 x 8.2". Nine 
negatives with one painting filmed on each. "ASB" might stand for Asiatic Society, Bengal. "1544" is a manuscript number 
of their type. A. R. Bhattacharya, A Descriptive Catalogue of the Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Collections of the Asiatic 
Society, vol. 13 (fasc. I and 2) Jaina Manuscripts (Calcutta: The Asiatic Society, 1958-66), does not list a manuscript with 
this number, however, though it lists manuscripts with numbers quite close to it in sequence. 

P 3. Jain Cosmological Diagram depicting heaven and hells within the figure of Puru.)'a. Negative. Depository unidenti
fied. 

P 4. Assorted negatives of manuscript illustrations, (a) negative of palm leaf illustration of Vi~i:iu reclining, (b) 3 nega
tives of illustrations from an unidentified bound Devanagari manuscript, one showing the I 0 avatars of Vi~i:iu. 

P 5. Photograph and negative of 2 sets of facing folios of an unidentified manuscript in Old Hindi on each side of 
which there is one verse in Caupaf, Gaurf, Doha, and Caupafmetres respectively. 

Other photographs are also currently placed in a separate folder together with the transcripts of Indic manuscripts. These 
include, (a) Sikander, Agra, 2 negatives (one damaged); (b) assorted photographs of sculpture at Halebid and Udayagiri, and 
of a Santali dance and Santali man with a bow. 

Addenda 

2998. Buddhist commentaries. Pali. Khmer mu/ script. 55.5 x 5.1 cm. 410 fols. 5 lines per folio. Palm leaf. Gilded 
edges. Manuscript date: Buddhist Era 23 77 ( 1833 I 34 A. D. ). The date of copying is given in a passage in Thai script on the 
cover folios of each section of the manuscript. The scribe has also signed each of the 15 sections of the manuscript, but his 
signature is difficult to read. Plainly cut, stained wooden covers. The texts are as follows: 

(I) *Samhyahga{fkamukhamaggasara (also written, Sambhyahga 0 ). Referred to on cover folios after the first three 
sections as, Samhya1iga{fkanayasadfpanf, but mentioned in the margins consistently as {ikamukhamagga. (The word !ika, 
which means "commentary", is spelled variously as both {fka and (ika throughout.) Phuk 1-3, 5-10, 12-15. 

(2) *A!!hakathavimanavatthuvitthana. Phuk 12, 13. Section only ofa sub-commentary on Dhammapala's Vimanavatthu
a{!hakatha'! The Vimanavatthu, a later and more fantastic section of the Buddhist canon which discusses the most heavenly 
of paradises which could be imagined in the popular belief, is a section of the Ahhidhamma. 
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2999. [Ahhidhammapi(aka. PakaraYJaS 1-7, with summary only of PakaraYJaS 2 and 5.] Pali. Khmer mill script. 
Category: Canonical Buddhist. 58.0 x 5.3 cm. 335 fols. 5 lines per folio. Palm leaf. Gilded edges. The manuscript is divided 
into 7 sections, with blank folios at the beginning and end of each section and each with its own tie cord. Two lateral holes 
for tie cord. Plainly cut stained wooden covers. The sections are titled individually, in two instances incorrectly Sanskritized, 
as follows: 

(I) [Dhammasai1gani] Abhidharrmmasai1glnl. Phuk I. 

(2) [Vihhai1ga-ppakara1.w] Vibhai1gapakara1.1a-a1thakathii. Phuk 2. Sa11_1kepa. 

(3) [Dhiitukathii] Dhiitukathii-iitmiiprasai1sa. Phuk 3. 

( 4) [ Puggalapaiiiiatti] Puggalapaiiatti. Phuk 4. 

(5) [Kathiivatthu-ppakaraYJa] KathiivatthupakaraYJa. Phuk 5. Sa11_1kepa. 

(6) [Yamaka] YamakakaYJ9an1. Phuk 6. 

(7) [Pa(!hiina] Mahiipa!(hiina-anantanaya. Phuk 7. 

3000. *Dhiinaparikhii. Pali. Lao tham script. Category: Non-canonical Buddhist. 65.6 x 6.3 cm. 28 fols., numbered 
1-28, + 2 folios. 5 lines per folio. Palm leaf. Folio edges have a design in red and gold. Two lateral holes for tie cord. Two 
wooden covers and tie string. On the outside of the covers, there is a continuous abstract lotus pattern in gold and black. The 
insides of the covers are stained and varnished. The manuscript is in a muslin slip case. The folio preceding the first folio of 
text contains material in Lao. Numbering the folios, instead of lettering them, is not usual practice. 

3001. Pravacanasiiroddhiira[siitra}, by Nemicandra. Prakrit. Category: Non-canonical Jain. The text is together with an 
inter-linear glossary or commentary in Old Gujarati (?). Text in Jainaniigarl, glossary in Devanagari. 25.5 x 11.8 cm. 
151 fols.; fols. 1--145 1, 1452-150. 7 lines per folio. Illustrated with 9 paintings and 16 tables and charts. 7 of the paintings 
arc in full color, 2 are in red or red and black only. 4 are full page paintings. The date given is Sa11_1vat 1709 ( 1652/ 53 A. D.). 
Note from W. Norman Brown: "Judging from the appearance of the paper, this date is likely not the date of the manuscript, 
but the date either of the author or the date of the copying of another manuscript which became the origin of this present 
manuscript .... Probably this manuscript is the only illustrated one we have." Purchased by Professor Stella Kramrisch and 
given to W. Norman Brown, who in turn gave it to the Library's Special Collections area to hold. 

3002. Unidentified texts (3) in mixed Tamil and Grantha scripts. The second and third texts are perhaps in mixed 
Sanskrit and Tamil. The second, which is the lengthiest, appears to contain a listing of equivalencies, sometimes with nu
merical amounts. It is perhaps pharmacological in nature. It is followed by a short section of discursive text in Sanskrit. The 
third also appears to contain a listing, but its nature is even less clear. Both contain at their conclusions. and the second at its 
beginning as well, similar chartings of numbers. The first text is incomplete, and its folios are broken off on both the right 
and left sides so that sections of each line are missing. It contains occasional Malayalam script characters as well, and ap
pears to be in a highly Sanskritized Tamil. The presence of Malayalam script characters in the text suggests that this part of 
the manuscript comes from the extreme south of Tamilnadu, India's Tamil-speaking region. Only an occasional folio of the 
second and third texts are damaged. Text (I): 18.0 x 3.1 cm. 5 fols. 8-9 lines per folio. Text (2): 21. 7 x 3.1 cm. 31 fols. 8-
9 lines per folio. Text (3): 20.6 X 2.1 cm (left side of each folio)-3.2 cm. (right side of each folio). 21 fols. 6-7 lines per 
folio. Palm leaf. Powder rubbed into incised letters. Two lateral holes and tie cord. 

3003. Assorted individual folios from various texts. The writing is mainly a mixture of Tamil script and Grantha script 
characters. with the language of most appearing to be highly Sanskritized Tamil. But one folio of verse is written in Telugu 
script. 38.4/43.8 x 2.9/3.6 cm. 24 fols. 4-8 lines per folio. Palm leaf. Many folios chipped and broken, often destroying 
text. 

3004. Two Oriya texts. Oriya script. Category: Devotional Literature. 34.7 x 2.4/3.6 cm. 112 fols.; 2 blank folios + 
101 fols. + 9 blank folios numbered 102-6, 108-11. 4-5 lines per folio. Palm leaf. Two stained and varnished wooden 
covers with modern make-shift tic cord. The two covers are different from one another. Purchased by W. Norman Brown 
and given to the Library's Special Collections area to hold. 

The texts are: 

(I) *Chadarasagltii, by Kr~i:ia Dasa (Dinakr~i:ia Dasa, Gopinatha Dasa). 55 fols.; fols. 1-55. A note together with the 
manuscript reads: 'This is written in question-answer style between Arjuna (the hero of the Mahabharata) and Lord Krsna. 
Divided into 12 chapters, it describes the favourity of the Lord. the different kinds of sins and punishment for those ~-i~s. 
It enumerates five deadly sins: (I) Cohabit one's mother (2) one's guru's (teacher's) wife (3) to kill a brahmin (4) to drink 
wine (5) to steal a brahmin's property and to slight and dishonor a brahmin. It narrates in some detail instances of people 
who indulged in such sins, the punishment meted to them in hell. their redemption at the sight of the Lord, and established 
the supreme power of Kr~i:ia." 

(2) *Bhuta Ke(i, by Kr~i:ia Dasa. 45 fols.; fols. 56-101. The note together with the manuscript reads: "Describes the 
amorous sports of Kr~i:ia and his eternal consort Radha. Lord Kr~i:ia frightens the kinfolk of Radha in the shape of a ghost. 
enjoys the company of Radha and the gopis [cowgirls] and finally passified by the entreats of the devotees returns her 
(Radha) to her people. Due to the miraculous power ofKr~i:ia nobody is able to know this trick." 
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Consolidated index of texts 

A{(hakathiivimiinavatthuvitthiina. phuk 12, 13. (Pali) 
Abhidhammapi(aka (Pali) 
Abhidharrmmasahg'i1.1'i. See Dhammasahgani. (Pali) 
Ambastava, in the Paiicastav'i. 
Atmopaniead 
Anandalahar'i. See Saunda1yalahar'i. 
Adityahi:dayastotra, in the Bhavi!!yottarapurii!Ja. 
Jndriiks'istotra, in the Skandapurii!Ja. 
Uddiimarefraratantra 
Kathiivatthu (Pali) 
Kathiivattlmpakara!Ja (san:ikepa). See Kathiivatthu. (Pali) 
Kii(hakasiltra 
Kiirtav'iryii1junakavaca, in the Udqiimare5varatantra. 
Kiilakiiciiryakathii (Prakrit) 
Kiilakiiciirvakathii, by Samayasundara. 
Kiil'istotra 
K!!etrasamiisa, by Ratnasekhara. (Prakrit) 
Khali-hu hrtsegs pa 'i mdo hiugs so (Tibetan) 
Ga1.1e5apaiicaratna 
Gandastotra 
Ga~e5astotra, in the Siiradiitilaka. 
Garudopaniead 
Giivatrlkavaca 
Giiyatrlhi:daya 
G'itiisiira, in the Mahiihhiirata. 
Gevalsatvargaya (Sinhalese) 
Gha(astava 
C atur5/ok'ihhiigavatl 
Carciistotra, in the Paiicastav'i. 
Chadarasagltii, by Kr~r:ia Dasa. (Oriya) 
Jiitakapadmako.fo. See Tiijikapadmakofa. 
Tarkaparihhii.~ai:vakhyiina 

Tiijikapadmako.fo 
Dhammasahgani (Pali) 
Dhiitukathii (Pali) 
Dhiitukathii-iitmaprasahsa. See Dhiitukathii. (Pali) 
Dhiinaparikhii (Pali) 
Niigaj'i nai Niigavant'i ri Bala (Old Gujarati) 
Pa11castav'i 
Pa(lhiina (Pali) 
Padmapurii!Ja 
Pavatantra 
Piikayajiiavivi:tti, in the Pavatantra. 
Puggalapaiiiiatti (Pali) 
Pravacanasiiroddhiirasiitra, by Nemicandra. (Prakrit) 
Priita~ki:ti 
'?hags pa khye 'u rin chen zla has ius pa ies bya ba theg pa chen po 'i mdo (Tibetan) 
'?hags pa glah ru /uh hstan pa ies bya ha theg pa chen po 'i mdo (Tibetan) 
'?hags pa bgre.1· mos ius pa ies bya ha hiugs so (Tibetan) 
'?hags pa stag mos ius pa 'i mdo hiugs so (Tibetan) 
'?hags pa stabs po che ies bya ha theg pa chen po 'i mdo (Tibetan) 
Bahuriipagarhhastotra 
BrahmagiirudopaniJad. See Garw~opani!fad. 
Brahmii!1efapurii!W 
Bhagavadgltii, in the Mahiihhiirata. 
Bhaviin'ibhujan:iga, by Sal'lkaracarya. 
Bhavi!!}'ottarapurii!Ja 
Bhuta Ke{i, by Kr~r:ia Dasa. (Oriya) 
Mahiipa!!hiina-anantanaya. See Pa(lhiina. (Pali) 
Mahabharata 
Mahimnastava. See Mahimnastotra. 

2998 
2999 
2999 
3009 
3009 
3009 
3009 
3007 
3013 
2999 
2999 

B2 
3013 
3020 

Bl 
3008 
3021 
3030 
3008 

3007,3008 
3009 
3008 
3009 
3009 
3009 

B8 
3009 
3008 
3009 
3004 
3015 
3016 
3015 
2999 
2999 
2999 
3000 
3023 
3009 
2999 
3011 
3005 
3005 
2999 
3001 
3009 
3030 
3030 
3030 
3030 
3031 
3009 
3008 
3008 
3007 
3009 
3009 
3004 
2999 

3007,3009 
3007 
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Mahimnastotra, by Puspadanta. 
Ma11:friiddha, in the s;auti.Homa. 
Miilatl Madhu, by Vasant. (Old Gujarati, or Old Western Rajasthani) 
MudriiprakaralJa 
Yamaka (Pali) 
Yamakakanda. See Yamaka. (Pali) 
Yogasiirastotra, in the Padmapurii1Ja. 
Ramalanuraklsukaniivall (Rajasthani) 
Riiya1Javiilakahii (Prakrit) 
Rupamiila (Sinhalese) 
Rupaviiliya. See Rupamiila. (Sinhalese) 
Laghuk.~etrasamiisa. See K!fetrasamiisa, by Ratnasekhara. (Prakrit) 
Laghuslotra, in the Paiicastavl. 
Vibhailga (Pali) 
Vibhai1gapakara1Ja-atthakathii (sa11,1kepa). See Vibhailga. (Pali) 
Vi.F,1upaiijarastotra, in the Brahmii1Jcfapurii1Ja. 
Visnusahasraniimastotra 
Sii~~diiti/aka, by Lak~mai~a De5ikendra. 
Siiligriimastotra (?) 
Sivariimastotra 
Sivastava, in the SkandapuriilJa. 
Sivastotra 
Srauli!f(Oma 
Sakalaiananlstava, in the Paiicastavl. 
Satvaniiriiya1Jakathii. See SatyaniiriiyalJavratakathii, in the Skandapurii1Ja. 
Satvaniiriiya1Javratakathii, in the Skandapurii1Ja. 
Sapta.~loklgltii, in the Ki:!!1Jiirjunasa11,1viida (with Hindi commentary). 
Samhyailgaflkiimukhamaggasiira (also written, Sambhyai1ga0 ). (Pali) 
Samhyailgaflkiinayiisadlpanl, phuk 5-10, 12-15. See Sambyailgaflkiimukhamaggasiira. (Pali) 
Sarasvatl' 
Sarasvatlstotra 
Sariputra, by Sariputra. (Sinhalese) 
Siimiiciirl (Prakrit) 
Saundaryalaharl, by Sankaracarya. 
SkandapuriilJa 
Stag mo !us shyin ies hya ba biugs (Tibetan) 
Sra[.ja(?)halaviciira, in the Sra[.]a(?)priiyii.frittavidhi. 
Sra[.ja(?Jpriiyii.frittavidhi 
Harimldestotra, by Sar'lkaracarya. 

Texts Identified by Abbreviation Only 
O" 
Gii" Tl' 
Sri' ~r Sri~1 
Sa 0 

Index to illustrated manuscripts and other art objects 

3000 Dhiinaparikhii. Painted wooden bookcovers, with stained and varnished insides, Laos. 
3001 Pravacanasiiroddhiirasutra, by Nemicandra. 9 paintings (4 full page, 7 in full color). 
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3007 
3006 
3024 

83 
2999 
2999 
3011 
3026 

85 
88 
88 

3021 
3009 
2999 
2999 
3008 
3012 
3009 
3018 
3008 
3009 
3008 
3006 
3009 
3010 
3010 
3008 
2998 
2998 
3008 
3008 

8 7, 8 9 
3022 
3009 

3007,3009,3010 
3030 
3014 
3014 
3017 

3008 
3009 
3018 
3008 

3008 Compendium of 12 texts, primarily religious praise. 7 full page paintings by the artist Man.gnu, Chamba, 
Punjab Hills, mid-nineteenth century A. D. 

3010 Satyaniiriiya1Javratakathii, in the SkandapuriilJa, Reviikha1Jcfa. 1 full page painting (fTontispiece) by the 
artist Mailgnu, Chamba, Punjab Hills, mid-nineteenth century A. D. 

3016 Tarkaparibhii!fiivyiikhyiina. Carved wooden covers, Kerala. 
3020 Kiilakiiciiryakathii. 7 paintings, Early Western Indian style. Ornamental borders. 
3021 K!felrasamiisa, by Ratnasekhara. 17 diagrams in color. 
3023 Niigajl nai Niigavantl ri Bala. 70 paintings, Bikaner. 
3024 Miilatl Madhu, by Vasant. Profusely illustrated, Western Indian, 1740/41 A. D. 
3025 Unidentified Braj text on the auspicious and inauspicious effects of encountering different birds and 

animals. 24 paintings. Ornamental borders. 
3026 Ramalanuraklsukaniivall. 1 illustration and l diagram, Rajasthan. 
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3027 
3028 
3029 
3031 
3033 
3034 
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Yantras ( 14) for various purposes, Sri Lanka. 
Painted wooden bookcover, with painted inside, Sri Lanka. 
Carved and stained wooden bookcover, Sri Lanka. 
'Phags pa stohs po che ies hya ha theg pa chen po 'i mdo. 2 xylographic illustrations, Tibet. 
Miniature painting of Kr~i:ia slaying Kaqisa. Kahlur (Bilaspur), Punjab Hills, ca. 1700-1720 A. D. 
Popular paintings (26), mainly of religious themes, in Rajput style from Gujarat, ca. late nineteenth -
early twentieth century A. D. 

Illustrations 

Fig. I. Illustration from K.!elrasamiisa, by Ratnasekhara (3021 ). 
Fig. 2. Illustration from M<liat/ Madhu (3024). 
Fig. 3. Diagram of the ramal cakra and invocatory illustration from Ramalanuraklsukaniiva// (3026). 
Fig. 4. Sample illustrated folios from an unidentified Braj manuscript on the auspicious and inauspicious 

effects of encountering different birds and animals (3025). 



E. A. Rezvan 

ORIENTAL MANUSCRIPTS OF KARL FABERGE. II: 
RAGAMALA MINIATURES OF THE ALBUM (MURAQQA') (PART TWO) 

The most important jewelers of the nineteenth century -
Lui Cartier, Henri Vever and Karl Faberge - all had col
lections of Eastern manuscripts and miniatures that inspired 
them to create the marvels of their art that today adorn the 
world's great museums and private collections. These out
standing artists and jewelers most likely did not fully un
derstand the ancient traditions that inspired the examples of 
Eastern miniature and calligraphy in their collections. But it 
was undoubtedly the profundity and power of this tradition 
that contained the bewitching energy that springs to life 
anew in their marvelous works. Today we continue the 
study and publication of riigamiilii genre miniatures from 
the album (muraqqa ') of Karl Faberge that we began in the 
preceding issue [I]. 

Albums of the type under discussion here represent 
a specific genre that contains the most varied materials. The 
researcher who studies them must be prepared for unex
pected discoveries. In the course of writing this article, for 
example, reasons emerged to "shift" the dating of the earli
est materials some 300 years, from the sixteenth to the 
thirteenth century. In the view of the Album's compilers, 
one of the calligraphy examples it contains ( qi(a) is an 
autograph by the outstanding Iraqi calligrapher Yaqiit 
al-Musta'~imi ( 1221-1298). This can only be confirmed 
or refuted by a comparative analysis of several samples 
created by the qalam of one of the greatest Muslim callig
raphers. 

In the preceding article we discussed in detail three 
folios from the Album that contain miniatures that stem 
from the riigamiilii tradition. We continue this description 
below (2]. 

I. Kakubha Riiginl (7.6 X 11.5 cm) (see front cover of 
the present issue). 

This miniature (fol. 20b) depicts a lone young woman 
in a plush red dress who stands beneath a tree surrounded 
by three peacocks. The background consists of bright
yellow hills with a sprinkling of green treetops and yellow
white buildings (one notes a minaret and fragments of 
a mausoleum or palace complex) and a dark-red sky. The 
anxious mood evoked by the colours is underscored by the 
silhouettes of low-flying birds. The margins display a dark
blue background with large flowers in delicate gold. Ac
cording to Mark Zebrovski, "after 1750 the bold eroticism 
of such paintings as Kakubha Ragin/ changes. Figures 
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become delicately sinuous; a taste for lighter, more thinly 
applied colour replaces the dark palette" [3]. The seductive 
female figure in our miniature confirms this observation, 
but the palette remains mostly dark. Deccan, second half of 
the 18th century [ 4]. 

The miniature rests in a complex yellow-green border 
adorned in gold (outer dimensions: 15.5 x 20.4 cm). The 
middle, and widest, part of the border contains an inscrip
tion the meaning of which is unclear at present. It appar
ently provides descriptions of several "genealogies" (JI) 
of people, for example: "eaters" (.:,J~). "warriors" 
c,_,.,.t,......), "eunuchs (or merchants)" ('4-lp), "muezzins" 
(.:,J,y). 

The qi( 'a is written in nasta '/i'q on a yellow back
ground, and the groups of words are separated by areas of 
gold and coloured pigment decorated with a floral motif. 
The technique was called tarsi" wa ta~ri'r in Persia and abri' 
in Ottoman Turkey. 

The riigini' usually plays on the rudra vi'IJt'i, an ancient 
instrument used in Indian classical music. The instrument is 
depicted in temple art of the sixth century A.O. There are 
also references to a bottle-gourd vi'1Jt'i in texts dated as far 
back as 500 B. C. This instrument has dominated Indian 
music for nearly 2000 years (5]. 

The reverse of the folio (jig. /) contains a calligraphy 
sample (qi(a): five diagonal lines in large-scale nasta '/i'q 
written into a central rectangle (7.3 x 14.5 cm) in a com
plex border (outer dimensions: 17.8 x 26.0 cm). The central 
part of the latter also contains a Persian text in even larger 
nasta '/i'q. The groups of words, as on the reverse, are 
enclosed in a thin black line (tarsi'' wa ta~ri'r). The gold 
background bears a gold ornament of small blue, red and 
pink flowers identical to that on the reverse side. The mar
gins display a yellow background with large flowers in 
delicate gold. 

The Persian text in the central cartouche contains rela
tively standard moral-ethical maxims: 

~)l.,J-A 
J.J->' c:;Jb.J .:.J.J.l.! ~ 151 

J.J..J ,;A Ji.~~ ,_,.,.J <\S -4.4 
-*5..!"! ..JS 6.j ~1 (""-->5 J..>" .>5 

j,JJ.)-! J:.,.iLt.J ~1 ~ J..>" .).J 
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"O, Merciful one' 
0, you who has been blessed with luck and success 1 

You must give silver to the indigent each day. 
If a man is generous, raise him from ashes, 
If a man is greedy, sew up his mouth!" 

The Persian-Arabic text written around the perimeter is of 
a religious nature and presents four high-placed representatives 
of the Shi'ite spiritual hierarchy: the Prophet Mu~ammad, 
the "Rightly-guided caliph" 'All, and the grandsons of the 
Prophet, J:lasan and J:lusayn, who died tragic deaths: 

'<'!.~l~~..1l.J 
..1.ilo..1lp,~~J~ 

'<'!.ly.ll ~ ..:.lll.Jy. ·~ 
..I.ii~~ _,..1~ J_, Gl ~ 

"The prayer of· All is the bringing of miracles. 
J:lasan and J:lusayn are the grandson of the ruler 
And aid you against the vicissitudes of fate 
The Prophet [and] saint (i.e. Mu~ammad and 

·All - E. R.) are both lords." 

2. Gujarf Riiginf(6.5 x l l .5 cm) (see Plate I). 

The miniature (fol. 2 la) depicts a lone young woman in 
a plush red dress. The woman stands on a rocky island in 
the middle of a river. In each hand she holds garlands of 
white flowers with red spots. To her right is a thick, brown 
tree trunk with a branch in blossom hanging above the 
woman. A symbolically depicted pink rocky shore becomes 
a cliff adorned at the top with a mosque framed with green 
cupolas. A yellow valley extends to the horizon. At the top 
we find a strip of blue sky with grouped clouds. Small 
white birds dot the air and water. The grey-blue water of 
the river is enlivened by bright-red fish. The margins pre
sent a green background with large flowers in delicate gold. 
Deccan, second half of the 18th century. This and the pre
ceding miniature were undoubtedly authored by the same 
artist, as is indicated by numerous compositional and depic
tive elements (for example, the telling depicting of the 
minaret tops) [6]. 

The miniature is located in a complex yellow-green 
border adorned in gold (outer dimensions: 15.5 X 20.4 cm). 
The middle, and widest, part of the border contains an in
scription that is surely linked with the preceding inscrip
tion; it is just as difficult to read. 

The qi( 'a is written in 11asta 'llq on a yellow back
ground, and the groups of words are separated by areas of 
gold pigment (tarsi" wa ta~1rfr). 

The reverse of the folio (jig. 2) contains a calligraphy 
sample (qi( 'a): eight lines in large nasta '/fq written into 
a central rectangle (l6.5X25.0 cm) in a complex border 
adorned in gold. Seven of the eight lines arc written on 
a yellow margin and separated by gold strips in ta 'sh fr 
style. The lower line is separated from the others by a strip 
identical to the outer border and written on a white back
ground. The margins present a green background with 
drop-shaped leaves in delicate gold. 

The text in the border is a calligraphic exercise ( tl....t.o) 
by Sayyid 'All Bukhari (the name breaks off where the 
edge was trimmed, see line 7); it contains wise sayings in 
Persian, and partially in Arabic (8 lines). The last line is 
separated from the others by a border: 

..1>5 ..*- jl ~ <U .;:...u.I ~ ~t.._.,j ..*- jl Jl.. ~.>3 
.;:...u.I Jl.. 0..1_>5 

~~-4J~ ~<15 .._;~~IJ.)i~ 
.J~ .&I ~ J ~ J .Jy> <15 ) ~-4 .::A5 

~J 

..>'-" ..J.l ~ <15 ..1fa ~ <15 vuS J.)"! jl...i J,.-. 
..1~_,..1_>5 Jt..~ 

<15 ..1 p ~ I..! l.JJ..!u, i')L...J I ~ ...r"-Y" >4-4 
<15 '5~ ~~·~di)[ <l.ll ~I l..,S ~I 

-4..l ~ 

..!..I.ii ~~ >'-" ~J..1..4-i ~ ('..!..1-' ..!\.4-4 <15 __,.&I 

..1_>5 ('..J.lJ ..)\.4.l j'-" 

•-4.~ di)[ •-4.WI 0 °'i 0l' ~_, 
(\"y.t_,..)) !,?..!~ ~ ~ tl....t.o 

-4->I ~~ ~~I -4 ~jl -4.j .:.L,i.; 4A4>jl ~I 
.;:...u.I Jy. 

"The acquisition of property is for the sake of peace 
in life, and not life for the sake of acquiring wealth. 

They asked a wise man, who is lucky and who is un
fortunate. 

He answered: "Unfortunate is he who has died and is 
abandoned; lucky is he who eats and walks. 

Do not perform the namiiz over one who has done 
nothing, living only to acquire wealth, without eating 
through anything. 

Lord Musa, may peace be upon him, counselled 
Harlin: 'Be a patron to all, just as 

Allah is a patron to you. It is better that you not hear 
that which you have heard about the end [of time], than 
that you see it. 

He who has not acquired goods with the dfniir 
and the dirham will in the end receive his share only as 
a dfniir and a dirham ' [7]. 

Do not render favours hoping to profit for yourself". 
Calligraphic exercise by Sayyid 'AIT Bukhari [ ... ] 
0. Lord! Good comes from all places, and from 

Ja'far, evil! 
0, Lord! You said: 'I am merciful'. Only in this lies 

hope". 

3. Gunkiili (Gunkiiri) Ragini ( l l .5 x 12 cm) (see 
Plate 2). 

This small miniature (fol. 24b) presents a young 
woman adjusting garlands hung on decorative boughs 
in two large gilded vases. The scene takes place in a court
yard surrounded by a high red-brown wall behind which 
one sees the crowns of green trees. To the left is the corner 
of a house and part of a door. A tall, bright-green plate 
with fruits stands at the woman's feet. The margins present 
a dark-blue background with small, bright yellow-red 
flowers. A number of features indicate that this miniature 
is 150-200 years older than the other miniatures in this 
series. Mughal, second halfof the 16th century(?). 

The miniature is located in a complex yellow-gold bor
der adorned in gold (outer dimensions: 14.5 x 27.0 cm). 
Above and below are rectangular cartouches (4.3 x 12.7 cm; 
3.53 X 11.5 cm), with two calligraphic samples (qi( 'a) on 
a bright-green background with gold spots: 
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Persian text at the top: 

"The marvel of the qalam is in that which aids the 
qalam (i.e. the hand-£. R.)''. 

Persian text at the bottom: 

~1->9 .J.l.JI .:..u..ul -".>-! 03 _>51 

"If a man tends to his health, he will live in abun
dance". 

The reverse side of the folio (jig. 3) contains calli
graphic samples (qi(a) in medium and large nasta 'liq writ
ten into six cartouches in a common green border adorned 
in gold (I 4.0 x 26.0 cm). The background of the central 
cartouche is bright-green; that of the two vertical outer 
and upper ca1 touches, bright-red; of the two small upper 
cartouches in a blue border, yellow. The inscriptions are in 
gold, with gold spots scattered over the background. The 
margins present a yellow background with the small buds 
of white flowers painted in delicate red. 

Persian texts (from top to bottom and left to right): 

•.lo! 0~ JJ ~ ~ l.J ~ ~I 
0lhL..u 40~ 4 

i"J.i.oJ.JJ fe~J ~ CJ"> ~I 

~ ~ 0~ _JJ J_, ~..)"'~.:..Of'-! c.>+11 

-~_, ~~ •J.4 CJ"> ~I 

"O Most Gloroius ! 0 Master! 
0 Lord! Grant Ja'far [8] refuge in the two 

worlds [9]. 
0 Lord! I am a nullity, infirm and long-suffering! 
0 Lord! Revere 'AI'i, the chosen one, master of 

two worlds. 
0 Lord' I am a disobedient and weak servant". 

.t. 1\11/,11/J/111 Riigi11/ or Sorn( Ii R1lgi11i [I OJ 
(I 0.0 x 19.0 cm) (see Plate 3). 

The miniature is located in a complex yellow-gold bor
der adorned in gold. The margins form an even dirty-gold 
background. 

A young woman (fol. 26b) dressed in a transparent tu
nic and pink jodhpurs strolls through a garden with a girl 
who holds a red (anhiir and siiz and feeds two peacocks. To 
the right of the girl are seven nearly square flowerbeds with 
rows of motley flowers. To the right is a salad-green 
meadow, the dominant colour in the miniature. At the top 
are gathering clouds of a violet colour. Somewhat lower we 
find a clarifying inscription: ..:.L.).•-"· We were unable to find 
a direct parallel for our miniature. Elements of its iconogra
phy can be found in other miniatures from the riigamiilii 
tradition: a woman feeding two peacocks (Madhumiidhavi 
Ragin/ or Dipsadika Riigini); a woman strolling in a garden 
(Gauri or Gauqi Riigini) [I I]. Deccan, second half of the 
18th century. 

The reverse of the folio (jig. 4) contains a calligraphy 
sample (qi(a) in a yellow-gold border with gold 
(I 0.0 x 19.0 cm). It contains a two-line text (lovely calli
graphic naskh on a brown background). The text lines are 
separated by a gold line and enclosed in a thin black line 

(tarsi' wa ta~rlr). An intermediary line in smaller naskh is 
written on the gold background. The Album's compilers felt 
that this particular fragment was an autograph by the famed 
Iraqi calligrapher Yaqut al-Musta'~imI; the inscription in 
the upper part of the border - .::.~4 b [ 12] - indicates 
this. The cartouche is surrounded by yellow margins 
adorned with small gold flowers and laves. They are 
smaller than the folio's vertical dimensions and are en
closed in a thin gold border. 27 virtually illegible lines in 
Devanagari (in mirror image) are visible through the yellow 
paper in the upper part of the folio. 

The Arabic text is a fragment of a religious nature: 

J_,hll )J ~ ~L;)'L...J ~l Ju_,,[$ 
JU_, yfa 'i jS L....... C-'.J Jln_, 

"Ask paradise of your God sincerely, with repentance, 
He grants peace of abodes, does not destroy, and He 

said" [13]. 

On the left side there is a note in a much smaller hand 
between the lines: 

"The question is, who is approaching ... (?)". 

Unfortunately, I lack at present the experience and 
comparative material to identify a number of miniatures 
in the Album. For this reason, I do not rule out the possibil
ity that there are other riigamiilii miniatures. One of them 
may be a curious miniature on fol. 27a (see Plate 4). The 
signature reads as [lS-"l lS.JJL.....1 ._}, ~; it has not yet 
been deciphered. Another issue of Manuscripta Orientalia 
may yet feature an article on materials from this truly 
unique "late medieval oriental multi-media" tradition; in my 
view. it has been underestimated and is little known to the 
broader public. 

I have now finished a book on Qur'anic manuscript 
E 20 from our collection [14]. It is entitled "The Qur'an 
of 'Uthman (Katta Langar, St. Petersburg. Bukhara, 
Tashkent)" (St. Petersburg, Paris, 2001-2002, Russian
English and French editions) and will contain a research 
section, black and white facsimile publication, CD-ROM 
with the publication of the text in colour and a video CD 
with film "Searching for the Qur'an of 'Uthman", which 
I am preparing to shoot in Uzbekistan. The film will allow 
everybody interested in Islamic culture to visit Katta 
Langar, a place where life has changed little since the 
sixteenth century (people living close to the place con
tinue to speak Arabic as their native language and assert 
that their distant ancestors were resettled here from Syria 
by order ofTimur). 

I call this "three-dimensional publishing" (the printed 
text - 1st dimension (it could be stored on a floppy be
cause of the comparatively small amount of information), 
2nd is the CD-ROM, with many colour illustrations, maps, 
Internet links, etc, 3rd is the video CD, supplying the 
"reader" with another level of information. Moreover, the 
third level will provide a link between pure scholarship and 
material for general reader as well as for educational pur
poses. In our case, the story of the Muslim scripture based 
on unique manuscript and field materials could be very im
portant for mutual understanding and inter-confessional 
dialogue both in Russia and Europe. 
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Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 
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God willing, I pan to prepare a similar edition of 
Faberge's collection. I firmly believe that the publication of 
miniatures from this riigamiilii series with sound (and, if 
possible, video) supplements will allow us to gain a differ
ent view of this material, about which much has been writ
ten, and even more remains to be learned. 

In any case, 1 am grateful that fate brought me into 
contact with this striking cultural phenomenon. Writing the 
articles on miniatures in the cycle, I found myself growing 
younger, regaining a student's sense of wonder at the 
world's inexhaustible beauty and its power to enchant us. 

Notes 

1. E. A. Rezvan, "Oriental manuscripts of Karl Faberge. II: ragamala miniatures of the Album (muraqqa ')(part one)", Manuscripta 
Orientalia. VIl/2 (2001), pp. 36-45. 

2. 1 would like to express again my sincere gratitude to Prof.Oleg Akimushkin, Prof. Margarita Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya, and 
my daughter, Maria Rezvan, for their help with preparing this article. 

3. See M. Zebrovski, Deccani Painting (London, 1983), p. 254. 
4. Cf. Kakubha Ragin/, Deccan, Hyderabad, ca. 1700--1725, collection of Prince of Wales Museum of Western India, Mumbai ,call num

ber 22.3316. dimensions 24.1 X43.6 cm (with border). See at http://www.indiawatch.org.in/bombaymuseum/powm/jubilee/ragamala.htm; 
Kakuhha Ragin/. Murshidabad. ca. 1770--1775, T. Falk, M. Archer, Indian Miniatures in the India Office Library (London, 1981), 383 
xvi, pp. 204, 490 (illustration); Kakubha Ragin/, Hyderabad, ca. 1784-1785, ibid., 431 xxi, pp. 233, 517 (illustration). 

5. The modern vl!Ja or been features a hollow bamboo tube mounted on two large gourds which act as resonators. They generate 
a deep, sonorous sound with meditative qualities. It is usually five or more tones lower than its younger cousin, thcsitar (developed from 
the 1·/11a around the fourteenth century). The v/11a is the only plucked instrument which can reproduce all the subtleties of the human voice 
(the purest musical sound and the foundation of all music according to the Indian classical musicians). It has a range of four to four and 
a half octaves. This vast range allows a master musician to display all the nuances of a raga. 

6. Close parallel: Gujarl Ragin/. Hyderabad, ca. 1784-1785, Falk, Archer, op. cit., 431 xxi, pp. 233, 517 (illustration); for architec
tural and landscape parallels sec Pa raj Ragin/, Bidar (?), first quarter of the 18th century, William Rockhill Nd son Gallery of Art, Kanzas 
City. Missouri, 31-13111 O; Asavari Ragin/, Bihar (''), first quarter of the 18th century, the same gallery, 31-131111. Both miniatures 
could be found at Zebrovski,op. cit., pp. 226-7. 

7. Cf. Luke, 16: 9: "I tell you. use worldly wealth to gain friends for yourselves, so that when it is gone, you will be welcomed into 
eternal dwellings". 

8. Ja'far al-$adiq, sixth Shi'a imam (d. 1481765). 
9. Id est in the earth-bound and upper worlds. 

10. Cf. Sora[h Ragin/, Hyderabad, ca. 1760, Falk, Archer, op. cit .. 426 xx iv, pp. 230 and 511 (illustration). 
11. K. Ebeling. Ragamala Painting (Bale, 1973 ), p. 60. 
12. According to the tradition, Yaqiit al-Musta'~iml "wrote one hundred Arabic verses every day for the Caliph and seventy for 

the viziers" (Biidaq Qazwlnl, Jawahir al-akhhiir, manuscript of the National Library of Russia, St. Petersburg, Dom, 288, fol. 107v). The 
qi[ ·as left by him were usually copied many times and the most talented pupils and followers - Shams al-Din Baysonghiirl (early 15th 
century), for example. - were able to produce nearly identical samples. Appearance of a great amount of "falsaYaqiit" qi{'as of com
paratively high quality was the result of such a practice. 

13. The text from the Qur'an seems to have to follow. 
14. Three articles about the manuscript were already published, see E.A. Rezvan, "The Qur'an and its world: VI. Emergence 

of the canon: the struggle for uniformity", Manuscripta Orienta!ia, IV/2 (1998), pp. 13-54. You can find a continuation of the study 
as well as several photographs at http://orient.thesa.ru/supplement/mo_issues/v6nl.htm ("Yet another '"Uthmanic Qur'an" (on the 
history of manuscript E 20 from the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies", Manuscripta Orienta!ia, VI/ 1 (2000), 
pp. 49-68). For the third article including radio-carbon dating of the manuscript using AMS technology (conducted by Dr. J. van Plicht, 
Groningcn), see http://orient/thesa.ru/supplementimo _issues/v6n3. htm ("On the dating of the "Uthmanic Qur'an" from 
St. Petersburg". Manuscripta Orientalia, Vl/2 (2000), pp. 19-22). 
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Plate 4. "Rliginf' (unidentified), watercolour, gouache and gold on paper. Deccan, second half of the 18th century. Same 
Album, fol. 27a, 11.5 x 17.0 cm. 
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Fig. I. Calligraphic sample (qi(a), watercolour, gouache, ink and gold on paper. Mounted in India, mid-18th century. 
Same Album, fol. 20a. 

Fig. 2. Calligraphic sample (qi{'a), watercolour, gouache, ink and gold on paper. Mounted in India, mid-18th century. 
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Same Album, fol. 24a. 

Fig. 4. Calligraphic sample (qi! "a). Probably, calligraphic exercise by Yliqiit al-Musta'~iml (1221-1298). Watercolour, 
gouache, ink and gold on paper. Mounted in India, mid-18th century. Same Album, fol. 26a. 
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PRESENTING THE MANUSCRIPT 

Elisabeth Zack 

YUSUF AL-MAGHRIBI'S EGYPTIAN-ARABIC WORD LIST. A UNIQUE 
MANUSCRIPT IN THE ST. PETERSBURG STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

Introduction 

The library of the Oriental Faculty of the St. Petersburg 
State University contains among its collection a unique 
manuscript (call number Ms 0. 778) entitled Da(' al-i.p- 'an 
kahlm ah/ Mi.~.,. ("Removing the Burden from the Speech of 
the People of Egypt": hereafter referred to as Daf' al-i.yr). 
This manuscript dates to the beginning of the eleventh 
century A.H. (the beginning of the seventeenth century 
A.O.). The author of the work, Yusufb. Zakariya b. J:!arb 
al-MaghribT, died in I 019 I 1611. The importance of the 
manuscript lies in the fact that, to the best of my 
knowledge, it is the first dictionary of the Egyptian Arabic 
dialect. Moreover, the manuscript is the autograph. As far 

as I know, there are no other copies of the work [I]. This 
unique manuscript is the subject of the Ph. D. research by 
the author of the present a11icle. The research will consist of 
an edition of the text and a study of its contents. 

This paper is an attempt to summarize the issues I 
intend to discuss in my Ph. D. research. I am going to 
highlight the following topics: (i) the life of the author of 
the work, Yusuf al-MaghribT: (ii) the St. Petersburg copy of 
the work: its history and present form; (iii) the contents of 
the manuscript. It includes not only a dictionary but also 
poetry, anecdotes, and remarks on the culture and customs 
of the seventeenth-century Egypt. 

Yusuf al-Maghribi 

Unfortunately, not much is known about Yusuf al
MaghribT, except what we read about him in Daf"' al-iy, 
and in the chapter in the Rayl1a1wt al- 'a/ha· wa zahrat al
lwrat al-dunwl dedicated to him by his friend al
Kha!ajT [2]. However, al-Kha!ajT does not provide many 
facts about al-MaghribT [3]. Yusuf al-MaghribT was born in 
Egypt. His exact birth date remains unknown, but from 
what we know about his teachers, who are mentioned in 
different sources, we can deduce that he must have been 
born at the end of the sixties or beginning of the seventies 
of the tenth century A.H., which corresponds to the sixties 
of the sixteenth century A. D. 

In his Da(' a/-i.yr, al-MaghribT relates a very personal 
anecdote about his childhood, which gives us an insight 
into the background of his family (fols. 70a-71a). When 
al-MaghribT was about seven years old, he went with his 
father to al-J:lijaz, where his father died and was buried in 
al-Baqf' (the cemetery of al-Madina). Upon returning to 
Egypt, Yusuf al-MaghribT stayed with his maternal uncles 
who were famous manufacturers of embroidered sword 
belts (hamii 'ii al-sul'iif). Al-MaghribT had learnt this craft 
from them and wa"rkcd for them. Every year they sold 
a huge amount of these belts to the caravans that came from 
the Sudan. In the evening, Yusuf al-MaghribT would go to 
the mosque of lbn Tullin to learn the Qur'an. The language 
of the Qur'an awoke his interest in grammar, and in the 
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evening, after his uncles were asleep, he studied by heart 
the 'A/fiya, the famous grammar of lbn Malik. He had to do 
this discreetly because one of his uncles was against his 
studies, stating that there were no scholars in the family, so 
why should he become one" Once, when a regular caravan 
from the Sudan did not arrive, al-MaghribT's uncles 
gathered their wares and set off to the Sudan. They left 
Yusuf at home and entrusted their shop to him so that he 
could provide a living for himself and the family, but soon 
after they left, Yusuf sold the shop, bought books for the 
proceeds, and joined al-Azhar University. His uncles never 
returned, and some reports reached al-MaghribT that they 
fathered so many children there that, according to the 
account, they had to drive them into the house with sticks in 
the evening . 

Unfortunately, little is known about al-MaghribT's 
further career, although he mentions that he held a wazifa, 
but he docs not mention what kind of service it was 
(fol. Sia). He was also an intellectual who joined majiilis, 
social gatherings where Muslim intellectuals discussed 
various topics. According to al-MaghribT himself, he was 
the author of approximately ten works, among which we 
find a translation from Persian of Sa'dT's famous Gu/istiin. 
None of those has come down to us except Bughyat a/-arfh 
wa ghunyat al-adfh ("The Desire of the Skillful and the 
Wealth of the Cultured") [4]. 
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History of the manuscript 

After the death of Yiisuf al-MaghribT, the manuscript 
of Dal' al-i![r came into the possession of MuQammad b. 
AbT al-Suriir al-BakrT al-~iddTqT (d. 1087 I 1646), who made 
its abridged version (see below). Then the manuscript 
passed into the hands of Yiisuf al-Malawi b. WakTl (date 
unknown) and later came into the possession of the 
Egyptian scholar MuQammad 'Ayyad al-Tan!liwT ( 1810-
1861) [5]. Al-Tan\liwT played an important role as professor 
of Arabic at St. Petersburg University. He was born, as his 
name indicates, in a village in the neighbourhood of Tan\a, 
in the Egyptian Delta. He first received his education in 
the local kuttiib and after that at al-Azhar University 
in Cairo. After he had finished his studies, he became 
a lecturer at al-Azhar. He also gave private lessons to 
foreigners, among whom we find, for instance, the famous 
Orientalist Edward William Lane (1801-1876). Two 
Russian diplomats, who studied with al-Tan\liwT, succeeded 
in obtaining an invitation for him to teach Arabic at the 

Institute of Oriental Languages in St. Petersburg when the 
post became vacant. He arrived in St. Petersburg in 1840. 
In 1847, he was appointed professor of the Arabic language 
at St. Petersburg University, and this position was kept by 
him until his death in 1861. 

Al-Tan\awT has left us the important work entitled 
Traite de la langue arabe vulgaire (Arabic title is A~san 
a/-nakhb fi ma 'rifat /isiin al- 'arab; the first edition 
appeared in 1848). It is one of the most interesting 
sources for our knowledge of the nineteenth-century 
Egyptian-Arabic [6]. AI-Tan\awT had brought with him to 
St. Petersburg about 150 manuscripts; among them there 
was Daf' al-i!fr by Yiisuf al-MaghribT. After Tan\liwT's 
death, these manuscripts became part of the collection of 
the St. Petersburg University Library. Almost a century 
later, in 1968, al-MaghribT's Daf' a/-i!fr was published in 
facsimile, with an introduction and indices, by 'Abd al
Salam AQmad 'Awwad [7]. 

Description of the manuscript 

The manuscript under discussion in its present form 
consists of 134 folios; 18-25 lines per page. The manu
script's dimensions are 15.5 x 21.5 cm [8]. The manuscript 
is an autograph; it is the first draft, which is clear from cor
rections and comments made by al-MaghribT in the margins 
of the manuscript. We also encounter many times the word 
unzur in the margins when the author hesitates over the 
origin of a word, planning to consult his sources later. 
He wrote the text between Shawwal 1014 and Jumada I 
1015 I February- September 1606. 

The St. Petersburg manuscript is in a good condition; 
only a few pages are slightly damaged (fols. la, 2a, !Oa and 
I Ob). However, eleven quires of the manuscript are missing 
- quires 3 to 13 inclusively. Originally, the manuscript 
contained 25 quires. The last quire consists of four leaves. 
Quire 3 ends with the entry y)=.i (fol. 20b) and quire 14 
starts with the entry~ (fol. 21a) [10]. We also notice 
another irregularity in the 23rd quire: it consists of eight 
leaves (fols. I l la-118b) instead of usual ten. However, 

there is no text missing, so one may assume that this must 
have been an error made by al-MaghribT himself. 

According to Sharbatov, Daf' al-i!fr contains entries for 
1,371 words (134 folios in all) [11]. Taking into account 
that 110 folios were lost, a simple calculation shows that 
the whole manuscript must have included almost 2,500 
entries before part of the manuscript was lost. 

What the missing part of the manuscript contained can be 
reconstructed to a certain extent thanks to another work, a/
Qawl al-muqtatjab fimii wiifaqa lughat ah/ Mi!fr min lughiit 
al- 'arab ("The Brief Speech Concerning What Agrees in the 
Language of the People of Egypt with the Languages of the 
Arabs") by MtiQrunmad ibn AbT al-Suriir. This is a dictionary 
of Egyptian Arabic, based on Daf' al-i!fr, but it is an abridged 
version of it. lbn AbT al-Suriir did not include in his work all 
the words of non-Arabic origin. He also left out most of the 
references to other dictionaries, anecdotes, etc. It is important 
that he based his work, written in 1057 /1647, on the manu
script of al-MaghribT which was still complete at that time. 

Manuscript's title 

The title of the manuscript was at first al-F atfl al- 'iimm 
wa-qamiis al- 'awiimm ("The General Benefit Concerning 
the Dictionary of the Common People"), as can be read on 
fol. 2a. However, al-MaghribT erased this title on the folio 
and wrote down a new one in the margin: Daf' al-i!fr 'an 
ka/iim ah/ Mi!fr [12]. Elsewhere in the manuscript he gives 
the title as Daf' al-i!fr 'an /ughiit ah/ Mi![r (this title can be 
found in several places) [13], while we find the word ka/am 

in the work's title, instead of /ughat, only on fol. 2a. We 
cannot say with certainty which of the titles al-MaghribT 
preferred. However, the manuscript has become known un
der the title Daf' al-i!fr 'an kaliim ah/ Mi![r. 

On fol. 111 a, the author changes the old title, and on 
fol. 119 a the new title appears without any sign of the au
thor's correction, which proves that al-MaghribT changed 
the title in the process of writing the manuscript. 

Manuscript's contents 

I. Dialect words. 
As was mention above, Daf' a/-i!fr is an important 

source for our knowledge of Egyptian Arabic in the seven
teenth century; there are only a few other sources of dialec
tal material from this period [14]. 

The dictionary follows the so-called "rhyme arrange
ment" which organises roots according to their final radi-

cals. The roots are given in alphabetical order, with the only 
exception: the letter waw goes before ha·, unlike the current 
order of the alphabet, although it is common in the diction
aries of that time [15]. 

Al-MaghribT aimed at showing that Egyptian Arabic 
was in fact "correct" Arabic, as is already clear from the 
(second) title of his work. To prove this, he presents Egyp-
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tian Arabic words and finds evidence for these words in 
the dictionaries of Classical Arabic. For this purpose, he 
uses mainly a/-Qiim1/s al-Mu~/( of al-FiriizabadT, and to 
a lesser extent a/-Sihiih of al-JawharT, and some other dic
tionaries. In fact.· h~ quotes from al-Qiimils al-Mu~/( so 
often that he does not even find it necessary to mention the 
title or the author. simply indicating: \\'a yaqtll ... ("and he 
says ... "). 

Although I have qualified Da(' al-iy as a dictionary, 
and even though al-MaghribT names his work like this in 
the first title he gave to the book, it is not strictly speaking 
a dictionary; it is not an exhaustive list of the words used 
in Egyptian Arabic. Al-MaghribT describes certain words 
but leaves many unmentioned. He also does not explain 
the meaning of all the words he lists. He mentions, for 
example, a word and then adds that this word is not correct. 
because al-Qiim1/s al-Mu~/( says: .. ., without offering an 
explanation of the meaning of the word. It remains unclear 
to me whether al-MaghribT considered these words gener
ally known or he believed their meaning to be the same as 
is given in a/-Qiinu/s al-Mu~1/(, and he therefore did not find 
it necessary to explain them. This is the point that needs 
further investigation. 

It is interesting. al-MaghribT also indicates in which 
part of society some of the words are used. He writes, for 
example. that a certain word is used by peasants or coun
try people (ah/ al-w:vaf: ah/ al-rf/: al~fallii~ln), by people 
from Upper Egypt (al-:fa 'le{), by the upper class (al
khawiiss; a/-khiissa), the common people (al- 'awiimm). 
by wo~en, littl~. children, etc. Sometimes he mentions 
that a certain word is used by non-Egyptians, e.g. people 
from North Africa. al-l:Jijaz. the Levant, or by Turks, etc. 
It is possible that al-MaghribT changed the title from al
Faql al- 'iimm 11·a-qiimus al- 'awiimm to Daf" al-i:v 'an 
ka/iim ah/ Misr, because he realised that the words men
tioned did noi belong to the 'awiimm alone and covered 
a much wider range of vocabulary. 

Al-MaghribT does not focus only on the words of Ara
bic origin; he also tries to give an explanation for the 
words which he could not trace back to the Arabic lan
guage. It should be noted that he mastered both Persian 
and Turkish [16]. of which he gives many proofs. and he 
traces back some words to these languages. Sometimes, 
his explanation is not correct, mainly because he docs not 
realise that words can be subjected to certain phonetic 
changes. 

As a source for Egyptian Arabic the St. Petersburg 
manuscript is of great importance. Not only does it give us 
an insight into the vocabulary of the language in the six
teenth - seventeenth centuries, but it gives us materials to 
the study of the dialect as it was spoken in this period (e.g. 
reference is made for cases where dhiil has become diil and 
where the hamza has disappeared). 

2. Poetry. 

Al-MaghribT was an accomplished poet, of which he 
gives many proofs in his Daf' a/-i.p-. Often, when al
MaghribT describes a certain word, he quotes some Imes of 
poetry containing this word. The quoted verses are either 
his own or by some famous poet (e.g. al-MutanabbT is 
quoted several times). Sometimes, he cites some famous 
poem or song of his time. It happens that a word he de
scribes inspires him to write some verses which show all 
the meanings of this particular word. His favourite genre is 
mali'wiil, a type of poetry with a homonymous rhyme (the 
rhymed word is the same in each line, but has different 
meanings) [17]. Professor Olga Frolova dedicated several 
studies to al-MaghribT's poetry containing in Daf' a/-i~r. 
and I do not enter here into the details of the issue [ 18]. 

3. Culture and customs. 

Daf' al-i~r is also an important source of information 
about life in Egypt at the seventeenth century. For example, 
al-MaghribT includes in his work an interesting account 
about the introduction of tobacco in Egypt (fol. 16b): 

"And among the events that took place in Egypt this year, 
which is the year 1014, is [the introduction of] a hcrb which 
became known under the name of 'tobacco' [ 19], whose 
smoke they breathe in (drink in the text-£. Z.). The use of it 
has increased now to the point that it is sold every day in a 
world which has crime(?), and it has become a general neces
sity to all nationalities(?) in special shops [20], and the idea 
appeared to open special houses for it like coffeehouses. I do 
not know any reliable infonrntion about it. They say that it 
came from the wcst[2 I]. It is praised in a long qasida that I 
heard. I sipped a bit of its smoke after which something like 
dizziness came over me, and [it is] no wonder, because the 
smoke called dukhkh [22] is close to it" [23]. 

Further in the text he again shortly mentions tobacco 
(fol. 75 b): 

"! heard something strange ( ... ) that is that Shaykh al
Ziyadl gave a legal opinion that using the plant for smoking, 
which is a novelty in Egypt, at daytime during the fasting, 
docs not invalidate the fasting. So I said, 'I ask God's for
giveness. there is no power and no strength save in God'". 

This anecdote is cited to explain the word radhl ("low, 
despicable, base etc."). Al-MaghribT states that he finds this 
anecdote very suitable to be mentioned at the entry. 

Besides anecdotes like these, the text contains other 
valuable information about various aspects of Egyptian life, 
e.g. clothing, food, musical instruments, etc. Al-MaghribT 
mentions as well many personal names, some of them are 
familiar to us and some are not. 

Conclusion 

Despite the fact that Yusuf al-MaghribT remains 
a rather obscure personality in Arabic literary history, his 
work Daf" al-i.v 'an ka/iim ah/ Miv can serve as a rich 
source for the history of the Arabic language as it was 
spoken in Egypt in the late sixteenth - early seventeenth 
century. It also enables us to make insight into the daily life 
of the Egyptians of the period. Given the exceptional value 

of the information the manuscript kept in the Oriental 
Faculty of St. Petersburg State University provides, and 
the fact that only a facsimile edition has been published, the 
author of the present article is preparing its edition and 
critical study in order to make its contents accessible to 
a wider scholarly circle. 
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Notes 

I. A. Miiller and A. Socin do mention a copy of Daf' al·iJr made by Heinrich Thorbecke, in Halle, Germany (see their "Heinrich 
Thorbecke's wissenschaftlicher Nachlass und H. L. Fleischer's lexikalische Sammlungen", ZDMG, 45 (1891), p. 480, No. 124). Unfortu
nately, this copy remained inaccessible to me. 

2. Shihab al-Din A9mad b. Mu9ammad b. 'Umar al-KhalajT, Ray~iinat al-a/bii' wa-zahrat a/-~ayiit al-dunyii. Ta9qTq 'Abd al-Fatta9 
Mu9ammad al-J:!ilw (al-Qahira, s. d.), ii, pp. 32-7. 

3. Al-Mu9ibbT (see his Khulii~at al-athar .fi a 'yiin al-qarn al-~iidl 'ashar (al-Qahira, A.H. 1290), iv, p. 501) gives al-MaghribT's 
death date not mentioned by al-KhalajT. 

4. According to Brockclmann (sec Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur (Leiden, 1937-1942), Supplcmentband II (1938) p. 395), 
a copy of this manuscript is kept at the library of Gotha, Germany. 

5. For more information about al-Tan!awT, see lghnatiyus KratshkiifskT, fjayiit al-shaykh Mu~ammad 'Ayyiid al·[an[iiwi. Tarjama: 
Kulthum 'Awda (al-Qahira, 2000) (dhiikirat al-kitaba: 14). This is a translation of I. Krachkovsky's work written in Russian: Sheikh 
Tan1avi, professor S. Peterhurgskogo Universiteta (1810-1861), published in 1929. 

6. See M. Woidich, "Das Kairenische im 19. JH.: Gedanken zu Tan!awT's 'Traite de la langue arabe vulgaire"', Dialecto!ogica 
Arabica: A Collection of Articles in Honour of the Sixtieth Birthday of Professor Heikki Paiva (Helsinki, 1995), p. 271. - Studia 
Orientalia, edited by the Finnish Oriental Society, 75. 

7. Yusuf al-MaghribT, Da(' a/-i.yr 'an kaliim 'ah/ Mi.yr, with an introduction and indices by 'Abd al-Salam A9mad 'Awwad 
(Moscow, 1968). 

8. The facsimile is a slightly reduced photograph of the manuscript, approximately 83 % of the real size. 
9. Al-MaghribT states it on fol. 133a. However, on fol. la, I. 19, he writes: dhalika.fi awii'i/ dhi al-~ijja 'iim arba'at 'ashar wa-alf 

(i.e. April, 1606). 
IO. The publisher of the manuscript 'Abd al-Saliim A9mad 'Awwad states in the foreword that after the missing part the entry JJ.J 

follows (see Yusuf al-MaghribT, Daf' al-iJr 'an kaliim 'ah/ Mi.yr, with an introduction and indices by 'Abd al-Saliim A9mad 'Awwad, 
p. 11 ); however, this is not correct. Indeed, a word with the root JJ.J is mentioned: ....il=.JIS y~I JJ.) ~I (51 .:,,._,l_,i.._, (line 3), 
but the word which is explained here is ...jh, which becomes clear from line four onward where different plurals of the word are given, 
and also from the fact that the next entry is the word~ (fol. 21 a. I. 9). Furthermore, the last word which is explained in the missing part 
has the root ...ib. (the quotation at the top of fol. 21 a is from al-Qiimiis al-Mu~I{, chapter ...ib.). 

11. G. Sharbatov, "Makh!u!a qahiriyya farTda Ii-Yusuf al-MaghribT'', Ab~iith al-nadwa al-duwaliyya li-tarlkh al-Qiihira, maris
abrTI, 1969 (1970), p. 310. 

12. Ibn Abt al-Suriir erroneously quotes the title as &l[' al-iJr 'an kaliim ah/ MiJr. See Mu9ammad ibn Abt al-Suriir, al-Qaul 
al-muqta<fab .fimii wiifaqa lughat ah/ Mi.yr min lughiit al- 'arab. Ta9qTq Sayyid Ibrahim Salim wa Ibrahim al-AbyarT (al-Qahira, 1962), 
p. 9. The error can be explained by the existence of a very similar title of the well-known book called Bg[ al-iJr 'an qu<fiit Miy by Abu 
al-Fa<;Il Shihab al-Din al-'AsqalanT. Ibrahim al-AbyarT, who wrote an introduction to Ibn Abt al-Suriir's work. was unaware of the 
existence of Daf' al-i~r. believing that it had been lost. He. therefore, refers to it as Raf' al-iJr (see lbn AbT al-Suriir, op. cit .. pp. 1-2). 

13. In the margins offals. Sia, 8!a, 91a, !Ola, I I la, I I9a, and 129a. 
14. Other important sources for Egyptian Arabic from the same period are Yusuf al-ShirbTnT (see Humphrey Taman Davies, Seven

teenth-Centwy Egyptian Arabic: A Profile of the Colloquial Material in Yusuf al-Shirbini's 'Hazz al-Qu~iif .fi Shar~ Qa~ld Abi Shiidiif'. 
Unpublished Ph.D. thesis. University of California, Berkeley, 198!); the above-mentioned work by Ibn Abt al-Suriir; and the Judeo
Arabic Geniza-documents described by Blanc. See H. Blanc, "Egyptian Arabic in the seventeenth century. Notes on the Judea-Arabic pas
sages of Darxe No'am (Venice, 1697)", Studies in Judaism and Islam (Jerusalem, 1981 ). pp. 185-202. 

15. See J. A. Haywood, Arabic lexicography: Its Histo1y, and lts Place in the General Hist01y of lexicography (Leiden, 1965), 
2nd photomech. repr., p. 48. 

16. He does not mention where or how he learned these languages. 
17. See P. Cachia, "The Egyptian mawwal - its ancestry. its development, and its present forms", Journal of Arabic literature, 8 

(1977), pp. 77-103. 
18. See 0. B. Frolova, "Egyptian folk songs in the unique manuscripts of the St. Petersburg University Library'', Dialectologica 

Arabica: A Collection of Articles in Honour of the Sixtieth Birthday of Professor Heikki Paiva (Helsinki, 1995), pp. 87-93. - Studia 
Orientalia, edited by the Finnish Oriental Society, 75; idem, "Mavvali Iusufa Magribi" ("The mawwal of Yusuf al-MaghribT''), in Pis'men
nve Pamiatniki Vostoka. 1975 (Moscow, 1982), pp. 163-7; idem, "K probleme sootnosheniia literaturnogo arabskogo iazyka i dialektov 
(na materiale koranicheskikh tsitat v slovare I usu fa al-Magribi)" ("To the problem of the correlation between literary Arabic and dialects: 
on the basis of the Qur'anic citations in the dictionary by Yusuf al-MaghribT''), Peterburgskoe vostokovedenie; St. Petersburg Journal of 
Oriental Studies, 9 ( 1997). pp. 280-4. 

19. fiibigha (today called tihgh). 'Abd al-Saliim A9mad 'Awwad did not include the word {iihigha in his index of entries. 
20. In the margin is added: "one ra{I is sold for three gold pieces''. 
21. Sharbatov is erring in rendering this word (see Sharbatov, op. cit., p. 316). 
22. Al-MaghribT probably means that the word for smoke (dukhkh) sounds like the word denoting dizziness (dawkha). He, therefore, 

establishes a link between the meanings of the two words. 
23. One should note that smoking took spread in Egypt between the years 1601 and 1603 (see J. Karpati, Turkish-Type Egyptian 

Pipes.from the Material of the Hungarian Excavation in Theban Tomb 32 (Budapest, 1998), p. 16). Therefore, this account from the year 
1606 can be considered as very early information on this innovation among Egyptians. 



ORIENTAL MANUSCRIPTS 
AND NEW INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES 

Hala Kai/eh 

THE CREATION OF THE ARABIC MANUSCRIPTS METADATA BASE 

One of the major difficulties which confront those who 
study Arabic manuscripts lies in the determination of nec
essary metadata for the digitalized manuscripts' description. 
The metadata is considered to be the key search element by 
which the user is able to make search of manuscripts or 
their different fragments. The present article aims at the de
termination of a set of data applicable to Arabic manu
scripts: it directly addresses manuscripts' users to facilitate 
their manuscripts' using and searching, and to define possi
ble needs in this domain. 

As a first step in this direction, a questionnaire has 
been compiled to be distributed among the specialists in 
Arabic manuscripts at the MELCOM conference in Venice 
(May, 2000). A number of questionnaire's copies were also 
distributed at the Bibliotheque nationale de France by the 
responsible for the Bibliotheque's Oriental Manuscripts 
Department. Unfortunately, the number of the question
naires returned was not large and to get more information 

Respon-
Nationality Profession 

dent 

QI Fran~ais Prof. d"universite 

Q2 Americain Bibliothecaire 

Q3 Grecquc Maitre de conferences (arabisante) 

04 Canadien Erudit 
QS Palestinien Chercheur, etudes islamiques 

06 Tunisien Directeur de recherches 
Q7 Beige Maitre de conferences 
Q8 Anglais Conservateur de bibliotheque 

we had to put the questionnaire on the Internet through the 
discussion group list - "List-Middle East" [LIS-MIDDLE
EAST@IISCMAIL.AC. UK]. As a result of all these at
tempts, we have received 15 answers which can be 
considered quite exploitable. In the present article, we 
shall try to analyse the answers received thanks to the ques
tionnaire in order to present important data the 15 answers 
contain. 

First, we provide here information about our respon
dents: their nationality, profession, age and sex. Then 
we shall attempt to analyse the contents of the respondents' 
answers concerning the investigation of manuscripts from 
the viewpoint of typology, codicology, palaeography, etc. 
In the article we also treat the problems and perspectives of 
information search relating to Arabic manuscripts. Finally, 
the article deals with the problem of the digitalisation of 
Arabic manuscripts in the light of their users' expectations 
in this field. 

Table l* 

Users' ai:e Sex 
20--30 31-40 41-50 51-M 60- F M 

x x x 

x x 
x x 

x x 
x x 

x x 
x x 
x x 

Q9 Allemande Bibliothecaire, specialisee en litterature arabe x x 
QIO Fran~ais Directeur de recherches x x 
Qll Marocain Maitre de conferences x x 
Ql2 Franca is Chercheur CNRS x x 
Q13 !ta lien Charge d' enseignement x x 
Ql4 Fran~aise Etudiante x x 
015 Francais Maitrc de conferences x x 

• QI, Q2, Q3, etc. are used to indicate the respondents. The general numbering was made without any particular order. We also pre
serve in this Table the French variants of nationalities and professions of the respondents as they define th=selves. 

<' Hala Kailch, 2001 
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The following points can be underlined as presented in 
Table 1: 

(i) We have a rather representative list of the respon
dents' nationalities. Five are French, of whom four are men 
and one is a woman; the rest are arranged alphabetically as 
follows: American, Belgian, British, German, Greek, Italian, 
Moroccan, Palestinian, and a French of Tunisian origin. 

(ii) The age of thirteen out of fifteen respondents is be
tween 31 and 60 years, which seems to testify to their rich 

experience in the field of manuscripts research. 
(iii) Given the experience of the respondents as profes

sionals in the domain (researchers, lecturers, librarians, 
etc.), their answers can serve as a rich source of information 
to facilitate the task of the determination of the metadata 
base applicable to Arabic manuscripts. 

There is given below the answers of our respondents to 
the questions included in the questionnaire. 

Question: What is the area of your interests in the study of manuscripts? 

Field of interests QI Q2 Q3 Q4 QS Q6 Q7 

Texts edition x x x x x x x 
Consultation of texts x x x x x 
History of collections x x x x 
Palaeography x x x 
Codicology x 
History of art x 

As Table 2 shows, the majority of the respondents 
(twelve out of fifteen) deal with the edition o( manuscript 
texts; nine need consultation a( texts; seven indicate the 
history al manuscript collections; six - palaeography; 

five - codicology; finally, two respondents indicate the 
history o( art. 

Thus, the edition of manuscripts is the domain which 
interests almost all the respondents. The publication of 
different copies of a text greatly enlarges the possibilities 

Table 2 

QS Q9 QIO Qll Q12 Ql3 Q14 QIS Total 

x x x x x 12 

x x x x 9 

x x x 7 

x x x 6 

x x x x 5 

x 2 

of the user to consult the manuscript he examines. 
The consultation of a manuscript's contents is also often 

important. It is interesting that many respondents take in
terest in the history of manuscript collections, and almost 
half of the respondents indicate palaeography, and only a 
bit less codicology. History of art comes last in the scale of 
interests of our respondents. A more detailed picture of in
terests is presented in Table 3. 

Table 3 

Area of interests First priority Second priority Third priority Fourth priority 

Frontispieces QI, Q6, Q7, Q8, Q13, Q14 Q5, Q9 -

lllustrations Q5, Q9 Q8, Q13, Q14 - -

Text's decoration QI, Q7, Q9 Q8, Q13, Q14 

Binding's decoration - Ql,Q7 Q9, Q14 

Additions: Respondent number 

Texts consequence in a manuscript Q3 

Text's contents Q4 

Text's edition in its connection with the history of the Holy Land, Palestine, etc. Q5 

History of art in its connection with the history of the maruscript 

Text's scientific contents 

Text's history, history of the volume, production techniques 

lncipit 

Text, images' legends 

Text's contents from the viewpoint of the classical Arab thought 

We can distinguish two categories of answers concern
ing particular points of manuscripts study. The first cate
gory units the answers proposed by the questionnaire; these 
were classified according to their priority as demonstrated 
by the respondents. The second category includes the 

Q8 

QlO 

Q12 

Q13 

Q14 

Q15 

answers containing additional information provided by the 
respondents. 

We notice that fi"ontispiece is the most important 
element among those which interest manuscripts' users. Jn 
the second and in the third place come illustration and text 
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decoration. The importance of these elements for the users 
makes us take them into consideration in the future creation 
of the metadata base. Binding's decoration occupies only 
the fourth position in the list of priorities; this element 
interests almost one third of the respondents. 

The second category includes eight new elements added 
by the respondents. They can be presented as follows: 

(i) Text's contents interests Q3, Q4, Q5 QlO, Ql4, 
and Q 15. Five answers display interest in scientific and 
philosophical information contained in the text, in particular, 

data on the evolution of the classical Arab thought, and 
also images' legends. As for Q5, who showed his interest in 
text's contents, he communicates that information relating to 
Jerusalem is his sphere of interests. 

(ii) History of the text and production techniques is 
what interests Ql2. 

(iii) One answer is "history of art" in its connection 
with the establishment of the manuscript's provenance or 
date (Q8). 

(iv) lncipits interest only Q13. 

Question: What category of Arabic manuscripts are you working on? 

'.\'!SS category QI Q2 Q3 Q4 QS Q6 Q7 

Islamic Arabic x x x x x x 

Christian Arabic x x x 

Two groups of Arabic manuscripts were named by 
the respondents: Islamic Arabic and Christian Arabic 
manuscripts; each group has its own characteristics. Our 
purpose was to know manuscripts of what category are 
used most to take this fact into consideration in the process 
of the creation of the metadata base. 

Table4 

QS Q9 QIO Qll Q12 Q13 Q14 QIS Total 

x x x x x x x x 14 

x 4 

Tahle 4 shows that 14 out of 15 respondents work 
on Islamic Arabic manuscripts, while four persons (Q2, Q3, 
Q5, and Q 13), which makes 27 % of the whole respondent 
group, take interest in the Christian Arabic manuscripts. 
Q2, Q5 and Q 13 indicate both Islamic and Christian manu
scripts. 

Question: What Arabic texts are you working on? 

Text type QI Q2 Q3 Q4 QS Q6 Q7 
Qur·an x x x 

Other religious x x x x 
texts 

Science x 

Literature x x x x 

Additions: 

Documents 

Medieval Islamic juridical texts of Andalusia and Maghrib 

Above-mentioned texts studied in the cataloguing purposes 

Philosophy 

History 

Grammar 

Islamic Arabic mysticism and philosophy 

From the answers we can conclude that nine respondents 
work on Arabic literature texts. The rest of the answers can 
be represented as follows: 

(i) 7 respondents deal with religious texts other than 
the Qur'an, such as IJGd'ith. tafslr, etc., and with Christian 
Arabic religious texts. 

(ii) Scientific texts, in spite of their abundance, espe
cially in the field of medicine, pharmacy, astronomy, etc., 
occupy a rather feeble position (only 6 respondents). 

Table 5 

QS Q9 QIO Qll Q12 Q13 Q14 QIS Total 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 5 

x x 7 

x x x x 6 

x x x x 9 

Respondent number 

Q 2 

Q 6 

Q 8 

QIO 

QI! 

Q12 

QIS 

(iii) Five respondents take interest in the study of 
Qur'anic manuscripts. 

In addition to the above-mentioned texts proposed by 
the questionnaire, we have received the following answers: 
documents (Q2); medieval Islamic juridical texts of Anda
lusia and Maghrib (Q6); Islamic Arabic mysticism and phi
losophy (Ql5); history (QI I); philosophy (QlO); texts on 
the grammar of the Arabic language (QI 2). 
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Question: What period are you interested in? 

Period Respondent number 

4th - 10th centuries Qll 

6th - 7th centuries Q6 

7th - 15th centuries Ql,Q8 

8th - 16th centuries (700-1500) Q9 

I 0th - 20th centuries Q7 

12th - 14th centuries Q6 

12th - 15th centuries Q15 

Islamic period Q4 

All the periods Q14 

As is seen from Table 6, in·some answers not only dates 
by also the subject of interest in its connection with a certain 
period were indicated. QI I, Q6, QI, Q8, Q9, Q7, Q6, 
Q15 gave the exact period limits, while Q5, Q4, and Q!4 
indicated a wide period range of their interest. All these do 
not mention a special field of their interests. Q 12 indicates 

Table 6 

Subject and period Respondent number 

Codicology, 9th - 16th centuries Ql2 

Palaeography (all periods) Ql2 

Islamic and pre-Islamic Jerusalem Q5 

Grammatical texts, 9th - 16th centuries Q12 

codicology, palaeography, and grammatical texts as his 
sphere of research but his interest is connected with different 
historical periods. Though indicating wide limits of the 
period (Islamic and pre-Islamic period), Q5, in effect, takes 
interest in all the manuscripts relating to the Islamic and 
pre-Islamic Jerusalem. 

Question: Is the aim of your research is to make comparison of the following elements? 

Comparison object QI Q2 Q3 Q4 QS Q6 Q7 

Manuscript's different x 
titles 

x x x 

Name of the author as 
presented in different x x x 
manuscripts 
Colophon in different x x x x 
manuscripts 
Manuscripts' copyists x x x x x 

Additions: 

Scripts 

Text's variants 

lncipits 

Page layout and images 

ldentification of the author 

This question in the questionnaire aimed at revealing 
particular elements of the respondents' interest in the do
main of Arabic manuscripts. Eleven respondents' aim is 
the collating colophons in different copies of the same 
text. This part of manuscripts is extremely important allow
ing the researcher to track down information co nceming 
the name of the author and I or the name of the copyist, 
place and date of the manuscript, if indicated. Ten respo n
dents deal with the collating of the names of' copyists 
and the form in which the name appears in different 

Table 7 

QS Q9 QIO Qll Q12 Q13 Q14 QIS Total 

x x x x x x 10 

x x x x x x 9 

x x x x x x x 11 

x x x x x IO 

Respondent number 

Q12 

Q4,Ql2 

Q13 

QIO 

QI! 

manuscripts. Nine answers reveal interest in the collating 
of the author's name variants. Ten respondents deal with 
the titles of the same work as they are presented in different 
manuscripts. 

Some answers provide important additional inform a
tion. Q12 takes interest in examining Arabic scripts. Q!2 
shares his interest with Q4 in text's variants. Q 13 is the only 
one who investigates incipits, while QI 0 deals with page 
layout and images. Finally, QI I shows authorship as his 
field of research. 
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Question: Which of the following codicological elements are the most interesting for you? 

Codicological 
Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 QS Q6 Q7 

element 
Quires x x x x x 
Type of support x x x 
Pagination type x x 
Binding technique x x 
Pages layout x x x 
Additions: 
Notes on the margins 
Paper dating 

The answers show that what interests the respondents 
most is pages layout (9), that is, page ruling, number of lines 
per page, divisions within the text (between chapters, 
sub-chapters. paragraphs, etc.). Eight take interest in the 
composition al quires (five, ten, etc. sheets). Seven answers 
reveal interest in type al support (paper, parchment), five -

QS 

x 
x 

x 

Page layout element Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 QS Q6 Q7 
Number of lines per page x x x x 

Page ruling x x x 

Text structure x x x x 

Text structure and page ruling are equally impor
tant for nine of our respondents. The second position in 

x 

x 

x 

Table 8 

Q9 QlO Qll Q12 Ql3 Ql4 Ql5 Total 

x x 8 
x x x 7 

x 3 
x x x 5 
x x x x x 9 

Respondent number 
010 
015 

in binding technique. And finally, three respondents deal 
with pagination al manuscripts, especially custodes. 

Two additional elements were indicated by Q 10 and 
Ql5: notes on the margins and paper dating. Table 9 
presents information received from the respondents about 
what elements of pages layout interest them most. 

Table 9 

QS Q9 QlO Qll Ql2 Ql3 Ql4 QlS Total 

x x x 8 

x x x x x 9 
x x x x 9 

importance is occupied by the number al lines per 
page. 

Question: What elements of your research are most important from the viewpoint of 
a manuscript's history? 

Manuscript's QI Q2 Q3 Q4 QS Q6 Q7 
historv elements 
Collection x x x x x x x 
Owner's name x x x x 
Seals x x x x x 
Additions: 
Manuscript's provenance 
Colophon 
Dedication 
Various indications aiding manuscript's dating 
Manuscript's importance in the scientific or philoso:Jhical context 
Manuscript's relation to the pre-Islamic history of Jerusalem 

As Table JO demonstrates, owners' names and seals are 
points of interest for eight respondents respectively, while 
what interests the majority of the respondents ( 11) is collec
tions (the names of the collectors to be exact). 

The points of interest added by the respondents are: 
(i) Ql3 points to the importance of the place where 

a manuscript was executed (Andalusia, Middle East, etc.). 
(ii) Ql4, who enters the large group of respondents 

naming collection as the most important element of his 

QS 

x 
x 
x 

Table JO 

Q9 QIO Qll Q12 Q13 Q14 QIS Total 

x x x II 
x x x 8 

x x 8 
Respondent number 

013 
014 
014 
015 
010 
05 

research of manuscripts' history, adds to this colophons 
which enable the researcher to trace down the history of 
a given manuscript. He also indicates the importance of 
dedications for this aim. 

(iii) QIO considers important the study of manuscripts 
in the scientific or philosophical context. 

(iv) QIS is most general in his answer; he mentions 
all indications aiding manuscript's dating. 
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Question: Which of the following palaeographic elements are the most important for you? 

Table II 

Palaeography 
QI Q2 Q3 Q4 QS Q6 Q7 QS Q9 QIO Qll Q12 Q13 QI4 QIS Total 

clement 
Morphology x x x x x x 6 
Style x x x x x x 6 
Calligraphy x x x x x x 6 

Additions: Respondent number 

All of the elements which are heloful to dating and localising manuscript QIO 

Almost half of the answers reflect interest in palaeo g
raphy in general. The palaeographic elements such as 
mmphology, stvle, and calligraphy appear to be equally in
teresting for our respondents. Despite the richness of types 

and beauty of handwritings in Arabic manuscripts, 
no special interest was shown to calligraphy. Finally, QIO 
is the only one who reveals another point of interest -
manuscripts' provenance. 

Information searching 

It is important to point to the difficulties connected 
with information searching while using manuscripts. We 
shall try here to focus on the points, indicated by respo n-

dents, connected with information searching and on the 
problems of manuscripts digitalisation. 

Question: How do you search information in manuscripts? 

Search tools QI Q2 Q3 Q4 QS Q6 Q7 

Table of contents x x x x 
Chapters and sub- x x x x x 
chapters' titles 
Leafing through 
manuscript 

x x x x x 

Additions: 

Catalogues 
Major bibliographical sources (e.g. Brockelman, etc.) 
Biographical and bibliographical information 

As is seen from Table 12, most of the respondents (13) 
make search of necessary information simply by leafing 
through manuscripts, which we consider the least effective 
and even annoying way of searching. Besides, it takes a lot of 
time, not to mention that leafing through a fragile manuscript 
is not an easy thing to do and it can damage the manuscript. 
Nevertheless, this method is used most frequently, especially 
when the table of contents is lacking in a manuscript. 

Nine respondents' answers reveal that they find the in
formation they need by tracking down the titles of chapters 

Q8 
x 

x 

x 

Table 12 

Q9 QIO Qll Q12 Q13 Q14 QIS Total 
x x 7 

x x x 9 

x x x x x x x 13 

Respondent number 

Q4 
Q8 

Q15 

and sub-chapters. The number of users of the tables of con
tents is seven. Unfortunately, Arabic manuscripts contain ta
bles of contents but rarely, which makes information search
ing a rather difficult task. In most cases, the researchers are 
compelled to leaf through the manuscript so as to find nece s
sary information. 

l t is interesting that three additional search means were 
proposed: catalogues (Q4); bibliographical sources, such as 
Brockelman, Sezgin, etc. (Q8); biographical and bib Ii o
graphical data (Q 15). 

Question: Do you find the information you are looking for easily? 

Table 13 

General 
Respondents' particular answers Respondent number Total 

answer 
Not always Ql,Q4 2 

YES Always Q6, 07, 011, 013, 014, Ql5 6 

Generally easy, but it deoends Q8 1 

NO 
Always not easy Q3, Q5, Q9 3 
Not easy, but it depends QIO I 
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Six respondents declare that they always find the infor
mation they need easily. Information searching is also an 
easy process for Q l and Q4, but it is not always the case. 
Q8 says that, in his view, this depends on the experience of 

the researcher. Furthermore, four respondents find the proc
ess of information searching a difficult task (Q3, QS, Q9, 
QI 0), but in the case of QI 0 it depends. 

Question: What kind of problems do you encounter when searching information in manuscripts? 

The answers to the question were as follows: 
(i) Insufficiency of knowledge (Q3). 
(ii) Various difficulties: lack of titles (acephalous manu

scripts), folios disarray, etc. (QI 0). 
(iii) Lack of tables of contents and of indices in most of 

Arabic manuscripts. 
(iv) Several factors which make information searching 

difficult: inaccessibility of a great deal of manuscripts scat
tered all over the world; lack of necessary copies on the same 
subject to be collated; bad preservation of many manuscripts 
(QS). QS also adds that there should be more active inter
change of manuscripts on international level and high-tech 
equipment is needed to safeguard manuscripts. 

Manuscripts digitalisation 

Question: What do you think of manuscripts digitalisation? 

Twelve out of our fifteen respondents are for Arabic 
manuscripts digitalisation for the following reasons: 

(i) For QI and Q6, the digitalisation presents a welcome 
and interesting initiative. 

(ii) Q2 thinks that the digitalisation is a step forward in 
the process of manuscripts study. 

(iii) For Q3, the digitalisation would mean elimination 
of a significant part of problems relating to the reading and 
classification of manuscripts, but only "if we succeed in es
tablishing a sample which will gather maximum of cases". 

(iv) Q4's answer is also conditional. He thinks that it is 
a good idea if access and resolution arc possible. 

(v) From the viewpoint of his experience, and taking 
into account the character of the corpus of manuscripts 
he deals with, QS finds the idea very good. However, he 
remarks that we need corresponding experts to carry out 
manuscripts digitalisation work on a high level. 

(vi) For Q7, the digitalisation is a technical problem of 
access which needs wise employing. 

(vii) QI I and Q7 are unanimous in stating that the 
digitalisation is a very effective means comparable with 
revolution, which makes Arabic manuscripts available 
throughout the world. 

(viii) Q9 is the only one who specially mentions the im
portance of the digitalisation for facilitating his task of using 
manuscripts. 

(ix) For QI 1, the digitalisation is a good means of protect
ing originals by reducing the direct contact with manuscripts. 

(x) Q8 shares his views with other respondents in some 
respects: the digitalisation can provide wider public access to 
Arabic manuscripts; it can serve as a means of producing ex
cellent surrogates of the originals, particularly when it con
cerns the illuminated and illustrated manuscripts, let alone 
unique copies; the digitalisation is a beneficial thing for 
manuscripts' conservation and preservation, since the readers 
can study manuscripts without physical contact with them. 

(xi) QlO gives no exact answer, referring to the lack of 
experience in this field. 

Question: Do you think that putting manuscripts on the Internet can facilitate the research work? 

Table 14 

General 
Respondents' particular answers 

answer 
Respondent number Total 

I do not know the answer but l hooe it can. QI I 
Yes (without special comments). 02, 03, 04, 013, 014 5 

Y cs, but there are researches who already read texts very fast. With the aid of 
Q6 1 this modern means theY will do it faster. 

It will make faster access to essential data and enable the user to consult manu-
Q7 

scriots. 1 

YES Yes, the remote user will be able to consult manuscripts on-line and to do a great 
deal of his research work at home before consulting the originals: again, less Q8 1 
handling precious manuscripts. 
You can look into a manuscript using your personal computer and have no trou-

Q9 1 bles of getting its conv or making travels from librarv to librarv. 
Y cs, but is it possible to get access to a great number of manuscripts through 

QlO 1 digitalisation'' 
Yes, if we could thus gather a large collection of manuscripts. Qll I 
No, though, there is a lot of important information these manuscripts absorb. Put-

NO ting it on the Internet might endanger the owners and so on. Yet, if this takes Q5 1 
olacc on the international level, it might be fine. 
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One can notice that the most numerous group of the re
spondents includes those who are for manuscripts digitalisa
tion and putting them on the Internet, but they do not enter 
into any details in their answers (Q2, Q3, Q4, Ql3, QJ4). 

The second group is also positive in their attitude to
wards digitalisation and provides some opinions: Q7 wel
comes faster access to essential data and the possibility for 
a direct consulting manuscripts; QI 0 joins Q7's opinion but 
doubts that putting manuscripts on the Internet can provide 
access to a great number of manuscripts. 

According to the third group (Q8, Q9andQ11 ), the digi
talisation can facilitate the work of the users by offering them 
an on-line access to Arabic manuscripts (Q 11 notes in par
ticular that it is very important for the researches who live far 
from big libraries). Really, the on-line access save the re
searchers from strolling through libraries in search of neces
sary information; the Internet and personal computers enable 
them to find easily a manuscript they need. This point is 
stressed by Q9 in particular. Q8 adds that the digitalisation 

and putting manuscripts on the Internet contribute to better 
manuscripts' conservation by reducing direct contact with of
ten very old and fragile Arabic manuscripts. 

The answers of the fourth group of the respondents are 
obviously conditional. Q8 points to the quality of the digi
talisation process. Q6 is concerned with the new possibili
ties of rapid reading texts which the digitalisation provides, 
while Q 15 warns about the necessity of gathering a good 
number of manuscripts to be digitalised. 

One answer stands somehow alone. Q5 is against put
ting manuscripts on the Internet, which, in his view, is not 
always good for the owners of manuscripts. Manuscripts 
are considered as historical witnesses which sometimes can 
provoke polemics. It is from this viewpoint that Q5 foresees 
possible dangers which, he says, can be avoided if the pro
ject of the digitalisation becomes an international project. 
The last view still give us the ground to regard Q5 as a 
conditional supporter of the digitalisation and putting 
manuscripts on the Internet. 

Question: What are your expectations from an electronic research of manuscripts? 

The answers received can be presented as follows: 
(i) Easy information searching (QI, Q6, Q7). The Inter

net makes inforn1ation constantly available. An advance in 
electronic search can considerably facilitate the research 
work in general (Q6). Q7 underlines the exhaustiveness and 
the rapidity of information access. 

(ii) The growing possibilities to collate manuscripts 
(Q 15, Q8). The concern of these users is the collation of 
manuscripts on the same subject and the possibility to make 
a comparative study. 

(iii) Maximum systematisation of infonnation contribut
ing to the process of"globalisation", and the collection of scat
tered information, which can bring to new conclusions (Q3). 

(iv) Identification, understanding and text interpreta
tion: the expectation of Q4 is the possibility to read manu
scripts. QI O's expectations are reading texts easily on 

Additions 

Proper names 

Subjects 

Titles 

Chapters 

Codicological data 

Types of illumination 

Types of illustrations 

Colophons 

Indices by chapters' titles 

Miniatures 

screen and also to have access to a sort of lexicon to explain 
the vocabulary, etc. 

(v) High quality image: Q2 and Q9 wish to have good 
quality images of manuscripts, and the possibility of manipu
lating these images (Q2 in particular). 

(vi) Catalogues' correction and their completion (Q2). 
(vii) Vision of the whole of a manuscript "to leaf it 

through" (Ql4). 
(viii) Q5 believes that the digitalisation and electronic 

information search can lead to the distortion of the text, so it 
will make the process of collating manuscripts on the same 
subject more difficult. 

The respondents also propose some additional points of 
electronic search which they consider to be indispensable 
in the creation of the metadata base. These additions are 
reflected in Table 15. 

Table 15 

Respondent number 

Ql 

Ql 

Q7 

Q7 

Q7 

Q8,Ql4 

Q8 

Q8 

Q9 

Ql4 

As much information concerning authors as possible Ql5 

In addition to what is shown in Table 15, one of our re
spondents, Q5, expresses his desire that electronic informa-

tion search in the field of Arabic manuscripts should be free 
of charge. 

Question: Would you like to add some other pertinent elements not mentioned in the questions? 

To this question we received to following answers: 
(i) Electronic classification of manuscripts (Q3). 
(ii) Scientific use of the contents (Ql5). 
(iii) Q5 expresses his personal hope that the project of 

digitalisation will be a suitable means to collect all the manu
scripts dealing with Palestine and Jerusalem in particular, and 
to bring them back to the Holy Land, the answer which 
seems to stand somehow apart from other views. 
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Conclusion 

The results which we have obtained thanks to the an
swers of our respondents allow us to start the process of 
creating the Arabic manuscripts metadata base. What was 
offered by the respondents can be always improved and 

complimented with the aid of additional studies or digitali
sation projects such as MASTER, BAMBI or DEBORA. 

In Table 16 we summarise all the answers provided by 
the respondents'. 

'Please, compare the approach proposed by E.A. Rezvan at the 4th International Conference and Exhibition on Multi-Lingual Computing 
(London, 1994). See E. Rezvan, N. Kondybaev, "New tool for analysis of handwritten script", Manuscripta Orientalia, 11/3 (1996), 
pp. 48-51 (Manuscripta Orientalia editors). 

Table 16 

No. Data 
I Author 

Copyist 

Owner's name 

Collector's name 
2 Manuscript's title 

Chapters' titles 

Title Sub-chapters' titles 

Manuscript's title as presented in the colophon 

Incipit 
3 Date 

Colophon 
Place 

4 4th - I 0th centuries 

6th - 7th centuries 

7th - 15th centuries 

8th- 16th (700-1500) 
Period I 0th - 20th centuries 

12th - 14th centuries 

Period of study 12th- 15th centuries 

Islamic 

All the periods 

Codicology, 9th - 16th centuries 

Subject and period 
Palaeography (all periods) 

Text on grammar, 9th- 16th centuries 

Islamic and pre-Islamic Jerusalem 
5 Owner's name (persons or institutions) 

Collector's name 

Seals 
Data which help to establish manu-

Place of manuscript's copying script's date 
Colophons 

Notes 

Dedications 

6 Edition of texts 

Consultation of texts 

Field of interests 
History of collections 

History of art 

Palaeography 

Codicology 

7 Islamic Arabic 
MSS category 

Christian Arabic 
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Continuation of Table 16 

8 Qur'an 

Other religious texts 

Science 

Literature 

Documents 
MSS subject Medieval Islamic juridical texts of Andalusia and Maghrib 

Above-mentioned texts studied in the cataloguing purposes 

Philosophy 

History 
Grammar 

Islamic Arabic mysticism and philosophy 
9 Quires 

Writing material 

Pagination type 

Binding technique 

Codi co logy Number of lines by page 

Page layout Page ruling 

Text structure (chapters, sub-chapters, etc.) 

Marginal notes 

Paper dating 
10 Morphology 

Palaeography 
Style 

Calligraphy 

All data helpful to dating and localising manuscripts 
II Frontispieces 

Illustrations 

Decoration Miniatures 

Illumination 

Binding decoration 
12 Tables of contents 

Subjects 

Indices by chapters' titles 

Additional information 
Proper names 

Titles mentioned in manuscripts 

Information concerning authors 

Images' legends 

Texts consequence in manuscripts 



CONSERVATION PROBLEMS 

Catherina Koch 

THE RESTORATION AND GLAZING OF TURFAN FRAGMENTS AT THE 
ST AA TSBIBLIOTHEK ZU BERLIN - PREUSSISCHER KUL TURBESITZ 

Around 40,000 ancient written documents from Central 
Asia are kept among the treasures entrusted to the Berlin 
State Library. They bear evidence of a thousand years of 
rich culture flourished along the Silk Road. The conserva
tion of Turfan fragments and their restoration is important 
part of the work carried out at the Library restoration work
shop. Four of the Library's sixteen restorers are familiar 
with the material. At the Third International Conference, 
the author of this paper had a chance to present the restora
tion approaches and practices of the Staatsbibliothek zu 
Berlin. 

In the 1920s. most of the fragments were put between 
glass panes and have been thus preserved in that way until 
recently. Some words can be said about the method from 
a curatorial point of view. The method evidently has four 
main benefits: 

(i) transparencc of the material; 
(ii) glass protects the contents from dust and insects; 
(iii) delicate fragments need not be touched when read-

ing them; 
(iv) glass is relatively little reactive material, ensuring 

long storage of documents. 

There are, however, disadvantages too: glass is a frag
ile material and if it is broken. the paper may be damaged 

by sharp edges of the splinters. Besides, some fragments 
of a document stored in this fashion may get stuck to the 
glass, as a result of possible high concentration of moisture 
because of a barrier effect of the glazing. 

Despite these risks, the head of the restoration work
shop, Ernst Bartelt, and the curators of the Oriental 
Department decided to continue with the glazing. Yet an 
important aspect had to be modified. The new concept 
avoids the paper being pressed between the glass plates and 
makes some air exchange possible. To achieve this, a frame 
of cardboard band is pasted on one of the glass panes in 
order to avoid detrimental climatic effects. 

A test shows the difference between the old and new 
glazing methods: Chinese and Japanese paper are evenly 
wet with water and glazed afterwards (see fig. /). After one 
day, the difference is already visible: the conventional 
glazed samples (see fig. 2, right) look quite humid and the 
glass is steamed up, while the others with the "air frame" 
(see fig. 2, left) are drying evenly. This difference can be 
noticed till the fourth day. Therefore, one can say that 
the new method of conservation with the employment of 
an additional frame brings about a better air circulation be
tween the glass panes, improving preservation conditions. 
In the present paper, I offer the description of the working 
process to demonstrate the new method. 

Restoration process 

First the objects are handed over to us, together 
with an order form the desired restoration steps to be 
checked. Then we take photographs of the objects for 
documentation, open the old glazing, examine the condi
tion of the fragment and write it down in the restoration 
report. 

Broken glass and splinters are removed, the glass is 
cleaned and the cardboard frame is pasted on. After that 
the fragment is mounted with small triangles of Japanese 
papers and paste (see fig. 3). Finally, the glazing is bor
dered with a gummed textile tape (see fig. 4). 

What was glued can be removed if necessary. The res
toration treatment and the materials applied are written 
down in the report; reversibility and documentation of the 
restoration are thus ensured. In the last seven years, about 
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400 fragments have been processed in this fashion to con
serve them. 

Not all of the objects demand mounting. Often treat
ment with more operations is required. 

Fig. 5 demonstrates a detail of a fragment with some 
parts folded (the paper and an adhesive tape from an old re
pair). I applied a water/alcohol solution and a hair pencil to 
unfold the edges and remove the paper tape. The adhesive 
tape was taken off by mechanical means. Fig. 6 gives the 
result of the operation. 

Fig. 7 shows a crumpled fragment. To improve the legi
bility of the text the whole paper was moistened with a wa
ter/alcohol solution. I waited for the paper to relax, drew it 
carefully apart and dried it under weight. The ink spots were 
not treated as they did not make the text illegible (see.fig. 8). 
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Fig. I 

Fig. 2 
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Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 
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Fig. 5 

Fig. 6 
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Fig. 7 

Fig. 8 
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Fig. 9 Fig. JO 

Fig. 11 
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Fig.12 

Fig. 13 
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Fig. 14 

Fig. 15 
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Fig.16 

Fig. 17 
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Fig. 18 

Fig. 19 
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Figs. 9 and JO show both sides of one Uighur fragment, 
while fig. 11 demonstrates two documents with a Chinese 
text revealed as a result of the separation of the Uighur 
fragment into two layers. The Chinese text was made visi
ble by using transillumination. The paper of the Uighur 
fragment was split after having been moistened with a blot
ting paper compress. It had to be separated with caution 
since it was humid. 

Unfortunately, one can often see inappropriate old re
pairs. The document shown in fig. 12 stuck to the broken 
glass; it was most likely tom by someone who tried to de
tach it. Afterwards, it was lavishly provided with pressure
sensitive tape before double glazing was done. First I re
moved the paper, piece by piece, carefully moistening it 
with a water/alcohol solution. This operation was time
consuming because the paper was very brittle. Then I took 
off the adhesive tape as far as I could. The glue had already 

penetrated into the paper and was not soluble by un-risky 
methods (see jig. 13). It should be noted that preservation 
of the object is the priority for the restorer's ambition. 

One fragment (see jig. 14) was also sticking to the bro
ken glass and was at one time seriously damaged at the at
tempt to take it off. Moreover, the paper was extremely 
fragile and decomposed. Loose and displaced pieces, split 
parts and adhesive tapes made the restoration work more 
complicated. Working with great patience, I managed to de
tach the whole pieces, after which the putting together of 
the puzzle could start. Using a mirror, I could see both sides 
of the text while working (see jig. 15). Thus, there was no 
need to tum the fragment upside down each time, otherwise 
it would have been too risky for the document. I joined the 
pieces, consulting the scholar who was planning to edit the 
text. As a result of the restoration, an extra line of the text 
was revealed which was thought to be lost (sec.fig. 16). 

Analysis of paper 

It occurs that we are asked to make a fibre analysis of 
Turfan fragments. In this case, a tiny specimen is taken and 
boiled in water to get the fibres separated and dyed (see 
fig. 17). The fibres are examined under the microscope. It is 
my pleasure in this connection to express my deep gratitude 
to Renate Borowski from the Federal Institute for Material 
Research and Testing (Bundesanstalt fiir Materialpriifung, 
Berlin) for her assistance in examining the slide prepara
tions, which is necessary to carry out a fibre analysis. As 

_fig. 18 shows, long fibres are typical of Eastern sorts of pa
per. The fibrillation of the rag and bast fibres (see _fig. 19) 
can testify to an early paper recycling. 

The variety of ancient documents presents a permanent 
challenge to the restorers of the Berlin State Library. Even 
often remaining without their readers, Turfan fragments are 
pieces of art capable to fascinate all those concerned with 
them. 
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I. A. Alimov, I. V. Kul'ganek, E. V. Pavlova. Sankt
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2000, 152 str. 

Archival Materials on Mongolian and Turkic Peoples 
in Russian Academic Collections. Conference Papers. 
Compiled by I. V. Kulganek, ed. S. G. Klyashtorny. 
Prepared by I. A. Alimov, I. V. Kulganek, E. V. Pavlova. 
St. Petersburg: St. Petersburg Center for Oriental 
Studies, 2000, 152 pp. 

The collection under review unites thirteen papers delivered 
at the conference "Archival Materials on Mongolian and 
Turkic peoples in Russian academic collections" held in 
April, 2000, which revealed great interest to the theme. The 
authors have done great service to broad scholarly circles 
by introducing original materials, often neglected for years, 
into academic circulation. These are materials on literature, 
history and ethnography of the Mongols and Turks, kept 
in the archive of the Institute of Oriental Studies, 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies. 
the St. Petersburg Branch of the Archive of Academicians 
of the Russian Academy of Sciences, the Russian State 
Military-Historical Archive, etc. It is also for the first time 
that the scientific description of the P. K. Kozlov's archive 
at his museum in St. Petersburg is given in the edition 
under review. 

It is important that some papers are dedicated to indi
vidual manuscripts kept in Russian academic archives, let 
alone most interesting documents on the history of Mongo
lian and Turkic peoples. Many accounts of expeditions, 
travels or reports of diplomats, merchants, scholars, etc. are 
observed in the collection. The materials cover a long his
torical period, beginning with the Hun invasions up to the 
rise of the first Mongolian state and the political events of 
the first half of the twentieth century. 

A survey of the Mongolian collection in the holdings of 
the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Stud
ies is given in the article 'The collections of Mongolian 
manuscripts and xylographs at the St. Petersburg Branch of 
the Russian Academy of Sciences Institute of Oriental 
Studies" by the well-known expert in Mongolian manu
scripts, A.G. Sazykin. Among world collections of Mongo
lian manuscripts and xylographs outside Mongolia, which 
are more than forty, the collection of Eastern manuscripts 
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and rare documents at the St. Petersburg Branch of the 
Institute of Oriental Studies is the most representative and 
include more than 8,000 volumes. The old part of the col
lection (more than 3,000 items) comprises almost all 
historical writings of the Mongols, materials on their ad
ministrative and economic activities, collections of the 
steppe laws, dictionaries, works of literature, epics, folklore 
records, etc. The new part of the collection is even larger. 
including more than 5,000 items: these are canonical and 
didactic works, works on ritual, divination and medical 
manuals, shamanistic prayers, philosophical writings. All 
these riches are discussed in the article by A. G. Sazykin. 
His description of the collection strikes by a profound 
knowledge of the subject and betrays the author's love to 
what he so successfully studies for years. 

One can easily notice that obsession with Mongolian 
folklore is a characteristic feature of all investigations on 
Mongolian folklore of the other contributor. I. V. Kulganek 
who this time gives a description of materials on Mongo
lian, Buryat and Kalmyk folklore which encompass heroic 
epics, folk tales and poems, etc. An indefatigable explorer 
of new folklore materials in Mongolia, I. V. Kulganek 
made her many personal discoveries in this field, and 
the unique experience of the author permits her to present 
the archival materials kept at the St. Petersburg Branch of 
the Institute of Oriental Studies with rare penetration to the 
subject. Many of the materials she offers to the attention of 
the scholars are often unique and have not been investi
gated hitherto. 

Of interest are also materials on the Kalmyks from the 
archives in Kalmykia and outside it. Two articles are dedi
cated to them. E. U. Omakaeva in her "Materials on the 
Kalmyks in the archival collections of Kalmykia and else
where" acquaints the specialists in this field with Kalmyk 
vocabularies, books on grammar, literary works, works on 
the Oirat language, documents and letters devoted to differ
ent sides of Kalmyk life, folklore and ethnography. 

V. L. Uspensky's article "Archival materials on the his
tory of the Volga Kalmyks from the collections of the li
brary of St. Petersburg University" describes most precious 
documents collected by G. S. Lytkin in the Kalmyk steppes 
during his two-years journey to Kalmykia between 1858 
and 1860. The documents contain valuable information on 
the period shortly before the migration of the Kalmyks 
from Russia to Jungaria in 1771, and on Russian-Kalmyk 
relations in this period. Especially interesting are the letters 
of the Kalmyk khans and rulers to Russian officials. Part of 
the materials discussed by V. L. Uspensky is devoted to the 
everyday life of the Kalmyks, their rituals, and social and 
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economic conditions in the mid-nineteenth century. The 
materials include lists of feasts, expenditure books, and 
statistics. Among these documents one can find drafts 
of letters, translations and petitions which are of some im
portance to the history of the Kalmyks in Russia in the 
eighteenth - first half of the nineteenth centuries. 

M. I. Golman's contribution entitled "Russian archival 
documents on the history of the seventeenth-century Mon
golia" acquaints us with the historical treasures relating to 
the seventeenth-century Mongolia kept in the Russian 
Academy of Sciences Archive. The author focuses on the 
so-called "Muller (in Russian usage Miller) portfolios" con
taining copies of numerous official documents from Tomsk, 
Tobolsk, Tumen, Tara, etc. Among them there are valuable 
records of negotiations between the Russian officials and 
Mongolian envoys, Tsars' edicts to the governors of Sibe
ria, etc. But what is most valuable are rare samples of the 
Mongolian and Oirat tad biCig ("clear script") introduced 
by Zaya pandita in l 648. In all, there are 17 originals of 
letters of the leading Mongolian rulers to Russian Tsars, not 
to mention many other documents dealing with political 
and economic relations between the Mongols and Russians. 

Numerous archival documents were employed by 
I. V. Zaytsev in his article entitled "Russian archival 
sources on the history of the Astrakhan khanate (the chro
nology of the reigns of khans Janibek and Huseyn)". The 
article is all the more interesting as it opens new pages of 
the little-known history of the Astrakhan khanate. The au
thor establishes in particular the exact dates of Janibek's 
rule and of other historical events linked with the history of 
the Astrakhan khanate. 

Of special interest is a contribution by A. I. Andreev. 
His article discusses the items kept in P. K. Kozlov's 
(1863-1935) museum. We find the description of many 
documents from the archive of the museum containing ma
terials linked with the life of Kozlov and his expeditions. 
The most famous of these was his excavations of Khara 
Khoto, but not less valuable were the finds made by him 
during his excavations of the Hun tombs in the Noln-Ula 
mountains in North Mongolia. 

The articles by V. K. Shivlyanova entitled "Phonogram 
recordings of the folklore of Turkic-Mongolian peoples at 
the Pushkin House" presents the phonogram treasures 
brought to Russia by many Russian scholars, including 
B. Ia. Vladimirtsov. The sound recordings of Turkic and 
Mongolian folklore were made in Russia, Central Asia, 
Kazakhstan, Transcaucasia, Mongolia and China. The 
author of the contribution has dealt with the phonograms 
for a long time and identifies these unique documents with 
rare professionalism. She indicates not only the collector 
and the ethnos to which the material discussed relates but 
also a musical genre of the recordings. These include 
a great number of folk songs, shamanistic ritual melodics, 
epics, fairy tales, prayers, and instrumental music. The re
cordings were made by Russian scholars and travellers dur
ing the period from 1899 to 1939; the recordings can be 
considered as real rarities and are of great scholarly value. 

As a whole, the collection under review highlights 
many half-forgotten episodes of Mongolian and Turkic his
tory. In this connection, the article "A work on the history 
of Buddhism in Mongolia from the library of the Institute 
of Oriental Studies" by A. Tsendina presents a good exam-

pie. Her most interesting article is dedicated to the typed 
manuscript entitled "What is the cause of religions followed 
by the Mongolian tribes" of Erdenipel ( 1877-1960). This 
text in Russian, whose translators were Rincen and Sambu, 
comprises 200 pages. Erdenipel was one of the most edu
cated men in Mongolia and the first prior of the Gandan 
monastery in Ulan-Bator after it re-opening in 1944. Most 
probably he wrote his work in the 1930s when he had to 
leave his post because of a cruel persecution of Buddhist 
monks by the government. The work by Erdenipel treats 
many interesting episodes of the history of Mongolia, 
its old beliefs and the introduction of Buddhism here. 
The composition is also interesting from the viewpoint of 
the circumstances that surrounded its appearance and 
translation. 

In her article "An unsuccessful expedition to Mongolia 
(on the materials of the Russian State Military-Historical 
Archive)", E. A. Boykova presents an interesting document 
kept at the Russian State Military-Historical Archive; it 
tells about A. G. Belinsky's travel to Mongolia. An extraor
dinary person, Belinsky was believed to be either an adven
turer or enthusiast who once appointed himself head of 
a shady expedition to Mongolia in l 907 in the attempt to 
organize an uprising of the Mongols against the Chinese. 
The action was without success and brought neither politi
cal nor other results he planned. 

T. A. Pan's contribution is devoted to a Russian transla
tion of an important document connected with the history 
of the Manchu; the translation was made by the outstanding 
specialist in Manchu studies, A. V. Grebenshchikov 
( 1880-194 l ). The document translated by him is "The 
Statute of the Manchu Shamanistic Service Confirmed by 
His Majesty's Edict"; it provides valuable infonnation on 
Manchu history, religion and culture. 

A. A. Burykin's "The handwritten and printed sources 
of the 'Description of the Yakutsk province"' analyses 
an important archival source which was previously investi
gated by the specialists, but until recently has been 
underestimated and poorly understood. 

The materials on the Turks in the collection are treated 
by the well-known historian of the Old Turks, 
S. G. Klyashtomy. The scholar presents to the attention 
of the academic audience an archaeological diary of 
an explorer of Siberia, Central and North-West Mongolia, 
and Tuva, director of the Ethnographical Museum, 
D. A. Klements (1848-1914), who made important 
archaeological discoveries relating to the history of the Old 
Turks. The contents of the diary permit us to understand 
better the importance of the Ikhe-Hanyn-nor and Khentey 
inscriptions. The high scholarly value of this document 
makes us be more attentive to his other diaries which may 
contain information of exclusive value concerning the 
ancient history of Siberia and Mongolia, especially to his 
information on the l 848 Turfan expedition. 

As a whole, the collection is very helpful to all those 
studying the history of Mongolian and Turkic peoples. We 
can only thank all the contributors for their presenting so 
valuable information hidden on the shelves of the Russian 
academic archives. 

I. Petrosyan 
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